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MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Santa

Has arrived in town and left

holiday

Rates of Advertising_One inch of epsce, In
length ot column, constitutes a “square."
$1.50 per square daily first week. 75 cents per
week after; three Insertions, or less, $1.00; continang every other day alter first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents: one
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are

MRS. .1. S. HOBART.

Bargains in Watches
Jewelry.

ilSr61'(and
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wine on the

part cf some of the oiflceis.
Gen. Sherman, who presided, as well as

JUVENILES I
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To be found in Portland

to
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BAILEY & NOYES’

ELEGANTLY

a

Also,

PIANO-FORTE WAREROOMS!

Phosphate t

The Standard Fertiliser for all Crops,
PHILADELPHIA.

»• H.

FAMOUS CHICKERING

PLI] MBING!
CO.,

Practical Plumbers, and dealers In

Congress,

Exchange Street,

made additions to his

stock of

Ju venile and Miscellaneous
Books,
A variety of fine
Chromes in Frames at Low Prices.

Also Steel
Photographs,
Albums, Oval Frames, Vases, Bracketts, Stereoscopes and \ lews, together with numerous articles,
useful and ornamental, suited to the
Holidays. His
stock ot Stereoscopic Views is
large, varying in price
trom ten to thirty cents each.
dlsd2w

Engraving, Lithographs,

PIANOS!

Trays.and

A

Alljkinds of Plumbing Materials.

LARGE STOCK—ALL

A

BAILEY &

933 1-9 Congress St., Portland, me.,

At

exceedingly

low

prices, and complete seta of all
the.

Standard Works
Oi the

day

I

REMEMBER THE PLACE!

Hall L. Davis,

STYLES.

Exchange St,

Dec 21-dtJal

tat* Patent Eights bought
Invited

ted.

to

correspond.

and

All

new

Agents wanted.

NOYES,

W.

JET.

Attorney

BOOKSELLERS AND STATIONERS,

sold. Inventors
Inventions solie-

VINTON,

and

84£ middle Hired,

Counsellor,
door to Canal Bank,

next

Fire Insurance Agency

PORTLAND, MAINE,

Oct 22-d&wtl

the late J. B. CARROLL, will be continued

Of

M.

JOHN

DEPUTY

The Most Vigorous and
Liberal Insurance

the Most

MONEY

Company

in the Country.

a

SHERIFF,

F>ST

OP

NEW YORK.

Brooklyn

Bailey

--,-

WEIS

&

Cash Capital paid in-

ZOEBISCH,

Surplus,

Wholesale Manufacturers of Furs!
WA full assortment constantly on band.
the countiy promptly attended to.

Order

--—

141

BROADWAY, NEW

OF NEW YORK.
Cash Capital paid in,

308 Washington Street, Boston, mass.
sept23
Opposite Boston Theatre.
d3m

$300,000
333,000

Nnrplns,

Assets,

W1NTHROP G. RAY, Agent.

FULEfi, DANA & F1TZ

Portland, Not. 9,

YORK.

Look at the RETAIL Prices.

Candy
$1,000,000 Candy

over

M&Thtt

1868.

THE PEOPLE DEMAND IT.

Insurance Co

Lamar Fire Insurance Go,,

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Horn

$300,000.
183,000.

Mew

England
Mutual Insurance Co.,

Iron, Steel, Tin Plates, Sheet Iron,
and Metals,
llO Nortli St., riostoH,
OFFER

SALE

FOR

Best Refined Bar Iron,
Hoops, Bands and Scrolls,
Plate, Angle and T Iron,
Rivet Iron. Swart Iron,
Bolt Iron, Spike Iron,
Ship and Railroad Spikes,
Oval and half round Iron,
Shoe Shapes, Horse Nabs,
Norway and Swedes Iron

Tin

Plates,

BOSTON.

Terne Plates (or Roofing,
Eng. and AmericanSbeet

Purely

Iron,

Russia and EG Sheet Iron
Imitation and FrenchPolished Sheet Iron,
Galvanized Sheet Iron,
Sheet Copper and Zinc,
Banca, Straits & Eng Tin
Copper Bottoms and Brass

Shapes,
Norway hi ail Bods,
Steel ot every description, Kettles,
Tinmen’s furnish’g goods. Iron Wire, &c., &c.
and

Sept 8-dBm

SMITH,
AT LAW,

COUNSELLOR

sep8-d3m
Chas. Staples,

COMMERCIA

STREET,

PORTLAND, ME,

Chas. Staples, Jr.,

Geo. L. Damon.

C

TIN WARE
Me.

SCHUMACHER,

FRESCO

PAINTER.

Utlce at tho Drug Store of Messrs. A. G. Selilotterbeck & Co.,
303 Cengreu Hi, Portland, Me,
door above Brown,

_JalZdtf_One

W. H. PENNELL & CO.,

Gas

and

Steam

Fitters !

31 Union Hlreei, Portland.

No.

Houses fitted with Pipes for Gas, steam or
water, in a workmanlike mauner, and satisfaction
varrauted,
xnayl dtl
nr-

DAY~lkMURPHY,
Wholesale Dealers in Fine Paper,
OF

ALL

t T .1 Ml H H !

SHERIDAN & GRIFFITHS,

PLASTERERS,
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL
STUCCO & MASTIC

WORKERS,

NO. 0 SOUTH ST.,
PORTLAND, MB.
Prompt attention paid to all kindsot Jobbing
our line.
apr22dtf

LOST AMD FOIOHI.
Picked Up 4drilt.
A BOUT ICO Sug.r Box Shook?. The

Bemedy.

Gardiner, Me., Aug 29, 1868.
D. J. Demerritt & Co.—Gents: This is to certify that 1 was most severely afflicted with Chronic
Catarrh in its most aggravated forms with a dropping in my throat. 1 have used not quite one packages oi your North American Catarrh Remedy, which

owner ran

the same, by proving property and calling
on the subscriber.
WARREN POOR.
Dec 22—31*
Southport, Dec. 22,1868.
have

Lost!

CLOCKS /

BRONZES,
FTGUJRES, &c.t &c.,
Is very

A

large and
AT

,,

dc4eodtf

will

be sold I/3W,

31c D TIFFEE ’&.

Coal and Wood.
subscribershaving made arrangements
THE
the convenience ol the Public, with

for

Roofing

Portland and Yarmouth,
BETWEEN
leather Traveling Satebell.
Any one

ahd Blk, Colombian and Penma. unfading Slate anil Vermont Slate, at wholesale
prices, shipped in any quantities. Freight about
81,50 per ton.
A. WILBUR & CO
no21eod2m
112 Tremont st., Boston.

REDDISH BROWN SETTER DOG, answering
Jim Crow.” Any inliberal reward upon apSAM’D HANSON,
declttdlw
62 Free Street.

Lost!

tne same

to

Dec 1C dtt

a

small

sending

the Press Office will be rewarded
*

ACCOUNT BOOK about
The contents being of a
value except to the owner
fbe finder will be liberally rewarded by leaving it at
store No. 48 Middle Street, or at 281 Fore Street.
an

December 8.

no

dlf

of Portland.
AS,the City Council by their Order passed December 9th, 1868, directed the Committee
on Laying Out New Streets, to
layout ami establish the lines of Chadwick Street, between West and
Bramliall Streets,
N°tice ** hereby given to all parties interest:d
that the Joint Stauding Committee of the
City Council on laying out new streets, will meet to hear the
and view the proposed
way on the 26th day ot
•ecember, 1868, at tour o’clock in the alternoon.
at the corner ot West and Chadwick
Streets, and will
then aud there proceed to determine and
adjudge
whether the pubiic convenience requires said street

City

WHERE

Eartles

way to be laid out.
Given under our hands
December, A. D. 1868.

or

on

this

seventeenth dav
y

JACOB McLELLAN,
ALBERT MARWICK,
EZRA CARTER,
J. F..LEAVI1T,
JAMES NOYES,
GEO. H. CHADWICK,

oeclSdtd

WELCH

work in

Sunday aiteruoon,
ONeight
inches square.
and oi

private nature,

1
| Committee

f

Slates.

Good Canvassing- Agents

Lost!

on

I La}ingOut
New
J Sheets

ot

JUVENILE

Refined

By The largest

ONE

whom
lor the sale ot
TOwill he given,Maine,
in the market
to

CHINE, just put

Wanted,
exclusive

territory
SEWING MAFully licensed at

a

chines.
having

divided

on

POUND.
EXPRESSLY

The success which the “BROOKLYN” has achieved, fully exemplified in its rapid and haallhlui
growth, is a convincing proof oi the confidence reposed by the public in its soundness, integrity, and

liberality.

Agent* Wanted in nil parts ot
Uye State of
Maine.
S^*For information as to Plans,
Features, &c.,

Coffins, Caskets, Desks,
Show Cases and Office Furniture,
#f Every Description,
Made from the best material and
by EXPERIENCED

workmen, at
II. BLAKE’S,

No. 10 cross St., Portland. Me.
septisdli
Sales Room foot ol Temple
St, opp. Falmouth

H ot el.

FOR

SALE /
One Second-Hand Engine Lathe
long, swing 27 Inches.
Also one New Drill Lathe,
KNOWLTON BROS
Enquire ot
)une 30dtf
Saccarappar

&

Raymond,

TAT

PORTLAND, ME

Wil|cox’&

SILENT

Gibbs’
^

Family Sewing Machine

!

AT TIIE

Hone

itlanufarinriugnud Improved Family Sewing Machine Boom.,

Also, the Bickford Knitting Maohii#.
Active Agents Wanted in every town.
150 Exchange St., Portland,
Me., and
dcl7d&wtf
333 Washington St, BmM
PRINTING, ot all kinds
POSTER
patch at the Press Office.

done with dlij**

Book

No. 53

DAVIS,

Now is the time to select from
Stock of

Scotch
—-

Manufacturer,

ou

conrse,

Backgammon Boards,
Cribbage Boards,
Umbrellas and Canes,

Fancy
Stationery.

ALSO MAKES TO

Surpasted.

we

Every

Third Box
pack

Christmas

BOOKS!

every description and all sizes, from the smallest
largest, and ruled to any pattern desired.

Every

Only FIFTY CTS.

ONE

OF

THE

118

our whole attention to this class
we feel confident of giving

Perfect

Box!

Fer Box !

of

work,

HI. I. MITCHELL.

Satisfaction !

Packed in

Every

December 21.

Exchange

low

as

any

other

Receipt*,
and in

Bills of

can

be found in

December 7, 1868.

our

Middle

SO

Offer

large

added by

142 & 144 Exchange St.
COR. FEDERAL,
Dec 17-19 dtt

my wile Phebe C. Nason,
good
home and live hundred dollars, and she has
AS
fused
1 shall
debts other
a

re-

It,
pay
this dale, December 7, 16(18.
no

Raymond, Dec 7,18G8.

contracting

alter

EARLE NASON.
dcS- d3w»

before investing
Our Blankets

pair.

to

prices

elsewhere.

selling

are

$2.00

at

less per

Flannels and Woolens
same

a

Street,

rate

All ivho call will

good assortment of

of

WHEELER & WILSON

ity and prices.

Machine
No. 1

Morton

Agency

this

W.

i

Block,

I.

129 Middle

PORTLAND, ME.
the “Silent
great improvement
Feed,” renders it perfectly noiseless in action.
Elegant in finish, simple in all its parts, not liable to
get out ot order; adapted to every variety ot sewing,
from the lightest muslins to the heaviest cloths.—
Every one admits its superiority over all others as

THE

known

Npecial Notice to Ladies of Portland,
All purchasers ot the Wheeler & Wilson
Sewim:
Machine at this Agency, can have a ladv
teacher of
thorough experience call at their residences and give
lessons of Instruction, free of
expense.
Apply in
or

by letter to

^
December
9.

dtl

advertisement

Dec 21-d<&wlw

that

in

qual-

MITCll KM'*
street,
__

COMBINING the maximum of efficiency, durabiliminimum of weight aBd
ty and economy With the
more
price. They are widely and favorably known,
Ail warranted satisfactory,
than 600 being in use.
no

sale.

Ewcriptive circulars sent

on

application.

Address,

GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.
nov

J. C. HOADLET A CO.,
LAWRENCE, MASS.

18-d6m

Already betakes

lns'place

reward.

A Punctuation Puzzle.—The following
article forcibly
illustrates the necessity of

punctuation. It can be read in two ways,
making a very bad man or a very good man,
the result depending on the manner in which
it is punctuated:
He is an old and experienced man in vice

and wickedness he is never found opposing
the works of iniquity he takes delight in the
downfall of the neighbors he never rejoices
in the prosperity of any of his fellow creatures he is always ready to assist in destroying the peace of society he takes no pleasure
in serving the Lord he is uncommonly diligent in sewing discord among his friends and
acquaintances he takes r,o pride in laboring
to promote the canse of Cbristiani'y he lias
not been negligent in endeavoring to stigmatize all public teachers he makes no exertions to subdue his evil passions he strives
hard to build up Satan’s kingdom he lends no
aid to the support of the Gospel among the
heathen he contributes largely to the evil adversary he pays no a'tention to good advice
he gives great hetd to the devil he will never
go to heaven he must go where he will receive
the just recompense of reward.
The

O'Irik of Ckrimno

A writer in a New York pap<“ e,ltel!i uP°n
concerning the oricurious

speculations
gin of the observance* ol Christmas

Portable Steam Engines,

or

been advanced.

among illustrious names, which are the common property of mankind.
1 see him uow as
1 have otten seen him during life. His venerable form moves slowly and with uncertain
steps, but the gathered strength of years is in
his countenance, and the light of victory on
his path. Politician, calculator, time-server,
stand aside! A hero statesman passes to his

some

aud O Temple street.

as

Family Sewing Machine.

person

find

every respect both as to

8-d3w_

Sewing

thanksgiving and

the voice ol mirth.

vogue, which will
this time;
And yeh delightful

now

in

be devoid of interest at

as

are

the associations

a dubious, if not an idolof the day, it claims
For eighteen centuries tiat
atrous origin.
ol
church#* and sect# callvast agglomeration
ed Christianity has somewhere about this period ot the year celebrated the birthday of
the Redeemer; yet we are lost in uncertainly
as to the actual date of that event; and it is
much to be feared that the early church lent
itself to a pious fraud by giving out that the
birth of Jesus took place near the time of the
wiuter solstice, in order to throw an air of
sanctity over the pagan orgies wherewith the
ancients were wont to celebrate the returning march of the sun—orgies which the elders
of Christianity found themselves powerless to
suppress. A recent writer says: “In most
nations of ancient and modern times, the
period of what is popularly called the
to have been
solstice
winter
appears

season
of rejoicing.—
as
a
deepening gloom and the increasing
sterility which have followed the downward
progress of the sun’s place in heaven would
generally dispose the mind9 of men to con-

recognized

The

But once mankind was settled in the belief that Christmas day was indeed the
day of
the nativity, all the tender solemn fancies
that the birth of Jesus would
certainly evoke
and
all
the charming conventionalities’

wherewith paganism had adorned the season
to cluster round it; as when the
chemist drops a thread into the saturated
solution, a multitude of crystals immediately
begin to form upon its filaments, and the
ptxrr barren piece of string presently flashes
with the lustre of a thousand jewels. The
Christmas decoration of houses and
temples
is one ot the most marked and, at the same
most
time,
graceful relics of paganism.
were sure

’‘Trymininge of the temples ,withe hangynges
flowers, bouglies, and garlatules,” says Polydore Vergil, “was taken of the heathen people, whiche decked their idols ami homes
witiie such arraye.”
This practice, opposed as it was U» the austerity of thought, which marked Puritanism,
was denounced by all the Puritan
leaders,

and utnoug the great mass of cantroversial
tracts of the 17th centuyt are to to found
many a diatribe levelled VgamsFchurch TTeco
ration.
But the practice sutvived the attacks; and now with each recurring season
we observe more and more attention
paid to
the subject.
In the olden time, holly and.
mistletoe were the favorite evergreens lor
purposes ol decoration. '1 he old ballad writ
ers love to feign a sort of strife between the
holly and the ivy, as to which should gladden
the home of man and give
expression to his

joyous fancies:

Holly stond in ye hall, tayre to behold#,
Ivy Htoml without ye dure, she ya ful Bore a-cold
Holly and Jv>’b uiery men, they da»rialn and they1
sing;
ivy and hur maydenys they wepyn and they wryng.
Tiie Popular Vote
The

following

table

for

President.—

showing the popular

vote
tor President iu 1868 will be found convenient for reference hereafter:
States
Front. Seymour. Aggrtgat*.
Alabama.
763T6
*2086
148462
..

Arkansas

[estimated]..

30<H)o

‘/;000

57000
106<.;0
i*824l

102822
199143
1C69S0
74040
14»19
115889
80226
42390
62357
59408
97069

159050
449430
34*532
194439
45068
155475
113488

California
54592
54078
Conned icuf.50641
47CU0
Delaware. l7C23
10980
Florida (ejectors choien by Legislature 1

Ocoigia.57131

JUiuois'.270293

Indiana.176012
Iowa. 120399
Kansas.31019

Kentucky.

39506

Louisiana.
33*63
Maine.7i410
Maryland. 30138
Massachusetts. 130177
..

Michigan.

128650

Minnesota. 43542
Mississippi (no rote)

28072

Missouri

Jersey.

83000
9729
10000
38191
80131

Oregon leailmated]
Pennsylvania.

10900
342280

63000
5430
8600
31224
83001
429883
8409(1
238700
11000

[estimated)

Nebraska.
Nevada [estimated]..
New Hampshire.

New
New

York.419H83
Norih Carolina. 06226
Ohio.
280128

Khode Island.12993
South Carolina. 02301
Tennessee. 56688
Texas] [no vote] |
Vermont. 44167
Virginia (no vote]
West Virginia.29025

Wisconsin.108867

313382
6548
45237
25277

186C3

112822
92796
195885
226619
71614
llOtiOO
15163
18600
09415
108122
8197'6
180810
618828
21900
655662
19511
107538
81965

12643

56212

20306
84710

39331
493567

Total. 3,021,400 2,716,600
5,738,006
Grant’s tmaJ. 304,791. Lincoln’s m»J. in’61, 411,261.
A Christmas Story.—Charles Dickens has
announced that he Hhall write uo Christmas
story this year; but Mr. John Brougham has

given us a very good one, which is called 77ie
Linht of Home, and is pubitshed by the American News Company. It has in a marked degree the characteristics of the author's plays;
and as those are known to nearly
every one it
is unnecessary to further describe the

story.

Sold everywhere.

Varieties,

and against apologies for transactions without apology, he had insisted on
impeachment;
and now this old man, tottering to the
the
chief
dragged
magistrate of the republic
to judgment.
It was he who did this
thing;
and I should do poor justice to his life if on
this occasion I failed to express
my gratitude
far this heroic deed. His merit is none the
less because other influences prevailed in the
end. His example will remain forever.
In the House, which was the scenes of his
triumphs, I never heard him but once; but 1
cannot forget the noble eloquence of that
brief speech. I was there by accident just as
he rose. He did not speak more than ten
minutes; but every sentence seemed an oration. With unhesitating plaiuuess be arraigned Pennsylvania for her denial of equal
rights to an oppressed race, and rising with
the theme declared that this state had not a
republican government. I presume the
speech will be found in the Globe. Nobody
who has considered with any care what constitutes a republican government,
especially
since the definition supplied by our Declaration of Independence, can doubt that he was
right. His words will live as the, testimony
of a great character on this immortal
question
It is as a defender of human rights that
Thaddeus Stevens deserves our homage.
Here he is supreme. On other questions he
erred. On the finances his errors were signal. But history will forget these and other
failings, as it bends with reverence before
these exalted labors by which liumanitv has

dis-

shall endeavor to carry

we

out

Doc

a

Notice.

to examine

his stock and compare

Lenirs,
Ot the best quality ami warranted to fit.
Also, Opera Glasses tor sale and to let.

Office

J. F. Land & Co.

of all

for

count, and Dress Goods at

dim

LES
CUTLEBY, SPECTAC
With Pebleand German

We Tespectfall v ask an examination of
aud well assorted stock, to which we have
recent importations.

and it will be

GERRISH & PEARSON, nearly half of old prices.

Britannia and Plated Ware,
TABLE

prices,

er

at about the

DAVIS.

Goods

Dry

winter, that he has made

from $1.00

house I
HALI, L.

their

the interest

a

that portion

great reduction from form-

a

First Class Stationery Ware-

China and Class Ware,

purchased

Exchange, Checks,

feet every article that

inform

the public, who have not

for

Aotes, Drafts, Bills (f Lading,

Street.

dlw

offered

as

In this department may be tound EVERY ARTICLE used in

CROCKERY,

I have

Being manufacturers,

Railroad, County, Insurance Offices.

FRUIT STORE
No. 11

House.

of

invited to call and examine

purchasing.
sell at prices

COUNTING BOOMS, BANES,

ALLENS’
i

respectfully

STmdLTIOJYEU V/

Don't Forget the Place

i

most

our stock before
we are able to

Third Box.

Would

We received the Medal for the BEST SPECIMENS of Blank Books at the late State Fair.
are

Cents

BAZA AH,

Middle Street.

Special Nolice.'

Most Experienced Workmen!

Merchants and all others in want of Blank Books

25

Trade !

Portland, Dec. 21,1868. <161

WITH THE-

Ami giving

se-

W Call early and avoid the rush of Christmas
time.

Best Binderies in the State,

a

QUARTER OF A DOLLAR.
One Pound in

are of this tail’s importation and
lected with care for the

FALMOUTH

Candles!

guarani ee to

these goods

ORDER

PURE

And in

—

Gilt Goods.

to the

Sugar

Wood

AND

Plain and

Bindings that Cannot be

HAYING

elegant

Fancy Thermometers,

BEST QUALITY OF PA FEB,

BLidLJTK

and

Bronzes,

-AND

AW a Y !

tew

Russia Leather Cd-oods

hand the LARGEST stock ot Flank Books to
be found in the State, made Irom the

we

a

Parians,

Exchange Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE,

Kerosene Lamps & Chandeliers,
Goods for the Holidays I

Middle Street,

Dec 19 S

Blank

Ol

Is

responsible.

STORE

HALL L.

scenes ol
The Koutan

Stevens.

law,

All

wit:

for any loss or deficiency—in Mutuals the Policy-holders alone are

Exchange St, Portland.

CHRISTMAS.

A QUARTER OF A DOLLAR.
GIVE

Portfolios!

Games

IN MAINE.

Every Third Box

ol

exhibited.

on

the eulogies pronounced in
on
Thaddeus Stevens that of
Charles Sumner was the most remarkable for
its eloquence. The following brief extract
will give some idea of its merit:
I know not if he could be called an orator.
Perhaps, like Fox, he were better called a debater. And yet I doubt if words were ever
delivered with more effect, than when, broken, with years and decay he stood before the
Senate, and in the name oi tho House of
Representatives and of all the people ot the
United States, impeached Andrew Johnson,
President of the United States, of high cr imes
and misdemeanors in office. Who can
forget
his steady, solemn utterance of this
great arraignment? The words were few, but they
will sound through the ages. The personal
triumph in his position at that monieut was
merged in the historic grandeur of the occasion. For a long time, against opposition of
all kinds, against misconceptions of the
all

door)

BOOK

There wall be Placed

by careful, experienced, and reputable business gentlemen, who have
received but an
equitable interest on their capital invested.
By its care, skill, prudence, and economy the
BROOKLYN LIFE, as a Mixed Company
has hilly exemplified the words of the Hon.
William Barnes, Insurance
Superintendent of
the State of New
York, who sustains it in his
Report for 1868 in the following language, to
as

FOR

50 cents per Box.

which,

ever

STATIONERY

Has

In

BOOKS !
have

-AND-

PRESENTS!
Only

we

tine assortment oi Ambrotype Picture9.

-AND

the

always follow,

value.

OLDEST

THE

YEAR’S Bookseller, Stationer,

The Brooklyn Life has paid and now
pavs
to its Policy holders
larger Dividends than
ever before paid
by a Life Insurance Compa-

It does not

and

Muiuner

Among
Congress

BAILEY & NOYES,

AND

Contribution Plan
the only equitable manner of
dividing the earnings
of a Lite Insurance
Company. The Contribution
Plan wasfirst conceived by Mr. D. P.
Fackler, now
Actuary ot this Company, and has been adopted by
most of the best managed Lite
Companies in this
country.

Harrington
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CHRISTMAS

cash.

comparatively low price. Equal in finish, operaappliances to any ol the high priced maTo t>c sold with a lull warrant. To parties arply to
a good team preference will he given.
AdHICOPEE SEWING MACHINE CO.,
dress
ttov23eod3m
Boston, Mass

a

tion and

C.

And

AND
PUT

stock

Toy Books,

CADDIES,

tangible advantage ever accorded
parties insuring their lives.
Dividends annually (after second year) in
are

Illustrated

Selected for their beauty

well MIXED

sometimes supposed, that a purely
Mr, C. C. Tolman, Stove Dealer, Mutual Company is the most
profNo. ‘29 market Square
itable one to the insured; Mixed
All orders for Coul or Wood left with him will
Companies, or those substantially
be
to with promptness and dir patch.
“tended
On
hand a good assortment of Coals, also
Mutual, may, by superior skill and
HARD AND SOFT WOOD. other advantages, actually make
the largest dividends ot
surplus
EVANS & GREENE,
profits to policy-holders.’’—Page XC.,
No IIRIJ Commercial g|, head of Smith'. New Fork Insurance
Report for 1808."
Wharf.
Oct 6, 1868-eod3m
In the BROOKLYN IIFE no
Policy-holder can ever be assessed

A

quickly to the name ot
toimat'on will meet with a
plication to

as

there till midnight, and as he spoke, he scat
tered the flowers with his feet, and
again assumed his determined attitude.
Alter some
minutes more of noise the magnetic influence
he exercised over the audience was
again
manilest, and he began an eloquent speech
lasting nearly twenty miDutes, to wbicli the
audience listened with respect and received

Noyes,

WORKS!

OF PURE SUGAR

ny 1
Tiie BROOKLYN LIFE, unlike some of
the so-called
Mutuals, pays no percentages or
largesses to either Directors or officers; neithhas nermanently|cured me. I cannotfspeak too
highABEL FRENCH,
ly of this valuable remedy.
er can it afford to
spend thousands upon
Formerly a Policeman ot Gardiner.
These testimonials area sample ol wbat we are thousands of dollars, belonging properly to
dally receiving. We warrant to give immediate and the Policy-holders, in
misrepresenting and
permanent relief, as can be attested by thousands
who have used it. Sold by alt druggists. Price $1.25 advertising false statements
concerning other
a package.
D. J. DEMERRITT & CO., Prop’trs.
Tested free at iheir office, 117 Hanover Street, corporations, as is now being done by certain
Boston. At wholesale by W. F. Phillips & Co. and so-called Mutuals. The
management of ihe
E. L. Stan wood.
decl2eod3m
BROOKLYN LIFE is open, candid, economOUR STOCK OF
ical, and prudent; no one man power, as in
the so-called Mutuals, but
closely scrutinized
FRENCH

KINDS,

Paper Balers & Blank Book Manufacturers.
Also Blank Music Paper, Bill-Heads, &c.
Agent* for the Allen Kurelope Manf. Co.
5 <8 9 Milk St,, Bostoit.
E. L. Day,
B. B. Allen,
A. B. Morphy,
Special Agent.
Dec 12-eodlm

as

The Brooklyn Life is the only Company in
the country which guarantees a definite surrender-value to every policy on which two or

Dividends

_

Horatio P. Easton,
Wm. G. Sampson,
Nelson Tennfy.
done.
H^-Repalring neatly
aul7dtf

J.

Good

Steam

to

Boston. June 19,1868.
D. S. Demfrritt & Co.—Gents: For the last fifteen years I was afflicted with Chronic Catarrh. I
have used many remedies but obtained no help until l tried your North American Catarrh Remedy.
When I commenced using it I had nearly lost tuy
voice: less than two packages completely restored ft
to me again
N. S. LILLIE.
Employed lor 16 years by Araeiican Express Co.

Conductors made to Order.

C.

»

RETAIL.

Street, Portland,

as

any United States Bonds.

and most

SURE CURE FOR

DEMERRITT’S
North American Catarrh

Ot every Description

Plum

of

A

of

AND

pound.

EACH BOX CONTAINING
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Manufacturers
WHOLESALE

Elegantly

Cppaiu

50 cents per

&

BEA Jj TIFUL

more annual premiums have been
paid; this
amount, in dollars and cents, is indorsed on
every policy issued. Should any policy-holder
become unable to pay his premiums, he can
VEGETABLES.
The Floral Guide is published for the beuefltof thus know the cash worth of the policy at
my customers, to whom it is sent free without appli- any time after two annual
premiums have
cation, but will bo forwarded to all who apply by
mail, lor Ten Cents, which is not half the cost. Ad- been paid.
dress
This certainly is the greatest Inducement
JAMES VICK, RochosterN. Y,

Machinists,

Manufacturers of
Bank House and Fire Proof Safes,
IRON VAULTS, VAULT DOORS, EXPRESS
CHESTS, < nd NONE Y BOXES,
WORKS 215

40 cents per

at

for 1869,

of

CHAS. STAPIES & SON,

and

Guide

Seeds and guide in the Flower Garden is now
published. It makes a work of 100 pages, beauti
thlly Illustrated, with about 150 Fine Wood Engravings of Flowers and vegetables, and an Elegant Colored Plate,
A Boquet of Flowers.
It is the most beautiful,:, s well as the most instructive Floral Guide published, giving plain and thorough directions lor the CULTURE of Flowers and

»ep9'68dlyr_
Founders

at

pound.
pound.

lOOO Boxes
Policies Issued

edition nt One Hundred Thousand
THE fir.t
Vick’s Illustrated Catalogue

Room 99, Old State House,
BOSTON, MASS.

Iren

Candy

Chartered 1835.

Policies Non-Forfeiting l|
Cash Dividends Paid Annually.

Floral

HIDE

CHRISTIAN W. BOUCK.President.
ABRAM D. POLHEMVS.Vice President.
WILLIAM M. COLE.Secretary.
D. P.
FACKLER—•.Consulting Actuary.
DANIEL AYERS, M. D LL. D,Medical Examiner

John W. Munger & Son, Agenis Policies Valuable in Life
Oct 21-eod3m
as at Death!
VICK’S

Naylor rfJ Co.’s Cast Steel,
Muntz's Yellow Metal Sheathing,
®
HENRI

30 cents per

Office 166 Fore St., Portland.

Also agents tor the sale of
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Mutual.

Capital, $5,300,000.
All
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IMPORTERS OF

am.doubtful

Holiday Presents!

Down CrO the Prices.

Life

eye followed down first one table then another producing a
temporary quiet, aud as ‘lie
noise would break out anew in another direction he would turn aud with dilated nostrils
and compressed lips look scorn until he had
fairly awed that vast assembly into silence.
On his right, just behind, stood
Sherman, still
waving his hand lor order, while to the lelt
Thomas, with outstretched arms, was appealing to his comrades to remain quiet for a moment, while in the rear, forming a noble hack
ground, were grouped the other great generals.
It was a picture such as one seldom
sees, and
one that is ever remembered.
So impressive
was it that even this audience was made silent by it.
Then Logan said, with
cutting irony: “I
came here to-night to
speakto gentlemen, but
whether you will listen.” Con
fusion followed this challenge, but his
tinging
voice sounded out above all the noise as be
said:‘Tl you have no respect for the
army"
you represent, have respect at least for the
President-elect, who came here to-night to
greet you. Indeed, 1 believe that this confusion is produced by those who wish to show
him disrespect, and came here lor that
pur-

Too much credit cannot be
given to General Logan for thus
restoring quiet, so that the
last part of the programme was carried out
with partial success. When Thomas arose to
respond to the toast, “The army of the Cumberland,” he received a perfect ovation, the
cheers lasting several miDutes, and
great contusion prevailing. Order being
again restored, he made a short but excellent response,
and was again greeted witli
uproarous apI
plause. The same reception was given to
\
Governor Oglesby and Carl Schuiz—the
I bami being obliged to strike up an air in orExchange Street, Portland.
der to prevent the continued cries tor Sciiurz
to continue his speech. After
going through
the remainder of the programme,
singing
Have for sale, and invite the public to examine tbe
“Sherman’s March to the Sea.”
Old Shady”
Finest Collection in the City, of
and “Auld Lang Syne,” General Sherman at
once adjourned the
meeting, apparently glad
to escape from the chair.

---I-

Howard Fire Ins, Co.,

OFFICE address, Naples, Maine. All business by mall or otherwise
promptly attended to.
November 16. 6w

a high desk on which had been arlarge bouquet. Logan came lorward with flashing eye and iliswuiiiimi
i.
and vaulting with one bound upon this desk
stood with folded arms and head
scornfully
erect like a carved statue. His keeu,
piercing
a

with applause.

«IVK\ AWAY.

190 Fore Street.

CHURCH,

BOOKS!

_

THE

tlio scene that

followed:
Then commenced a scene which was grand
iu every mature. To describe it is
quite impossible. Immediately iu liont of the central

Cries ol“no, no,” greeted this strong charge
Here was another threat of confusion, when,
amid calls for “Thomas, Thomas,” General
Thomas replied he would not speak until
they had heard General Logan. General Logan said he would restore quiet if be stood

18G9.

Exchange Street, Portland.

Dec 16-eoddfcw2w l?3t

qui-

pose.”
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sep28d&wtt

England Patent Agency
HAYDEN, McLELLAN & CO.,

attempted

lowing graphic description of

ranged

iy Orders solicited and promptly attended "to.
No. 109 Federal St., Portland, me.

New

vain

stand was

large nock or

Photgrapb Albums,

X-M AH!

Also, PIANOS OF OTHER MANUFACTURE,

lead Pipe, Brass, Copper, Iron Force
and lift Pumps, Bathlug Tubs, IValer
Closets, Iron Stubs, marble WashStand Tops, Soap Stone Sinks,

BIBLES.

corner of Oak.

COLESWORTHY,

HAS

Our Extensive Stock comprises every style of the

No. 15k Commercial Street, Portland, Ole
December 16. d&w2m

347
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DEPOT,

9. H. ROBBINS,

BOUND

Buttons,

or Peated Vest or Leonr!.^0LDhtJlLVKR
Crain, Silver Watch or Napkin Rino
Fbuit Kniff, Gold Spectacles or Eve Glasses’
or any ot the numerous articles in
this line, you had
better look in and see what I have
got before spending your money.
EDiV. P. BAN**;

decAdtjanl

Thomas, in

the disturbance. Abouluiue o’clock Giant
withdrew iu disgust.
He drank all the
pledges in water, like a sensible man, though
oltau pressed to take “a friendly glass.” He
was so much annoyed by these
importunities
that lie finally ordered all tlie bottles and
glasses removed from his table. At length
Gen. Logan was called upon to
respond to
the I oust, “llie Army of the Tennessee.” A
reporter of the New York World gives the fol-

tine

Genuine_

1868.

Saturnalia, which fell at this peof high festivity, honored
riod,
Gallant C ondui t of Gen. Logan.
by many privileges. The spirit of universal
The Western Army Reunion at Chicago
and imboundei license was
abroad,and
last week was one of the grandest assemcharter; friends feasted together, and
foes
were
that
America ever saw. The grand nannrrt!,1?!
blages
suspended? This paau‘"-“rsary accounts for many
banquet, however, was marred by a scene of nf n./nepi'ln1?lt<'a
tbat bang about the celedisorder .arising from too free indulgence in

Grant aud

a

CLARK,

Thursday Morning, December 24,

bratton**

OF

mv

an24

poki'lain u

et

1,1 a lew da.vs.) greater
bargains
the ll»r t!,I2?OTe
and Jewelry than any
ifwen * Watches
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DAILY PRESS.

giatulatiou on the arrival of that period
when, as experience had taught them, he bad
leached his lowest point of influence with
reference to them; and the prospects of renewed light and warmth and
vegetation afforded by what was considered as bis returning inarch might naturally be bailed with
were seasons

Christmas Tree laden with all
S£L?N9ID
in the line ot Fine
„“?• 01 beautiful articles
Fl°wers, Orient Crosses, white
Hnlii,wh58^ax
Ornaments,
Boxes, Worsted work ol
3®
styles &c will be ready
TwH.?nd ornameutal N°'421
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—The editor of the Transcript has not
slept
for six nights. How could he,
forsooth, while
with
the
laboring
production of anything so
atrocious as the following?—'“The Chief Justice of Maine leads off in the movement for female suffrage. With the head of the legal
profession on their side the ladies can boast
not only of a good chance of getting a finger
in the political pie, but also of an Appletonover.’’
—A statue to Charles J&.1I. is to be erected
in Stockholm on the one hundred and fiftieth
anniversary of his death.
#
—It is stated that John Bright is the first
who
ever
Quaker
attained
to
the
English
dignity of a seat in the cabinet.
—Who wear corsets? The New York Sun,
few days since, hinted that perhaps some of
the Brummels of that city used this means of
a

improving

their

figure,

and forthwith the sus-

picion is confirmed by any uumber of tailors,
hosiers and ladies. Three thousand males in
New York “lace,” they estimate. Moreover,
some one writes from
Boston, saying that
“umuy young men in that city wear corsets to
preserve their waists from becoming loo large.”
This is the authority of a dentist, who has had
occasion to request these exquisites to unlace
helore administering nitrous oxide.
It has
been supposed that corsets, pads, &c.,were
purely feminine vanities, but it seems the
sterner sex are not above such devices.
And
the druggists do say that the trade in hairdyes is almost wholly sustained by the whiskered half of creation.
■

—A revivalist encountering an African, asked him: “My good man, have you found the
Lord?." To which Sambo
replied, with good
wit and good philosophy, “Golly,
uiassa,am de
Lord lost?”
—Miss Margaret G. Cary, who recently died
In Boston, was one ol the twelve persons who
formed the first Swedeuborgiau society in
New Eugland iu 1818, and was its oldest mem
her at the time of her decease.

—vNearly a quarter of a million of salmon
eggs arrived ou the 11th in Charlestown, Mass.,
from the Miramichi salmon-breeding works iu
New Brunswick. They were packed iu baskets of wet moss, well surrounded with straw,
and travelled 120 miles ou sleds, 1120 by rail and
280 miles by water, hut they were so well protected by the straw from the cold and from the
jarring

incident to travelliug that they arrived
iu good coudition as far as examined. They
were ulso found sufficiently advanced to hatch,
at their present lute of development, early iu

January.
—Two nice young men in Philadelphia got
into trouble about a beautiful young brunette.
They both wanted her, and concluded to die
for her. Friends were consulted aud murdetletters were exchanged, and the result was
a duel with pistols.
Three or four shots were
ous

exchanged, but both youths

were so nervous

that neither of them received the fatal shot,
not even a scratch. Finally the matter was
adjusted, and the pair hastened to the presot the lady, who, having been informed
ol the facts, very sensibly gave them both to
understand that she preferred for a liege lord
a better and wiser man than either of
them,—

ence

one

who wouldn’t

—Dortuuate

is

fight duels.
he, says the New

Bed lord

Mercury, who can, at this seasou of the year,
at the approach of the holidays, gratify his
taste and his disposi ion *° he generous, unfettered by the chains of impeeuniosity
—Who sa.vs /armiDg is not profitable? A
citizen of Woodstock, Vt., bought a farm last

/ess than 81.300, and raised this year
year for
bushels of potatoes—about 1,600 bushels
2 boo
of which were merchantable at SO cents per
bushel. He also secured fifty tons of hay, and

wintered
well.

seventy-eight sheep,

which turned
He sold 8110 worth of wool, besides
what he teserved for bis own use; sold $100
worth of lambs, and kept fifteen for the Hook.
—The new fabric plant of the South, Kamie,

out

basafiireas long and as strong as flax, it is
as white and as fine as cotton, and as glossy as
while it needs less cultivation tbau either,
and bears three crops a year, it is not injured
by insects, and it sells for Joub'e the price of

silk,

cotton.
—Tbe owner of a model farm near West
Chester, Pa., killed out tbe Canada thistle by
digging down with a hoe and cutting off the
roots several inches below the surface.
After
being set bark iu this way two or three times,
tbe root loses all enterprise uud dies.

—Monday

was

the

anniversary

ol the seces-

sion of South Carolina.

—Photograpliiug ou enamelled leather bus
Philadelsuccessfully accomplished in
phia.
been

-Helen Western, it if srid, died in P°verty>
and her effects were pledged to pay the undei

taker.
mission—Father Hawley, the Hartford city
that he will help no liquor
ary, gives notice

drinkers.

Tjb±F: PBESS,

of
rjSF*First Page To-day—Gallant Conduct
on Stevens; A PunctuaSumner
Gen.Logan;
Ii>e
tion Pu2zie; The Origin of Christinas;
_Popular Vote for President; Varieties.

Pupe—Red Ridinghood.
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House of BobberPor4****"
Prosper! of a War *“
tit I
il robber—a
wa?
Baron Itnthschild

*ke

twrekl

j
j

of the
jj.„, recess began to-day, and roost
or will do so th s
bate
already
gone
members
will
evening. Mr. Lynch of your delegation
remain here during the holidays. He is indusof bis
trioiisly at work on a speech in support

financial measure, which is daily becoming
as feasible and equitable.
little business has been done so far,
Several committees remain here harpd at
oi Senators
as will also quite a number

Very

1

■

i

work,
Representatives. Among the matters
which have been placed in line to be reached
is the question of drawbacks on shipbuilding
and

materials. There is very little doubt that the
committee on ways and means will agree !o
such a drawback ^is will give to your shipbuilding interest a chance to compete with
otheis.
The question of a session of the, 41st Con-

the 4th-of xtlareh is becoming an interesting one. A good many favor the repeal
of the law, but a majority of the House seem
to desire it to continue iu operation. The candidates for Speaker are desirous of a session
for organization and no more. The
gress

courses of Christendom.
When we said that lie was a robber, we respectfully asked all who dissented and were
disposed to call names—to let loose the fearful

“socialepithets, “agrarian”, “communistic,”
istic," Ac-.,—to make the most o» i t,— *nd td,eF
have, They tell us of the Baron’s ‘charities,
Inm to the
of the crowds of poor who followed

on

question

decided iu all probability by the
of business done at the present ses-

will be

■

amount

sion.

busicharacter ns
grave and of his honorable
fbt gilded mid
ness man. In abort tby give
legitimatized highwayman a fir.-.t class apothsaint, worth half a billion
eosis.

EUROPEAN

There is considerable interest,

Fudge!—a

shape of loans to the
It is these immense

Greece, though it would puzzle most of us to
tell why, except in a vague and sentimental

leans that enabled the crowned and sceptred
brigands to keep such immense military establishments as to withdraw trorn uselui industries millions upon millions of men, whose
muskets are leveled at every head that raises
itself in opposition to the existing order of
things. France with twelve hundred thousand
troops. Russia and Prussia each with about
ns many more, Austria with 540,000 and Italy
with 396,000,all owe their immense armaments

with Homer, probably, who
was not a Greek at all, down to Byron and
Halleck, who were of Saxon stork, and the
former of whom certainly had a great conway,

or-

question; which

civilized world passes resolutions of sympathy
—this question has new reached a crisis.
Our Washington correspondent, whose letter
is published to day is inclined to make light of
tbe matter, hut later disnatches confirm the
previous warlike intelligence. The Liberals
of Europe will very likely avail themselves of
the possible general war to make head against

e-ies and his son fills the

ly

ically,—jolly

French Levanter that he is. He
does not believe that t. erj will he war, though
he is not quite so open in saying it as others
Blacque Bey is a thorough student of modern

policies

line?

need be drawn. Where a man so obviously
transcends the bounds of legitimate acquisition as to become possessed of four hundred
millions, while his neighbors are starving, lie
may be readily classed.
—

two

He was Seized while standing iu tie hall
of the Fifth Avenue Hotel, dragged to a cbj-

has not national virility or virtue; Russia is
too--” with a shrug the Marquis left the sen.

riage, harried to*Ludluw -tr.jail, w her.- he
was refused the privilege of seeing his friends
or holding any communication with the out-

tence unfinished. fcjotno reference was made
to the Turkish representative. “Ah!” was the
response, "he is a

side world. The prosecution upon which he
was arrested was oue instiluted by the notorious Erie Conspirator, James
Fiske, jr., and the
warrant was issued by the equally notorious
The occasion of the proceedings was the publie.Ati n of au article in
the Republican in which the life and character of Fiske were portrayed in pretty iively
colors. This should Tie a warning to all newspaper men. The rascals of the Brio corporaman

who

This

is the epitomized expression of the
feeling in the foreign circle.
But there is a more potent reason why the
present rupture should not be atlowed to flame
qiit into the blood red blossotn of war. It is
that European Democracy stands ready at any
moment to take advantage of it.
It is hardly

possible

President, Hon. Neliemiah Cleurelaml, (1813).
Vice-President, Hon. John C. Do ige, (1834).
Secretary, D C. Liuscotr. E>q., (18541.
Executive Committee,—Kev. Dr/Uutu- Anderson,
{18 8); Hon. Peleg W. Chamfer^ (iH34); Hon. ,:obn
O Dodgm (1831); Cyrus Woodman, Esq., (163 ) :Uev.
Dr- Di B: We oh, (1846); Lorenzo (llarrett, Esq.,
(1838); Thomas M. Hayes, Ksq., (IMil); and <1. n.

Osgouj; Eaq., (1854).
Pleasant speeches were made by the President of the association, by Rev. Dr. Harris,
Profesmr Packard, Rev. Dr. Anderson, Hon,
S. P. Benson, Rev. William D. Xorthend, i’rofessors Brackett, Sewali, Smytlie and Young,
and many others. Letters were received from
Rev. Dr. Woods and Gov. Chamberlain.
The

Boston Journal is authorized to anthat Gen. Barks will not Tie a candidate for the pos lion of Speaker of the House,
but will with ail the rest of the Massachusetts
delegation support Mr. Dawes for that posinounce

tion.
There is a report that the State Arsenal
grounds in Portland and Bangor are to be
•old, and that the Hallowell House, owned by
Samuel G. Dennis, two miles south of the
State House, will he purchased hy the Stats
arseual

building.

The jSTew Hampshire Republican State
Convention meets on the oth of January, the
Democratic Convention on the 27th. The election for Governor and members of Congress
take place on the 9;h of March.
Heins.

A ■Wasbfngton correspondent savs ttat Republican Sena tors have agreed that no more
nominations shall he confirmed during the
present administration unless it is an excep-

tional case where the public interest seems to
require it.
The city of Chicago loses two million dollars
by real estate frauds. Parties have acquired
titles by fraudulent deeds and then covered up
their tracks by having the property sold for
non-payment of taxes.
The Hon. C. C. W ashburn, who is at present
a member of the
House of Representatives
from Wisconsin, is a candidate for theserator-

sbip in place ot Mr. Doolittle whose terra is
about to expire.
The proposition that was submitted to the
Senate Tuesday by Senator Wilson, providing
for the retirement of any Judge of the Supreme Court who has attained to tho age of
70, on full pay, is said to meet with tbe approval of a majority of that Court. Should the bill
become a law, Justices Nelson and Grier

would probably retire, and as the law stands
no vacancies would exist, the number of Jus
tices being limited to six. Justice Grier is 74
years ot age, and seems to be Sleeping during
most of the session" of the Court. Justice Nel•on is past 76.
A friend,
writing from Washington, say- the
guard in front of Mr. Seward’s house has-been
kept up sinee the death of Mr. Lincoln. The
sentinel is not even relieved when the Secre-

now

to

cotton

spindles

now

The Mazzinists are determined to create a
public opir ion favorable to their movement
and with the hope of securing to democratic
movements in the old world, favorable declarations from the government here, such a9
they have sought and failed to obtain, so far,
in the caso of Spain.
They are endeavoring
to organize wide spread branches of tlieir
“Universal Republican Alliance,” of which
Here is a declaration
Mazzi ni is the head.
now being circulated for the purpose of ob-

tainig signatures:—
“THE UNIVERSAL REPUBLIC,
i believe in the
Republic—the organization
of a tree people on the ground of
equal political
soil social rights—as the only means through
which a nation may be enabled to will and act,
as one man, for the fulfilment of its own destiny and the accomplishment of its duty to hu-

in

operation in the United States, of w hich over
2,000,000 are running on cloths for printing
and produce 450,000,000 yards per annum.
Mr. Edward A. Pollard, the historian of the
“Lost Cause," makes the remarkable state-

manity.

And as 1 believe in the
necessity of republican organization for a single nation in order
that it may obtain its full
growth and completeness, I am compelled to believe in the
necessity of republican organization for all the
th’J
,H
i!
wotll’,; so ) believe in the soiifiof nation toward
in
every nation nol only to .hi« nation
hut to the

ment-tbatthe bulk ot-H*e valuable documents
of the Confederate government, including the

v3Hr

natmnfHH?ath,tylthed,,tv
Hverv naHfnn t i‘r*ofuindividual

correspondence of Jefferson Davis, exists today in concealment, deposited in a place where
they remain concealed to this time, and will
probably not be unearthed in this generation.
Senator Morton is preparing a reply
letter of Horace Greeley.

to

'iwnmleii'dufvHif

the

George Francis Train is to be tendered a
public reception at Cooper Institute by the
Fenian Brotherhood of New- York city on his

arrival.

Senator Sprague has purchased a valuable
island on tbe Georgia coast, near the month of
St. Mary’s river, and also near Fernandina,

Florida. It contains

an area of 9000
acres, ar.d
is said to be extremely fertile.
He will plant
the whole with cotton to supply hi? northern

mills,

ets.

and thus be

independent

of the mark-

ocoasiou more fa-

“Then he’il attempt a revolt on his own account, at the first opportunity,” was the reply.

111,750,000.

6,000,000

an

them?”.

tary visits Auburn.
Mr. SpauldiDg of Buffalo, the author of the
legal tender act, has expressed to
Secretary
McCulloch the opinion that it was a war measure and ought not to be continued afler
the
immediate exigency has passed. He declares
that he should not he surprised were the Supreme Court to pronounce the act unconstitutional.
Mr. Peabody’s donations to the poor of Lonare

to conceive of

vorable to the wishes of Mazzini, Garabaldi,
Victor Hugo, Karl Blind and other leaders,
than such a rupture between Greece and Turkey ns would raise Epirus, Thessaly and the
Danubian provinces. Their plan is to promote
the organization of a great Danubian and
Greek Republic, federal in character, and
strong enough to resist the march of Russia,
making Constantinople a tree city, under the
protection of Europe. In the last idea they
From such a vantage ground
are at fault.
they would hope to reach the Slavonian Magyars and other races in the Austrian Empire
and especially to reach Poland. Louis' Napooleon understands the unflagging zeal, the unfaltering faith of the "idealogists” whom his
great predeces-or despised, but whom the astute r nephew has studied too thorough- in the
person and plans of Joseph Mazziri,"to hold
any such low estimate of. The French.Emperor will do any thing rather than permit an
So with England.
eastern war.
Privildge
and trade are both in the balance there. Whoever is in Downing street, on ibis issue will be
Louis Napolean’s obedient slave;—unless it
may happen that the English Comtists. should
get a chance within its sacred precincts wheD
Napoieon Petit dies.
What I have written about the European
revolutionary purposes, I know by information not to be gainsaid. Movements are being
pressed there by the Democratic leaders for the
sole purpose of taking advantage of the pending European war, which in their judgment,
over Rome, ou the Rhine, or upon the Mediterranean, must come within the next twelve
month". Representatives of Mazzini aud the
others were in this city but a few days since,
urging upon Senator Sumner and others the
propriety of an open declaration and recommendation to Spain of the adoption of republican institutions there, now that the oppirtu
nitv offers. The recent debate in the Senate
on Mr. Sumner’s resolution was affected
by
tbeir presence here. It was stated by them
that the Spanish military leaders. Prim and
Serrano, had really betrayed the people’s
cause. Starting nut with the declaration that
the plebiscite should decide the form of government. they found the popular feeling running
towards republicanism, a result that they never intended should come. So they forestalled
events by pronouncing in favor of monarchy
The Cadiz insurrection, in th s point of view,
was an uncomrollable expression of
republican indignation at this
treachery, The gentlemen to whom I have referred declare that
the coldness of the American pre39 and public to the success of democracy in Europe, does
more than the armies of the old government"
to check its movements and hinder its tri
umpb. The opinion exists, not only among
such as are en rapport with European demoe
racy, but with the diplomats also, that Prim
and Serrano, the former especially, are only
trying to build power for themselves. Like
Louis Napoieon, (key have to begin
by professing liberalism, and like liim they will end in
perjury and the overthrow of liberal institutions. My cynical French friend—an ardent
admirer ol Napoleon, by the wav—has an opinion of Prim worth quoting. Of him he says,
that—” ’Ii" non3e11.se. to talk of Prim’" wanting to establish liberal institutions. He’s aa
adventurer who wants to bo Emperor, if he
ran. When ho sees there’s no chance for that,
he wouldn’t mind accepting a Dictat >r."hip for
a term of years, and failing that he wi 1, to
oblige the poor Spaniards, consent to bo President of a Republic, nlways, however, intending to make his po ver permanent.”
■‘But,” 1 inquired, “suppose, lie. fails in all of

and adopted:

There

jolly

will be no wa*. France and Great
Britain both need
peace and Russia is not
ready to risk anything.”

constitution for au association of the alumni,
which was adopted. The following list of pfflceiswus also reported by the -ame committee,

don amount

a

There

lege residing in Boston was held at St. .Tames
BoteT Tuesday evening. The committee appointed at a former meeting reported a form of

New*

well

only claim to forbearance is the
ancient glory that surrounds his name. But
what has that got to do with diplomacy?

Bowdoin College Dinner—An adjourned
meeting of the the alumni of Bowdoin Col-

an

as

I

natio'n
IhH

“Dd
the
every
and
man to aid to the
“/every
utmost
nations or of other men toward
establ«h
estaniishinent of the universal
republic
And I pledge myself as a member
of this
the
to
Association
best of my
ability and
means to aid in the propagation and
practical
1
realization of this my belief.’
The representative of this movement
here
is an accomplished English artist and
engraver. who has recently made his home in New
York. It is understood that a paper w ill be
started shortly to advocate its ideas and pro-

thoatSHilH*

gramme,

SUMNER'S- SPECIAL MISSION.
To return nearer home, let ine mention,
that there is a movement on toot looking to
the temporary appointment, during the summer adjournment of Congress, of Senator
MB.

doubt

A

Either

placing

ol

or

a

by

the mis-

port on of my last letter, lam
maue to say that other
iegisiation is necessary
besides the passage of the
appropriation bills,
and then follows a
paragraph relating to an
eaort to increase the tax on whiskey as if I
desired to show that was one of the subjects

channels, when less would
purpose fully as well, might be

means

ANDROSCOQOUN COUNTY.

Our Lewiston correspondent writes that Mr.
Joel Gray is quite rapidly recovering front his
paralytic shock. His brain does not appear to
Mr. Win#, of Bangor,
have been affected.
who is itlso sick' at the He Witt House, is
mending rapidly. The doctors hardly know
what to make of his case.
An old man named Moore was found dead
on the floor in his house on Goff street, Auburn, about 10 o’clock, Monday night. He
had been sick for some time and eviden ly fell
dead while crossing the room, says the Journal.

the general reader.
Think tlie subject over carefully; do Bet
dismiss it without a thought. Lit Christmas

Day dawn for tlie Iustitute

land, Ohio, a

few days since, some very ingenand abls speeches were made. Tbere
were some delegates present from this City.
Among the reports of speeches we notice
the following:
Mr. B. F. Manson, of Portland, advocated a
contraction of greenbacks and an expansion of
bank currency. The government has for five
years sold through one channel—Wall street.
They have been in the “Dear” business. He
would have the Secretary of the Treasury,
when be has a supply of gold, give notice to
the Secretary of War and Navj, that they can
purchase supplies with gold. This would not
pour gold into Wall street. Our banks must
be satisfied with smaller profits than they have
been making. We should tell bankers that if
they do not deal more fairly we w:U put the

ious

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Promenade Concert— Forest City Bind.
Eu ertalnment—Monntfor. Strtet Church.
ChiistmasHt Fine Stieei hircli
8. S. Aanivcreari at C.sco street Chinch.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

Havana Oraneei at Allen’s Fruit Store.
Annual Me. ting P. & W Steamboat Company.

Religious Kal'tei.
PikST UNrvr.BsALtsr Church, Congress Square

There will be Chris mas Eve Vespers, with appropna'o music, in this Church this (Thursday) evening, at 7 o’clock.
St Stephen’s C“uiicn.-Thore will be a Christmas Eve service in St. Stepben'6 Church this evening
at 7i o’clock. A'so the u«uil service on Christmas
day (to-morrow) at 10 j o’clock A. M.

managers in this city. They
one to “deal” with them.
choice among the borrowers.
no

up and dressed as early at least as the
worthy speaker, should get hold of the motive

power and apply the "screw" first! “Self preservation is the first law of nature.” Why

banks—being forewarned—aaji to
be screwed, when with a slight display of alacrity they can as well be thescrewers—and thus

should the

the pressure of the vice upon their finanoperations. If soma member of the National Convention will answer these questions
An Old File.
he will oblige,

save

cial

costs.

Hayden’s Mass in B flat, upon which the
mass society, under the direction ot Mr. Dennett, has been engaged for some time, was per-

Court adjourned to 3 o’clock Thursday morning.
municipal Court.

Mr. YnmlenliolPs Reading.
Mr. George Vandenhoft appeared before a
crowded audience at City Hall last night, under the auspices of the Mercantile Library As-

The fact that Mr. Vandeuhoff was
to read called out a large number of persons,
besides the, regular attendants upon lectures,
who are great admirers of Shakespeare and the
dramatic poets, and who relied upon the widespread reputation of the reader both as an
actor and elocutionist.
sociation.

Et Incarnatut
(sextette) and tin- BeneAictus (quartette). In
the sextetto the effect of the three female
voices is very fine. All the concerted pieces as

performers admirably.
This mass is to be performed at midnight and
at half past ten the ensuing forenoon, Chrstmas day, at the Catholic chapel.
About fifty invited guests were present last
evening to listen to the rehearsal. The spacious
rooms of the Bishop are well adapted for music

panies

Rosalind, Celia and Audrey. It is no light
task to assume so many characters, from the
grave to the gay, the country clown to the
ourt jester, the impetuousness ot Orlando

P. M. B.—The grand Promenade Concert of
of the Bines comes off to-night at City Hall.
In this community Christmas has begun to
take rank with Thanksgiving as a holiday, and
consequently there is a large number of persons who find themselves free on Christmas
Eve to seek some place of amusement. There
is no pleasanter way of passing an evening

nothing requiring great

dramatic action, but
there- is necessity of groat polish to make the
picture perfect, and render this beautiful sylvan poem effective— a quiet acting which conveys the necessary point, and accompanied by
expressive play of feature and proper gesture
teaches a lesson to many of the actors of the
present day they would do well to profit by.
Iu the combat between Roderick Dhu and
Fitz James, Mr. VanderhoflF was fine. There
was a chance for dramatic
action, and we were

dancing. It enables one to not only
enjoy themselves but affords an opportunity
to make another one happy. We would say to
all those who are deliberating how they shall
spend the evening to take their wife, sister or
than

to attend

text

casion a

done for the comfort and entertainment of those present that could be,
and it was quite evident that ail had a good
time. The occasion will long be remembered
by those present as one of the bright spots In
their history, and we trust tho future prosperity of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. B. wilt be equal to
their kindness and generosity in the past.

another. Perhaps if wo had heard
Mr. Dickens read “David
Copperfleld,” we
might have been better pie isetl with M<. Vaudenhoff’s rendition than his. But Mr. Vacdenhoff’s “David” is not
our“Divil,” the

shy,
Daisy by

seen so

few

country teams in the market two days before
Christmas as. was exhibited yesterday. The

undoubtedly prevented many from coming in. and, probably, to-day will show a better
sight. Turkeys sold from the wagons at 25 to
storm

30 cents; geese from 25 to 30, and chickens 20
to 25 cents per pound.

Detention.—A train of ten freight cars got
off the track of the Grand Trunk
railway yesterday, near the .Stgrk wator station, detaining
tlie passenger
train from Island Pond five
hours in arriving in this
city.

^rom Montreal had not arrived at
t ?
an
Pond
yesterday morning when the train
f
s ar e
from that place. It
was detained hv
snow. Oil board this
train was Mr. CfilM and
his theatrical
company,-who were to have openHail jast
evening. They will tie
tra*"

here

to-day

and open the hail this
evening.

Quad-

“Merry Christmas” gathering.

Everything

at

.Market.—The shops yesterday
made a good display of handsome poultry, but
the teams from the country were few and far
between, and did not exhibit any thing worth

Chandler’s

ning last, where a most bountiful supper was
provided. After which, the evening was spent
in the most pleasant and social manner.

It mav be that we remembered Dickers
in the “Carol.” and the vividness of the
picture
he drew was rendered even more so by the intense humor of the text at one time, and its

Poultry

second time.

A Pleasant Occasion.—The employees of
the firm of Messrs. C. H. Breed & Co., numbering about twenty, met at the resideDoe of Mr. C
H. Breed, on Spring street, on Tuesday eve-

ed in.

6000 acres.

a

rille Band will furnish the music, which in itself is enough to recommend them, and th e
whole company will unite in making the oc-

from the tims that Roderick throws bis
targe
aside until death loosens his clasp from Fitz
James’ neck. It is no small thing to be able to
arouse a large and miscellaneous audience to
enthusiasm when unsupported by any of the
usual paraphernalia of tho stage.
His “David Copperfleld” we were disappoint-

thus enable them to manufacture at all seasons of the year. The timber lot owned
by
them in Gorham contains between 5000 and

in

lady friend, to the Blues dance. Their promenade concerts have heeome a fixed institution, and every one who has teen once is craey

not disappointed in the eftect he would
produce on his audience. He followed the advice
of Hamlet to “to suit the action to the word
and the word to the action.” This was partic-

Gorham, N. H, to their mill in Peabody river.
They are turning out from forty to fifty th jusand feet of lumber per day, ail of which will
be brought to this city as soon as manufactured. Tney calculate to get in about five
million feet dimension lumber
during the next
season. They are putting an
engine into their
mill which will drive all their
machinery, and

the

of this character.

who, urgel forward by hunger, is rebuked by
the Dube and thus recalled to himself as a
gentleman; the raillery of Jacques. There is

securing Mr.-Vandenhoff.

Animus (quartette);

well as the cliornses were well rendered and
tbe performance it as grand and impressive.
Mr. Ltbby, the organist of the church accom-

Atdeu, introducing Duke, living in exile,
Jacques, Orlando, Touchstone, Corin, William,

Griffin, Jr.; Treasurer, Steph-

Illness of Hon. N. J. Miller—We regret to state that Hon. Nathaniel J.Miller,
Collector of Internal Revenue

for

this

Dis-

trict, is so seriously ill that his recovery is despaired of. He ha3 beenailiDg for a few weeks
past with heart disease, and yesterday it had
assumed such

a

form

as

to

excite the alarm of

his family.
The Weather.—The weath-r yesterday was
variable enough for April. It snowed hard all
the morning and until about three in the afternoon, when a huge black cloud, like a thunder
cloud overspread the heavens, anil the rain
came down like a brisk shower. It Jhen turned to snow again, but iu the evening the skies
were

cloudless and the moonlight

superb.

was

One who was thebe.
1

Spiritual Association.—Our readers must
forget the first assembly of the Spiritualist

not

Association, at Congress Hall, to-night. If
the entertaiument that was given by them last
week is any criterion of the future, this evening's dance will be something to remember. It
is a great addition to any dance to feel that
surroundings

perfect, and where
than in this new hall,
witlr its beautiful frescoing, its comfortable
ante-rooms, well lighted, and such excellent
music as the Portland Baud furnishes? The
friend* of the society will turn out in large

your

could they be

are

more so

numbers.
Forest Oitx Band.—This young and enterbaud have been giving a series of

prising

pleasant dances on Saturday evenings at Lancaster Hall. To-night they propose to
go a
step further and give a grand bail at the same
place. Winter has fairly set in and our people during that season are decidedly fond of
dancing. It' is astonishing what determined
dancers will do provided they have health and
strength, no corns, and agreeable partners
Agreeable partners are always on hand at the
Forest City Band entertainments, so we would
advise our readers to go to the ball aud have a
good time.
Alpha Dance.—The Alphas had another of
their delightful private parties at Lancaster
Hall last

night. The young people of the preseut day know how to improve on those assemblies more matured persons used to
indulge in
at their age, both in attendance and real
enjoy-

ment.
Central Church Levee.—The ladies of the
a fine time at

Central Church had

Congress
night. Their tables were loaded with
the
tableaux
were
pretty things,
handsomely
costumed and presented, their refreshments
were nice and abundant, and a large audience

"llall

last

full cargo aud 10 cabin and 76 steerage
passengers. Our thanks are due to the Purser
of the ship for flies of papers and other favors.
a

Breaking and entering.—A store on the
corner of Port-laud and Green streets was entered Tuesday night through a window in the
rear of the building.
A quanity of tobacco
and cigars, a small quantity of cheese and

bread, and

about five dollars in cents were

stolen.
The 1st Baptist Sabbath School have planned an interesting time for themselves and
their friends in the lecture room of their new
church this eveniug. There is to he singing of
Christmas carols by the school, and au exhibition of magic lantern views iu great variety,
and all for 30 tents.

Indicted.—In the TJnited States District

Court, in Boston, Tuesday, the grand jury,
among other hills, reported two indictments
each against Chas. H. Hayes aud John Hutchinson, both of Portland and belonging to the
brig Hyperion, for beating and wounding a
seaman.

Interesting to Manufacturers. -We noticed a few weeks since some very interesting
particulars from a correspondent of the Press
respecting the extensive paper mauuf ictories
of Messrs. A. C. Dennison & Co., at Mechanic
Falls, since which we have learned other particulars which we deem of importance to manufacturers, particularly those using water power, as these enterprising manufacturers, after

having introduced the uew machine- y far improving the quality and extra finish, have
sought to increase the quantity of their productions as well, which advantage they have
accomplished by increasing the capacity of
their present facilities in the introduction of
several of the celebrated Chase Patent I
proved Jonval Turbine water wh els in place
of those heretofore U3ed and considered the
best, yet, from the reduced amount of water
and the

greatly

increased

power, the

result

from the Chase wheels proved satisfactory beyond their most sanguine expecfations.

These wheels are lbs invention ol Messrs. J.
D, Chase & Sons, engineers and wheelwrights

Christmas

m.

prftp.

Whittier,

In Boothbay, Dec. 13, suddenly, Mrs. MebiUble
Adams. aged 79 vears 5 months.
In Kennebunk, Dec. 1*. Mr, John
80
Enterv, aged
•

JhicUom Congress and Free Nu.,
would call attention to his

Eve.—There is

at Allan Mission

s.

NOTICES.

to be a (estival
this evening. ReThere will be
good sing-

years.

Christinas Slock of Scotch Goods,

Chapel

freshments for sale.
ing and other interesting entertainments. Let
all go who can and encourage ihis good work.

Poclce'-Books,

FascIl Goods.—If you wish to find somea present in Scotch
goods; or a little cigarette or cigar case; ora

Perfumery,

Maine Savings Rank,

tier’s articles are

n*adt in this Bank on or before the
nfh*nyof January next, will draw Interest
from the flrit day of 9 iid month.
NATH’L F. DKERING, Treasurer.
Dee 8, 1S6m.
8N«1 A Wtd

(

among the best in the

Silver Ware, &c.—The splendid establishof Messrs. Lowell & Seuter, corner of
Congress and Brown streets, was thronged
ment

Middle and Plain giro*

W

or.

An Immense

yesterday

with purchasers. Their stock of
silver and plated ware, jewelry, watches, &c
is not exceeded by any establishment in this
State. It is worthy of a visit to their store lo
see what a magnificent assortment of rich

GB^AT ATTRACTIONS,
These new and beautiful goods for Christmas
Presents at Davis Sc Co’s, are drawing crowds to
their Store eveiy day. They are tasc disappearing,
from their coumerj/becausethey are selling them so

on

his counter aud

see

8. H. STEVENS Ac

No. 145 Middle Steeet,

A highly intelligent lady, a resident of Syracuse, N. Y., says that she was afflicted nearly
a year, periodically, with derangement of the
circulation, the blood rushing to the lungs with
such force as to threaten congestion and death.
This was attended with the most intense pain

Largest and Best Assortment
in

THE

The

and

see

them,

cover v.

PORT LUDLOW—Ar lib inst, ship Nicholas Biddle. Arey, San Francisco; oaruue Vldetle, Merritt,

at

irom

Corner of Middle and Frail SI..,
dc!7d2ws:«
Portland, Me.

El)WARD

S

C.

WETT,

WATCH J- MAKER,

Quincy

FOX BLOCK.

e

fcR^Fine Watches ol all descriptions made to
no28e.<tem*N
der.

or-

Do You Want a Time-keeper?
If so, ask your

Watch-Maker lor

A

a

Prize Medal awarded at London. Paris and Swiss
Expositions tor best performance.
Quincite A Kruglov, 8 A ltt John Me#,

quotations.

BOX SHO0K8—The market is very dull owing
dis urbances in Cuba. Prices are nominal at

New Yor^, (up stairs) only wholes'll* agents for the
nov24eod6w.-n

manutacturers.

with but tew sales.

BUTTER— the market is unchanged as to prices,
but the supply of good butler hss been betier. We
quote common to good at 33@38c, and choice at 40 a'

State Fair.
persons who have not received the premiums
awarded them at the late Fair, are requested
to call im mediately and receive the same atthe Offieo
ot the Treasurer,
WA1. E. MORRIS,
derl9eodtisN
No. 100 Exchange btieet.

ALL

CANDLES—There is a steady demand aud prices
unchanged. We quote Trowbridge’s moulds at
15$@l6. Sperms are he d at 40@42c.
CHEESE—The hiarket is ve-y firm and we adva* ce the quotations tor p ime Vermont and factory

are

18@20c.

St"

T

G

demand i> light. Our quotations
maintained.
COAL—Dealers are very firm tu their prices for
anthracite, viz $12 delivered. At this price, wi h
the present high price ot coal at the shipping ports
anil the liigu rntes uf freight there Is* very little
margin tor profit. Cum be. land is selling at $10 per
OOiuiAGtt-Tlie

G

WELLCOME’S

are

Great German Cough Remedy
It is acknowledged to he the best in the market.

ton.

C

CEMENT—There Is a fair demand at the advanced quotations 1 $2 50 per bbl.
COOPERAGE—The market is very dull for all
kinds of cooperage, and stocks are very li hr. We
have 110 change t > note in prices.
DUCK—The prices ot Portland duck have been
reduced to 53c tor No. 1, 32c tor No. 10, and 26c tor
ri he demand continues to be go.*!.
ravens.
DRUGS AND Df ES—The market has been rather dull during the week
Bo. ax and 1 gwood ex
have shaded off while opium has advanced to $17

Price .T5 cents aud *1.00 per bottle.

For

|

Dysp9psia

and

R

Indigestion

USE WELLCOME’S

Liver Regulator & Dyspeptic Ciirer.
Sold by the trade
Ey* Recommended highly.
genera Hr.
PREPARED ONLY BY

per lb.
DRY GOODS—As usual at the close of the
year,
the jo biug busin ss has been quite null. The‘market is unchanged as to pri ea, and 1*0 concessions
have been mule, either on colons or woolens. The
pro-p ets tor a g.*od spring business are very bright.
Jobbers ate reducing their stocks ; uu makii.g
pr» paratlons to open tie spriug business wirh laige sep
plto* ot f reign and domestic mauuta. ture.*.
FI 'H—The market is very firm aud there lias
been ano her advance on mackerel of irom $l@l 50
*everal small ca goes h .ve arrived during
per bbl
the week which have ben taken at ml* ra e*
The
Western aud home demand is unusually large tor
thi season oi the j ear.

BUXTON,

J.

[)

JR.,

£

BOSTON—Ar 2;d, sebs lloxer. Bragdon, and Atlantic. Sawyer, Wiscassci; Wii\lam, Fletcher, bath|
L M Siewart S'ewa't, Portsmouth
Cld 22d. sch Wm Fisher, rlsher, St Thomas.
Ar 23d. ship Wild Rover. Taylor, Manila
barque
Scotland, Marshall. New Orleans; brigs l’en, Cole,
Bonaue L.zabei, Hyder. Pensacola, schs Fanny K
Shaw, Watts, Darien; J W Aden. Doane. charleston ; Lucy. Coaiwell, Wilmington; J V Wellington,
Cbipmau, and Hannibal, Cos. Poiladelphla; Frances, Gibbs, Elizabetbport: Frances. Dodge, Bangor;
oenry Ciav, Taiuter, Winlerport; Exchange, Fletcher. noth; Pies Washington, Britt,do.
Beh w origs J D Lincoln, irom Sagua; E P Swett,
Irom Remedies.
Cld 23d, baniue .Jewess. Watson, Shanghae; brig
Antides. Thestrup. Trinidad; Riverside, O'BiIen,
Portland and .St John, NB; scb Sarah Bernice,Proctor, Maclias.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 22d teb Maracaibo, Henley,
Boston, to go on the marine rati way.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 22d, sen Jason, Sawyer,
Elizabetbport, with loss of an anchor.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar20th, sch Vicksburg, Sellar,

THOSE AFFLICTED WITH

Coras. Bunions, Ingrowing Nails,

FLOUR—The firmness In the market continues.
Stocks are decrexsiag an the supplies do not nearly
up to the sale*. Wo do not a tei* our qu>ta
tons, .hough the tendency is upward*.
The receipts by our merchants, via G.aud Trunk lailway
during the week wete on Tunrsdav 500 bbls. Fr>ua*
1127. S tur.iay 60*. Monday 12u0, Tnes'iav 698 Wednesday 7u0. aotal for tlu we. k 48.5 bbls.
FRUIT—1The market is wtli ut ch:in"e. Havana oranges ato coming
along, aud fell at 84 50
@5 00 per H0, or $14 50@15 per bbl. Dne > ITuLs
are uncbangeJ.
GUNPOWDER—There is no change in the price
ot oriental Company Powder, tor which there is a
fair demand.
GRA N—There have been ome arrivals of corn
since o r tost repot, '•'he stocks are not large nut
the d m mil has fallen off. We quo e Western mixed at $1 20@1 25 lor n w and $1 25@1 28 tor old.
Yellow is lie Id ai $ 1 30@1 32. Oats are firm at 8 •(§>
83c. Bailey $1 40 lor Mateand $1 75 tor C nada.
ye $17 @80. *»horts $37 50 @ 40 00 p r tou aiid
fine tee 1 $4r 50@43 00
HAY—In c<H‘.*equence of an increase In
freights
the den and xor chipping has fallen off, aud pcices
are n*»t quite so firm
Prime reiailing is in demand
and.brings $U O'). S'raw is being brought in moie
ireely and brings $12@:4 per ton.

Or auy trouble ot the feet, ran tind relief by conat 29: Fr°e street.
IIi-« well
k»o*n gki’l in hi* proiession n e»s no useless comment having numei ous testimonials ot reliaole i ersous who have bean benetitted by him.
For iurtber
particulars send tor circular.
dec 5-sxtf

sulting Dr. Emanuel

couie

CATARRH.
PERMANENT

CURES /

New York.

Sid gist, ech Florenco Rogers, Rogers, tor Wilmington.
Below 20th, brig Morencv, HUi, Sullivan lor New
York; schs stir igiit, Blutcl t nl, Calais tor do; Magnet, smith, Madias for-do; Beilabedcc, rtlx, and
Sardinian, Whitman. Rockland mr do J Morton,
Knowltou, Windsor, NS for Boston; Albert Jameson, Candage. Ko kiand lor do; Exchange. Huublns, Bath Ijr do; Mora, Barter Calais lov Neponset;
Banner, Hodgkins, Boston, tor Hancock; Talisman,
Fuller, do lor Tbomaston ; Vr uteiiall, McLellan,
Rockland for Norlolk.
M aCHIaR—Id Utb.scbsReno, Foster, and Helen
J Holway, Thompson, West Indies.

Testimonial ofVIr. T. tl. Follansbee, No.
117 t omuiprriul 81., Portland.
This may cenf.ty that I have been cured of Chronic Catarrh ot many \e*rs standing, by Dr.
Carpenter now at the 17. S. Hotel, When I consulted Dr,
C. ii 1*66 I had copious discharges from my head,
very weak e\ei and great difficulty in b esthlng
A course of bis treatment cured me entirely.
1
have had no retur* of the disease.
T. M. FOLLANSBF.E.
Portland. Dec. 5,1868.

—

DEAFNESS

HIDES AND SKI Ns)—The business transactions
h*ve been light, but the market Is firm, consequent
upon tue higu rates for gol l.
IRON—uur deal*.r» are receiving their importations
of loreign rons direct to this pori, via t-te^mers.
Price* arc firm, with la r transactions. Nails are
tbr a-soried sizts
steady ai
LARD—\V a ivance our quotations $c, at which
ra'es ihere is a fair demand.
L*1 ATH «.R-Quotations unaltered. The market
is firm with an upward tendency.
The business
transactions a>* very t »ir for the s.ason.
LI M E—There has b« en a shading 01 5c per bbl on
the second quality. We quote it at $1 40@150. The
demand has fallen ofl.
LUMBER -The demand has Veen very good for a
wjeKpist. The market continues to be well supplied with all kinds. Shipping lumber has fallen off

FOREIGN PORTS.
16, ship Golden State, Delano,

At Shangbae Nov
lor New York UJg.
Sid Oct 24, barque

Testimonial of Mr. It'. /. Morrill, qf Portland.
1 suflered from Dischatge of the Ear lor thirty-fonr
years before consulting Dr. Carpenter in 1865. Alter
appljlug his remedies two months, my ear was
f ared, and remsins so.
Auy person interested can
see me by
calling at the General Agency ot N. Y.
Lite Insurance Co., No. 30 Exchange Street.
W. F. MORRILL.
Dec 1st, 1868.

5J@5$

Courser, Dickey, tor Now York;
13th. ship Coarger, Lester,do.
7th
at
Ar
Calcutta
tilt, barque Kosina, Pierson,
Maintain.
Went to sea from Sailor 3d ult, ship Chieftain,
McGmre, New York.
Ar at Liverp ol 2t)ib lust, ship Gold Hunter. Free*
man. San Francisco; Richard Robinson. Kolinstn,
do; Chariot oi Fame, Dcvey. New York.
At K o Janeiro rSth ult. ship United States, Lunt,
from Cardiff
A( Grand TurkGtb inst. brig Fanny Lincoln, Hopkins, for Boston 3 days.

DR. CARPENTER,

Can be nonsuited FREE at the U.
weeks longer upon Bjndskss,
l'ABRH, and all diseases of the

Eye, Ear,

S. Hotel

[Per steamer Hibernian, at this port.}
Ar at Liverpool 7th inst. Robert Porter, Nichols,
Manila mb. Austrian, (s) Wyle, Quebec.
Sid fth, Lottie Warren, L’cas boston; 8th, Mary
Bangs, Ban^s. Bostou; St Charles, Colley, lor New

few
Dfaffebs, Caa

Throat and Lungs.

York.
Ar at

Dec 9-dtf sn

John. N

ing

the
Charles

complete
Staples & Son,
most

satisfaction, Messrs.
the enterprising ma-

chinists,

on Commercial street, are agents for
the sale of these wheels, when a sample may
be seen.
A Manufacturer.

Dr. Bennett, room 23 U. S. Hotel, is curing
all manner of disease without medicine.

Wanted—Eight carrier boys to deliver “The
Advertiser,” Sunday issue, next Sabbath morndeo24—2t

ing.
A

quantity

mistletoe,
festival last night, will be
day at Keceptiou Hall.
of

left over from the
ottered tor sale to-

Park Street Church.—There will be a
Parish gathering iuconnection with the Christmas

Tree this

(Thursday) evening

at 7 o’clock.

All members of the Parish aro invited.

Oranges—Allen, No. 11 Exchange street,
has received 10,000 fresh and .prime oranges
just from Cuba, which are going off with a
rush. See advertisement.

Oysters.—If you want a can of nice and
fresh Virginia oysters for a Christmas or Sunday dinner, call at H. Freeman & Co.’s, No
101 Federal stieet.
&

RIUE—We reduce our quotations to 9c tor Tangoou and 10$ tor Carolina. J lie demand is confined
to immeJia e wan's.
lT—The market is unchanged iu prices. There
is a good country demand for packing purposes.
SOAPS—At the reducer* pr»c« s, Leathe <S: Gore':
Weam refined soaps find a good market, aud are in
demand in all par 1 s of the State.
SlTGAK>—There is not so lunch activity in the
market as the e has beeu, but prices nre firm both for
raw and refined at our quotations
Port and a A to
held at 11c; Foiest City granulated at HWc and Coffie A ai 14$. --The P«»rc-Hitd and the Eagle worn*
have knocked off until the arrival of the new
crop of
molasses.

TKrt.s—'We remittee oar quotations
demand to not large bur Is steady

oolong.

Hawes, 15 and 10 Maiket
Square,Jiave.goi in a nice lot of oysters, just
the thing to addto your Christmasdujner; and
ail persons in uawtuf a large or small quantity
can be readily supplied by applying fb them.

especially for

steady ac

our

demand
quotati ns.

is moderate and

prices

WOOL—The transac ion* have beeu light. Wo
quote good grades of pulled and fleece at 4?@45e.
FREIGHTS—The engagements since our last- report are brg Walter Howes hence for N side of Cuba
at iGc lor sugar boxes; brig Prentiss Hobbs hence o
Havan » at. $6 per M for board*; brig Mary E Leighton from St. John, N. B., to N side Cuba at. 22c tor
sugar

box.s.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Warren's

Balsam!

Oough

has
superior lor all
the Throat and Lungs.
POSITIVELY
No
should
without
no

Diseases of

he
person
it. Give it one
Sold by all Druggists.
B. F. BRADBURY, Proprietor.

noftdBmsx

^

trial.

S>!*lby

all

Druggists

the United s»atej.
Dec l-cid&«ow!m>N

lor

To Holtlt-rs ol Government Bonds

Liverpool
Sid /m Malaga 24th ult, Nigretta, Stowers,

SPOR F.N.
Sept 25. lat 3 3i N. Ion 11011 W, ship St James*
from San Francisco tor Liverpool.
Nov 24, off island ot 'irimdad, SA, barque Key*
s:oue,

Tlilasplendid Hair Dye is the best in the world
only fr le and perfect Dye —Harm less, Reliable
Instantaneous. No disapp tinimen:. No ridiculous
The

tints. Remedies the ill eliects..i Bad Dvcs Invigorates and leaves the hair suit and beautituUdoot or
Droirn. Sold by all Druggists and Rertnmers: and
properly applied at Batchelor’s Wig factory is Bond

APVgltTI8KMBNT8.

NEW

Havana Oranges

Deposit Vaults,

10,000.

Mt.» Dot toil.

JUST RECEIVED AND FOR SALE AT;

LEE, HIGGINSON A: Co., offer ior Rent. Safes
Vaults, at rates from $20 to Si00 per
They also offer to receive, on Special Depossecurities ot persons living in the
traveling abroad, Officers of the Army
and Navy, Masters ol
Vessels, and others. Circulars
containing mil particulars, iorwsrded on application
r°
HENRY LEE, Manager.
inside their

FRUIT

ALLEN’3

annum.
it, as Bailees,
eonutry or

STORE,

M). 11 Exchange street.
Dec 34dlw

AX XU A Tj MEETI VO.

Boston,Mar 13,1868.-.s,N'eod«&wty

Toe Annual Meeting of tbe Stock*
bolder, of tbe

flolidwy I'rmEiii—Ladies and gentlemen,
young and old, desirous of having tiler hair beautiil ior th.* Holidays, should iisca bottle of f laevn-

Portland and tValrfoboro'
Nl.nub.ul (’oupan,,
for the election ot flvo Directors, and tor the t-anaacother
ol
Imsinew
that mtj legally come heany
t ou
lor. them, will be held at the ttt e ot Koss A' Slnrdlvant, 179 ''ommerd.l street, Fnitland, cu TUttSDAY, January 5,1899, at 2* o'c-lo -k p. M.
WILLIAM ROSS, Clerk.
dc24td
Portland, Dec 24,1868.

lier^H s.ifc for the Hair at nee. Read Chevalier s J rcaties on the Hair. Free to ai
given away
l,ie Drug Stores, or sent bv mail Ireo. Tins book
should be read b* every
Ic teaches to enl i
persou.
vale and have hoau.lml hair. undiewtore
gray hair to
its original color, stop us lading out. r move all irri
tat ion or dandruff from tue scalp, thus
the
keeping
hair beaniiftti to the latest period tt life.
SYRAH A. CHEVALIER, M. D..
dctSNtodc2#
1123 Broadway, N Y.

OFFICE OF THE

Dundreary's
Cord

New Conundrum.

Dethdreaby—Why

is

Kim fuel’*

Amerioan Fish Hook and Needle Co.

lh'ang-

Heiv Haven, Ct., Aug. 13,186-.
appointed Mesar-. JO it DAN Ar
ot
Portland, Me., sole agents for
BL.AKK,
the sale of our Hooks tor the city of Portland, who
fill
all order, for the trade on the
to
will beptepared

of Saratoga? Do you give It up?
Because it is the sweetest thin; in the world.
You can find this charming Permute at the
FALMOUTH BaZARK,
U8 MH-Me St.
dcUlltSN

WE

have

same terms as

355

Batchelor’s Hair Uye.

New

Ar at Havre 4tb inst, Milton, Crabtree, and Merchant, Sprague New Orleans
Cld 4tli. Uncoln, Trott Savannah.
Ar at Gibraltar l'6b pit. Cbailotte Huc<, from
Bang or lor Palermo, under jurv masts, having sprung
>x>th masts iu a gale ofl tuo island.

8E0UBIT1E3 AND VALUABLE?.
JO Slate

tor

York.

AM) OTHEH

Union Safe

Hamburg.

Ar at Bhangline Oct 13. Littleton. Beck, Irom Newcast'e. N*w.
Ar at Bombay (no date) Ne Hus Ultra, Woodbury,

and Storokec era throug^Depot lo Park Place, N Y.

j

bv

us-

CHARLES A. CROSBY, Secretary.

Sept

married.

Dec

'JauTta.Vdlv

”

out

m

Plymouth f'th. ScoUa, Doane, Rangoon.
Id fm Shields tith lest, Mary Beutley, Clark, lor
Palermo.
Sid im Queenstown
h, Jennie Prince, Pxlsce,

for

j

A Congress strest.
Treats all kinds ol Chronic
and Acute Disease*. Terms moderate.

street, New fork.

Saved

Ihlang like the Bell

Bangor.

DR. G. B. HOPKINS,
rpuaNCE Healing Medium. Offleo '2d floor

Lives
50 Cents

Lamlash 9lb, Annie Gray, Genn, Orem St

Ar at

Thousands of Children die annually ot Croup.
Now, Mothgre, It you would spend 50 cents, and always have a bottle ot Dr, Tobias* Venetian Liniment in the louse. you never ueetl tear losing your
little one when attacked with this complain I. It is
now 1 yeirs since I have pot up
my Liniment, and
never heard ol a child dyiog of Croat- when my Ltnimei-t was need ; but hundreds ol cures have bicn
reported to me, amt many state It it was $10 per
bottle they would not be without it. Besides which,
it is a cei tain cu-e lorC'uts, Burns, Keada- lie, Toothache, Sore Tb on, Swe'tings, .Mumps, Colic, Diarrhea, Dysen cry, j-pasms, Old Soles and Pains In the
Liiiid?, Back an** Cbe<t. No one ouco tries it who
ia ever without it. It is warranted
perfectly .^afe io
take inter'inl y.
Full (Ji. ections with $vcrv bott’e.

slightly. The

TIN.2—Pig tins have advanced as will be noticed
There has been no change on
by uur quotations
plates. The demand for either to quite limbed.
are

M. G. Palmer, 132 Middle street, is doing
the public a favor by buying up and sending off
all the worn bills and currency. He will take
any amount from a three cent piece upwards.

I

121c per lb.

V ARNISH—The

Lewes & Nash, 179 Fore street, havo a splendid stock of gentlemens’ clothing. Buy a new
suit before the holidays.
decl9d.lt

“Children’s

New York.

River tor Savanna".

diwSmsu

Yarmouth, Me.

novl

Sheppard. Harrell,

PHILADELPHIA—Ar lldb, sch Sophia Wilson,
Nowed, Boston.
Cld 21s barque Triumph. Rogers, Boston: sobs
Lena Hume, Larkin, Eastport; Sarah Fisher, Moore,
Nortolk.
Ar 21st, brig Adeline Richardson, Wright, Portland.
NEW YORK—A? 21st, ship Lookout. Nugeot, (hi
San Francisco; barque I.o ana, HIchborn. cardenas
30 days: Horace Beals Blankenship. NewOrleais;
brigs Faustina, Patters n. Havana 26 dais. Camilla,
Slrout, Sagua: Black Swan, Podger, Georgetown,
SC schs rtiiranda Hardy Honduras; Altle Durkee,
Hill. Calais; tom Wallace, Parks, Eastport; T T
Couway, Pike, Bangor; Nan-bus. Ham, Rockland;
Black Swan Tenney. New Bedford; Ruth Thomas,
Dodge, Providence lor Elrzabetbport; Eddie Waters,
Folsom, Demarara.
Aw22d. l.r.g Anna M Knight, Knight, Pbi'adelplna; schs Plandome. Euwume. irom lurks lslauda;
Carne Hover, PolarKl, Savannah.
Cld 22d brig Ambrose Light, Higgins, Elizabethport: sen M a Holt, Holt Cardenas
NORWICH—Ar 21st, tell Susan Dnncan, Turner,
Bancor.
PROVIDENCE—At 22d, zch Isis. Bullock, EUzabethnort.
Sid 22d. scb Webster Bernal d, Smith. Baltimore.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 2b 1, sch E A Stevens. Mitchell, Bucksport.
NEWPORT—Ar 22d, sell A L Fitch, Yates, from
Rockland for .V w London, and sal ed.
at. br gs Cartima, French Wlscasset for
in pot'
Jacksonville; Win H arks. Lane, Bel last lor Savannah : schs Grapesbot. Wardwell, Portland lor
Baltimore; Octavia a Dow. Siarlinz, hastport lor
New York; A me la. Post, Newburyport lor do; Uen
Banks, Fitzgerald, Calais I t no; Julia A Rich, Patten, Ellsworth for do; Glote, Bragdon, Portland for
do. Ganges, Higgins; Frinkllu. Colbv.and Nellie
Cba e, Uamillon. do tor do; Lookout. Bernard, and
Mary .Muns n. do L.r Tangier; Sacino, Jones, Fall

Bore! <& Courvoisier Nickel Watch.

to the

Point

CHARLESTON—Ar 22d. sch Ranger, Goodwin,
Portland.
V. X .MINGTON-Ar 19th, sch Alice O Grace, Gilchrist, Rockport
WASHINGTON—Sid 2"lh, sell Mary E Rankin,
Crosby. Balt more, to lead tor an Easicrn port.
BALTIMORE—Ar lOtb, ship Cresi or the Wave,
•tones. New York, to load lor Rotterdam.
cld 21st, sells Boswell, Copy, Porto Rico; Defiance,
Hall, Salem.
Cld into, schs Fred Dnnbar. Dunbar, and Jennie

79 MIDDLE STREET.

Fri

do.

.\ EW OltLEANS-Ar 17th, brig .James Murchie,
Grant, St St phen, NB.
Below 17th baruve Asterios. Ranlett, Im Boston;
scb Magg e E Gray, tr.au Havre.
Cld 17tn. ship St James, Go.dwln, Havre; barque
Adelaide Norris, Reed, do.
PENSAuOLA-Uo 4th, sch Volumnla, Kaln, Irom
Rockport
Sid 14tb. sch Gtace Clilton, Godfrey, Providence.
SAVANNAH—Cld 21sc, sch Thomas Fish, Wiley,

WOODMAN, TRUE & CO.,

4 50 per
Maine winter fruit. Pi ices range from $
bbl. Dried apples range from
per lo, aud
are dull.
ASHES-There is a limited demand fox potash.
Prices are unchanged.
BEANS—The supply is not large especially tor
pea leans. Prices are firm at $350@425 tor yellow
eyes, blue pod and pea.
HUE A i—There is a fair demand tor nard breads

to

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANCISCO—Ar 5th inst, ship Samoset,
Greeuleai, Port Ludlow.
Sid 4tb inst, ship Mary Glover, Willey, Port DisSAN

in the World l

Rest
Call

during the week. On
Thursday
134$,
lay 134j|; Saturday it advanced to 135$; Monday it was 135$; Tuesday it recedodto 1342; Wednesday it was 134$.
APPLES—There to an abun laut supply of good

70@75c

SINGER

SEWING MACHINES

terest.

at our

ot

IMPROVED FAMILY

The markets, generally, have been dull and quiet,
as is usual at the close of the ye*r.
In the grocery
market the le has been some Utile activity, dealers
preparing for the Christmas holidays. The < hanges
In prices are veiy slight as will be ob erved by our
p ices current for the week. Our dealers are making preparation* tor the nevr yeai’s bus’ness—closing up accounts for the year r.nd making settlements.
A hopeful feeling exists ns regards the
business ot tie coming jear, and (he proceedings ot Con zt ess in regard to the important
questions ot finance, tho tariff, and a reciprocity
treaty with Canada are looked to with much inlitt

MEMORANDA.
Brig Faustina, (el Stockton) Patterson, at N York
Horn Havana, was 15 days North o( Hatteraa, with
slrong W and NW gabs; lost boat and spilt sails
Scb Aide Durkee. Hill, at New York Item Calais,
had strong W and N W g ilea the whole passage; lost
part of deck load, Ac.
Sch Alice U Grace, Gilchrist, Irom Rockpcxt, arrive! at Wilmington 19th, wltn loss of loretopmast,
Jibbuom, Ac.

Christmas aid New Year.

Week Ending Dec. 23,1868.

a

legal holiday.

dlwsx

one

will not be open tor bull’
transactions to-u orrow, («hristraas.) It being a

jy The Custom House
nets

The most valuable and useful Holiday Gilt Is

Review of the Portland market*.

was

Sch Duke ol
John Porteous.

Ahead of every Piano in the Country
December 18.

brig with southern pine, bound

CLEARED.
Newcastle,(Br) Finley, St John, NB—

WHICH NOW RANKS

to the best
sold at half
decl9-eod-lw

fluctuated

BELOW—A berm
to Portsmouth.

the State, including the great

Weber Piano-Forte!

Magnolia Water.—Superior
imported German Cologne, and

it

Inst via Holmes' Hole.
Sch Olive Elizabeth. Thompson, Salem.
Sch Kathleen, (Bt I W.yiran, Boalon.
Scb May Flower. Thomby, Boston lor Uouldlbore
scb Annie Freeman, liced, Boothbay.

HAVE THE

in good health and flesh.

Gold has

Wednesday, December 88.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Hibernian, (Br) Smith, Liverpool 10th
Inst via Londonderry 11th. Report* strong westerly
Dec 52 passed barque
w nds throughout the voyage.
Clara, 26 miles West oi Seal Island, bound East.
Steamer Franconia. Sherwood. New Yorx.
Brig Proteous, (ol Portlamtl Hall, Cardenas 4th

CO.,

the holidays Will be ma^e low enough to meet
the wishes of purchasers.

the price.

PORT OP PORTLAND.

Piano-Fortes!

in all parti of the body. Failing to obtain re~
lief from any of the physicians whom she employed from time to time, she was induced to
try the Plautation Bitters, and to her surprise
and joy they have relieved her, and she is now

26

MAKIISTE NEWS.

Dec 18-dlwss

cent assortment he has. Any one can be suited from his stock, aud it only requires examination to induce a purchase. The prices for

.Glasgow.Dec

PRESENTS

GO TO DAVIS & COfS,
N*. IO Clapp1. Black, Cengrte. until.

magnifi-

New York.

...

HOLIDAY

illustrated

what a

Kingdom..

Miniature Alumnae.December 84.
1.52 AM
Sunrises...7.34 I Moon sen..
Sun sets..4.2C I Hijh water. 6.45 PM

cheap,

For all kinds of

may be found the works ot Dickens, Cooper,
Scott and ali the eminent authors. The books
for children are innumerable, and in various

DRITINATION

Bellona.New York London.Dec 2fi
Europa.New York .Havre.Dec 26
City of Cork.New York.. Liveipool.Dec 2'J
Hibernian.Portland .Liverpool.... .Jan 2
City ol Baltimore.-New York. .Liverpool.Jan 2
City ol New York.New York Liverpool.Jan 9
Etna.New STo'rk.. Liverpool.Jan t!
City ol Antwerp .New York .Liverpool.Jan ,6
Jan 23
City of Paris.New Ye -k. Liverpool.

No. 10 Clapp’s Block, Cons. St.

very

works

United

DAVIN Ac CO’S,

Rich Books —Hall L. Davis, No. 63 Exchange street, is rushing off his large stock of
choice gift books at low prices. Among them

FROM

N4MK

cimbna.New York.. Hamburg.Dec 22
Mississippi.New York. .Rio Janeiro.. Dec 23
Java..New York.. Liverpool.Dee 23
Moro Castle.New York. .Havana.Dec 24
Nestonan.Portland. .Liverpool.Dec 26
Hibernia.New York. .Ulasgow.Dec 26
Cl yot London.New York. .Liverpool.Dec .6

NOW OPENING AT

the tastes of all.
The
person who cannot be suited at these establishments must have a quee- fancy.

at the

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

HOLIDAY PRESENTS!

to

binding. Look

—

-FOR-

establishments are filled with choice articles
for Christmas and New Year’s gifts.
Tho silver plated goods are of the highest order; the
fancy goods are of the richest and best kinds;
the toys, games, sports, &c., are ot innumerable

of

LIVERPOOL. Steamship Hibernian
346 bdls
iron, 8 cases 3 casks 2 pkgs 1 box mdse, J E Prlndle,
1 cas ■, Hunter. Rose « oe; 2 caws u & J W Can;
30(1 boxes tin plates, order; 1382 bars Iron, A K Stevens a Co; 6 cases 3 bales, Agt can Ex Co; 2 cases 1
pci, Mr Paddock.
CARDENAS. Brig Proteont—347 bales 17 tee molasses, 16 lihds do, sweeping*. John D Lord.

I

Co.(

styles

IMPORTS.

FANCY. GOODS

A Rush.—There was a great rush yesterday
the stores of Messrs. Charles Day, Jr. &
Nos 94 and 99 Exchange street.
These two

character and suited

Is.

Variety

OF

they display.

to

In the Hibernian, trom Liverpool
Capt Prince,
Miss M Uorland, Mrs 3 SweeMmn, .Mr Stidst n. Jao
K Weir, Rev Mr Bogort. Mrs Matttson and three
omldreu, and 76 others In the steerage.

DEPOSITS.

market.

articles

PASSENGERS.
—

handsome giove box; or some fancy soaps or
choice perfumes, call at M. S. Whittier’s, junction Congress and Free streets. Mr. Whit-

always

Dec- ®» Mn. Mercy, wile ol Nathan

Bethel, Dec. 3, Mr. WllUutn Holt, uged74 Tears
10 months.
In Canton, Dec. 7, Mrs. Edwin Child, aged 37 tear.
In Oxford, Dee. 8, Mrs. Phebc, relict of the7 late
Robert Hilton.
In

Nanp., Clare Dam, and other Fancy Article*
Deeluned e*prc“ely I or Holiday preseni 9, and at as
reasonable prices as can bo procured elsewhere.
Dec 24-sndrt'

thing particularly nice for

50l3r*y»
Lsq.

mu Jett,

—

Timmons

Mansfield.

SPECIAL

more

cf long experience in the practical application
of water as a motive power, and are manu acj
tured by the Turbine Water Wheel Manufacof
under
the
turing Company,
Orange, Mass.,
slight'y in price
personal superintendance of the inventors. daiftiOLAviES—The stock in market is decreasing
v, and holders are very tiim in prices, ihe
And having recently been closely engineered
stocks 011 hand are not more than sufficient for the
■ad tested, they now stand approved by the supplies needed until the new crop comes in. Portland Sugar House syrup to held at 38c in barrels.
highest engineering authority, as giving a per
NAVAL STORES—The marxxet is very dull, and
ceut. of power superior to any other wheel
prices are unchanged.
cILS—The only charge to note is a reduction in
They aro also more simple in construction, con- the pr ce of olive
oil.
Port'aud kereseneisin demand
at our quotations. Fish oils are dud and unat
lower
and
are
sold
venient, durable,
prices.
changed.
Prom the variety of slaas and other complete
PAINTS—There is no change in prices from last
modifications, they are admirably adapted to week. The business transactions have been very
tail-.
any situation, insuring the most complete rePL toSTER—There is none coming forward now
sult*. The Messrs. Dennisons will be pleased
and the price has advanced to $2 75 for bard, $3 00
tor true anti $3 25 tor widte per tou.
to show the operation of these improved wheels
PRODUCE—The supply of poultry and tYesh
at any time. Messrs. Brown & Dennison, sucm ats is abnndaur.
Uu. quotations give the prices
on Wedue uay.
E?gsare higher and bring 40@42c
cessors to the Yarmouth Paper Company, aho
by the package. Poiat* es are firmer, e*pecia ly for
tha Village Flour Mill Company at Yarmouth,
prime, which bring irom 85c@$t 00 per bu hel. Onions continue scarce and bxmg $7
50@8 per bbl.
and the Lisbsn PaperCoinpanv are using these
sweet potatoes arc out ot the market.
PROVISIONS—The market continues qniet but
wheels, as well as at various pi ces in this
firm for beet and pork. Prime round hogs bring
State, and in fact throughout the country, giv-

in attendance.
Arrest: -“-Officer Adawryesterday arrested
John Knight, an old offe/ider, for stealing a
horse blanket from the shop of Mr:J. W.

Christmas Gifts.—Could anyappropriate. Shaw, 147 twiddle
street, has :aid in r. so!endid variety and will
sell them at low prices for cash.
dec23-3t
for

45c.

had

Oratias

famous in histrionic atlnals.
The reader commenced the evening’s entertainment by scenes from “As you like it.”—
These scenes were those laid in the forest of

C. S. D.
en Emerson.

faint compliment to hts teaching.
The voices are all youDg and fresh, very pnre
in quality,and show a great deal of cultivation,
311(1 limit fitlcliij ul caccnllan .itnl baatity of
expression, gave unmistakable evidence of the
diligence and skill with which they have studied this grand composition.
For several years this society has
brought
during the winter months one or more of
these great works, although this is the first time
this one lias been produced in Portland, and to
our ear it contains some of tbe finest gems in
music, among which may ho mentioned the

the stage was celebrated for good actors. It is
not at all extraordinary, therefore, that our
citizens were desirous of seeing and hearing
on6 who had added laurels to a name already

Scribe,

Arrival of the Hibernian.—Steamship
Hibernian, Capt. Smith, from Liverpool 10th
and Londonderry 11th instants, arrived at this
port about 1 o’clock Wednesday morning. She

out

Mr. VandenhofTs talent is iu a measure hereditary, his father having been one of the leading actors on the English stage at a time when

|

formed last

evening at the residence of Bishop
Bacon. This society is composed of about 20
of our first vocalists, all of whom we believe
are pupils of Mr. Deuuett, which fact is no

J0DGEB.1NG9BURY PRESIDING.

Wednesday.—John Clahane and John Burns
were beiore Court on a search and seizure process.
Burns was discharged, but Clahane was adjudged
guLty and fined $62.30, which he paid.

having the Sebago
possible.

of

X. O. O. F.—At a meeting of the Eastern
Star Encampment, I. O. O. F., held last evening the following officers W6re eleoted for the
next term: Chief Patriarch, D. W. Nash; High
Priest, Spencer Rogers; Senior Warden, H RSargent; Junior Warden, P. W. Stoneham;

It is a matter of
The threat that

to be

necessity

water introduced as soon as

la the director’s

•Superior Court.
DECEMBER TERM—GODDARD, J.. PRESIDING.
Wednesday—No. 146—Mary A. Waite vs. Thomas Burnham.
Action ot assumpsit to recover the
mui of $165 26, being for board of detendant, his wife
ami child in the years 1867 and 1888. Decision reserved.
Carletou.
J. & E. M. Hand.
In the case ot Harmon vs. Otlsfield, heard, yesterday, judgment was entered for the defendants with

Dumber. Messrs, Clement, Good
ridge &
B=uson employ thirty-two horses and
twentysix oxen in hauling logs from the woods
in

This shows the

certainly compel

rooms. It is an old maxim,
that “bliifl is a game that two can play at” It
would be one of those laughable events—it not
too serious to make sport of—if it should turn
out that the screw was applied in another direction! Suppose the bank directors wishing

Furs

thing b:

water from that reservoir. We are informed
that the quantity of water used at the City
Building is about forty hogsht ads per day.—

the “screws are to be put on” unless tbov “deal
more fairly,” will be likely to create some alarm

et al. was grante l. and tho Court adjourned to
Wednesday, Dec. 33l h, at 9 o’clock A. M.

feafure.of

Want of Water.—The steam fire engine
Casco was eugaged yesterday afternoon at the
reservoir on the corner of Oxford and Cedar
streets, playing through '200 feet of hose, and
filling the cistern in the City Building with

purpose. The implication that the banks do
not deal “fairly,” is a singular one, and Will
not be very cheerfu'ly acquiesced in by the

kins

much indebte.d to the com-

The voiuraeis unique, aud will be admired
by all who appreciate excellent poetry, exquisite art, elegant typography and ex ilted
patriotism. The lady, o whom the countrv is
indebted for so fine a work, will have all her
countrymen tor her admirers, and she desetves
to have them. Litters from literary nten, and'
others, all over the country predict for the
volume a great popularity.

ing to them just now to reduce them. Perhaps next July many answer the speaker’s

ttuprenir Judicial Court.
OCTOBER TERM.-TAFLEY, J.. PRESIDING.
Tuesday.—The motion of the detendant’s c< unset for a rehearing in the case of Montine vs. Per-

ied him. No! this sheepish fellow in
courtship,
this country simpleton of the
stage, is not our
Daisy. This is merely our opinion, in which
few may concur.
As a whole, it was a delightful
the

truth.

The banks are just about to make their semiannual dividends, and it would be embarrass-

District Court.
DFCEMBER TERM—KOX, J., PRESIDING.
Wednesday.—The jury returned a verdict ior the
petitioners In the ease ot John Randall etal. vs Freeman L. Given.
In Bankruptcy—Petit on of Luther S. Moore for
final discharge, petitioner having con piled .vith all
the requirements ot the law. The petition is opposed by n number oi ere litors. A bearing is going
on before Judge Fox
J. H. Drummond and Ira T.
Drow fjr petitioner. J St E. M. Band and Shopiey
St Strout for remonstrants.
*_The Jury has been ilutmissel for the term.

quiet, modest fellow who was called
Steerforth, as a type of his innocence, and who
felt that the respectable Littimor
actually pit-

6often

screws on.

fulled States

before

your purse can

“Putting on the Screws.At the Reeling of the National Board of Trade, in Cleve-

Vicinity.

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

never

well as for the
in the quotation ■

bear.”

Scotch Goods, gto.—A. S. Whittier.

We have

a9

individual, and with a change
“let yonrgilt be as costly as

V'ew Advertisements Ibis Dav.

noticing.

The Boston Evening Traveller pays the following tribute to Miss Furbish’s book:
The Flower of Liberty.-Edited and illustrate by Julia A. M. Furbish; B. B. Russell, Boston, Publisher.—Fifty choice natiotal
poems, the breathings of American genius,are
given to the world in a beautifully liound and
printed octavo volume, including works from
the hands ot our most distinguished writers.
O. W. Holmes leads the column of patriotic
singers, and many a name as noble follows.
But the peculiarity and the excellence lies in
the collected designs, each illustrative of a
poem. These are ftom the pencil of the fair
compiler, Miss Julia A. M. Furbish, of Portland, Me., and are the work of chance hours
for several yeqrs past. The starry flag, the
bells of treed ,m, the symphonies of triumph,
and the voices of mourning, these and kindred
topics cf the slave-holders' rebellion, are the
matters touched by pen and pencil, making
the werk not only attractive to those of the
present generation, but giving it a value to the
future as a memento of this never to-be-forage, this era of a Titanm struggle so
appily terminated in behalf of freedom and

filled or eutirely unrepresented.—
On its shelves should be found all thestandard
It should be
authors of foreign literature.
made a library for the student as well as for

The dwelling house of Mr. B. F. Bartlett,
ot Skowhegan, was destroyed by fire on Saturday morning last. The fire was first discovered "about 6 o’clock, breaking out of the roof.
The lnruiture was mostly saved. The stable,
connected with the house by a shed, was saved
by tearing down the shed and applying water
and snow.

mittee for

or

adequately

SOMERSET COUNTY.

we are

or

trinket which is
goes out of fashion; or

toy

of those, who cannot afford to buy, and have
no well selected library of their own, a fount of
learning that is perpetual. There are a great
many departments in the Institute that are in-

The Ba-th Times states that Mr. Win. Hogan of that city has the contract for the erection of a ne w Custom House at Wisoasset.

course, and

some

But a present of books, pictures or
money to the Public Library is a gift that will
endure as long as the article itself. It delights
not one, but many. It places within the reach

LINCOLN COUNTY.

pathos

on

forgotten.

run over

ularly observable iu his rendition of the

of a

quickly destroyed

track, and the train could not he sto ped before reaching him. He was thrown off by the
cow-catcher, and escaped with the loss of only
three fingers. We did not learn his name.

nnci

of earning the lasting gratitude

are

road Corner. The narrow neok ol 'and connecting the peninsular on which Portland is
built with the mainland, causes nearly all the
railroad lines entering the city to converge to a
point, and several of them pass through this
village, while there is a near prospect of other
lines taking the same route to the city. Already the village is entirely surrounded "by railroads, to say nothing of the horse railroad track
which runs thiough it. There aro five railroad
crossings on the various roads entering in the
village, and valuable property has been much
cut up by the opening of new routes. The
Portland & Rochester proposes now to take a
new line through the Corner, with a deep cut,
and the Maine Central is also laying out a
route which will cross it. It' the Portland &
Ogdensburg comes in on the Portland & Rochester line, the passing ot trains here in a few
years will be very frequent. As some compensation for the disadvantages attending this
converging ot railroad lines at the village, the
various roads centerin t there should establish
there a grand junction station. Such a station
would be a great accommodation to passengers
coming from or going to the lower part of the
city.
By means of the horse ra.lroad
cars they conld leave or take the cars at Woodford’s Corner, and reach their destination at
small expense. Passengers from the lower
part of the city going east by the Portland &
Kennebec, now frequently take the horse cars
aud catch the train at Woodford’s Coiner. A
juuction station would accommodate many
more, and be the means of inducing passengers going through to stop over a train in Portland.

else the receiver of,the costly ^present already
has a house full of all manner of choice
things, and the valuable offering that has cost
the donor so much thought is the sensation of
a moment, to be soon laid aside and speedily

Tuesday afternoon by the passenger train,
when uear Belgrade, He was lying across the

Portlanrt

the
the

is ollen -pent

KENNEBEC COUNTY.
a man was

made

answer

Station.—There

excellent suggestions in the following:
Item the Portland Transcript:
The little village of Woodford’s Corner, in
Westbrook, might well boar the name of Kailsome

whole community.
We would not wish by these remarks to depreciate Christmas gifts; by no means. But
we are well aware that a great deal of money

State News.

says

A Grand Junction

are no

wide-spread

other

Spectator.

Whig

of the

It is now the time of the year when every one
Is exercising hi« or her mind as to what' they
A great deal of
shall give their friends.
money that would otherwise be diverted into

of legislation. I certainly did not intend to
say so, though X appear to.

The Bangor

aware

success. What, however, is especially n?eded,
is donations of books, works of art and money
—particularly money. With a handsome fund
to fall hack upon the Institute can be supplied
with many rare and valuable works that individuals might not feel able to donate,and which
are of essential importance' In k'public
library.

CORRECTION.

by inadvertence herG

fully

circulation oi the books of the Institute at the
present time. As far as its annual
subscription
list is concerned the library lias been a great

giand.

Greek, whose

exposes their viilaiuv.

and converted into

Frenchman;

Turk. There’s the point. The Greek was a
little shriveled up man. For my part if 1
must choose, and it France does so, we prefer
the good, fat, jolly 'fink to the lean, dried up

Judge MeCunn.

and woe to the

hundred

years past wished to substitute
some one elfe for the Mussulman, but found
no one strong enough to govern these Levantine people. They are only elans. The Greek

day.

omnipotent

an

Frenchman knows how to use to point with
meaning an otherwise slight sentence or sentiment, said—“A Greek war, bah! To go to
war there must be a nation.
The Greeks are
not. It is one grand humbug to think.so; as
for the Turks? Why I France has for this

Extraordinary' Affair.
Whoever
has any acquaintance with the newspaper
world need not be told shat Mr. Samuel
Bowles ot the Springfield Republican is one
of the most accomplished editors in America.
A strange and almost unprecedented adventure betel this gentlemau iu New York Tues-

tion are

and

accomplished man oi the world,
and well comprehends that nothing is so much
dreaded in Europe by the government, (except
Prussia and Italy, perhaps) as a war of any
kind, and especially on the eastern question.
Doubtless the general feeling of the diplomatic circle here is best represented by the
persiflage of a well known French gentleman,
who, conversing with a number of journalistsi
withthat light aDd airy manner none but a

short of it and be a worthy citizen and not step
just over it and become, a thief. But there is

An

are.

As for t' e Turkish Minister here, Blacque
Bey,—he shrugs his shoulders and laughs cyn-

adulation toward the late Rothschild want to
know what are the limits that shall be placed
to acquisition so that a man may stop just

no

an

not believe that
there will he serious war.
The Greeks themselves are ready enough to fight, but their government knows how little prepared they real-

troops paid cut of the coffers of monopolists
like Rothschild?
Peopie who object to ‘.be use of anything but

practical difficulty in the case, and

place,) though

ex-

press purpose of arranging t he Alabama negotiation?.- -Mr. Sumner, it is believ-d, desires
to remain in the Senate, yet at the same time
his profound knowledge'of the Alabama and
other matters with England would render his
services invaluable. He could arrange these
and return by deeemher next to his seat in the
Senate. No more acceptable appointment for
ns could he made, nor one which would command greater respect with all classes in En-

enthusiasticiHelienite, does

their oppressors, but what is the use, when
four nations have nearly four million troop?—

no

beginning

tempt for the individual entities of a community on whose behalf he ventured and lost so
much. With all who know the modern Greek
there is the same admixture of contempt and
sentiment which characterized Byron’s feelings.
Among those most likely to be best informed here, there is but one opinion as to the upshot of the affair and that is, a compromise.—
The Greek charge d'affaires (the venerable
Professor Rangabie, who was formerly Greek
Minister here is now transferred to the Tuil-

is just now the
question whether the Grand Turk shall treat
Greece as he has treated Crete, making tbe
whole country one vast Golgotha while ‘he
The Eastern

may readi-

The rupture between Greece and the Porte,
does not surprise any one. It is only a matter of astonishment that it has not occurred
sooner. Oi course our sympathies go with

in the

the hoards of saints of tbe Rothschild
der.

as

ly be supposed,in the European news among
foreign and diplomatic residents of this city.

dollars! A saint with dollars enough in his
dead hand to clothe ar.d teed the poor of all
France!
Charity! Well, the principal charities of
Their
the Bouse of Rothschild are peculiar.

to

AFFAIRS FROM A WASHINGTON
STANDPOINT.

Portlahb Ihstiicte.—Our eitizens

Plenipotentiary Extraor-

dinary to' Great Britain for the sole and

21,136S,

! recognized

to ladies and as
vet they were as courteous
the Baion who has
considerate to the poor as
and buried
recently been carried to the grave
dismiles deep in the eulogies and adulatory

property largely
European monarch?.

Snmret f.s Minister

bs»hi«|tos.

CONOR* S9IONAL.

cultivate4*' generous 0IJ*w ll-behaved,
Jack lackClaude Duval and Sixteen-String
in favor with the goved the title, were not
jellowwe remember onr
ernment and, if
were finally hanged;
rightly,
covered”'reading

is

tram

WasAxMC-ioH; Dec.
[ Jo the Editor of the

Becemhar 24, 1868:

Thursday Morning,

Fourth

Letter

Freedom Notice.

In Rockland Nov. 29, Eugene W. Palmer and Av.s
A. Heui n w,»y.
in uockland Dee. 3,
C. Colcord, ol Stockton and Lizzie Berrv, ofK.
in North navWi, Dec.- 12. Irwin Dyer, ol Vinalhaven, and Ade ia Thomas, ot N. H.

HERE BY give notice that I have given my son
time, and shall .laim
Eugene A. Tret.then, hi.blnebis alter this date
none ot ni» earnings nor pay
Joseph irkfethen,
dlawgw*
Portland, Dec

I

Emery

in

Wanen,

M. Andrews.
anrl

Dec.'9,

9-dtf__

22,1868._<U23

CARDS-Engiiau, Irish and American

Clifford Buxtou and Lucinda

aule at the
PLAYING
lust imported,
a-’nlmonth Bazaar,
tor

Hopkins, Jr., ot Searjport, |

Cynthia W. Adams, ot Canrd.n.

|

dc23<13t

118

Middle St.

Latest
BV

news

TELEGRAPH TO THE

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

Thursday Morning,

December 24, 1868,

MISSOURI.
FATAL AFFRAY.

St. Louis, Dec. 23.—An'encounter took place
at St. Joseph to-day between Hon. J. E Early,
a prominent lawyer, and Col. T. A. Greene,
also a lawyer, in which Mr. Early was shot
and killed. The affair grew out of an article
published in the Herald yesterday reflecting
upon Col. Greene as a lawyer, which he supposed Mr. Early to he the author of.
WEST INDIES.

WASHINGTON.

CUBA.

Steamer Montezuma
Havana, Dec. 23.
which left Nuevitas on the 19th, has arrived
here with 80 sick and wounded soldiers and
She b.ings intelligence
thirteen prisoners.
that 4000 troops and 10 pieces of artillery had
started by various routes to attack the town of
Bayamo. Nuevitas and Puerto Principe are
still in communication.
—

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD.

Washington, Dec. 23.—The President today accepted two sections of twenty miles each
of the Union Pacific Railroad, and directed
bonds to be issued upon the same amounting
This extends to the 940ih mile
to 8128,000.
post which is as far as has been reported by the
Commissioners.

ARKANSAS.

ROSECRANS AND THE MEXICAN MISSION.
the MILITIA TROUBLES.
New York, Dec. 23.—The Post’s WashingMemphis, Dec. 23.—A dispatch from Little
ton dispatch says the fact has just come to
Bock yesterday says refugees from the counlight that on the closing days of the last session ty afflicted with the militia continue to flock
ot Congress, while the President and his Cabito this city.
They confirm the reports of outnet were at the Capitol, an effort was made by
rages. The report that Geu, Grant had sent
members of the Senate Committee on Foreign I I officers to
investigate the outrages was received
Affairs to have the President change Gen.
with rejoicing.
Rosecrans’ appointment from that of Minister
to Mexico to that of Minister to Russia, on acGIIRUPE,
count of Gen. Rosecrans' religious belief. The
effort however failed.
GREAT BRITAIN.
who
committee
went
to
The member of the
urge this matter upon Mr. Seward, in order
London, Dec. 23.—George Had field, memthat the latter might request the President to
ber of Parliament for Sheffield, and Thomas
make the proposed change, had a warm debate
Beasley, a member for Manchester, have prewith him, which resulted in the Senator withsented a memorial lo Reverdy Johnson redrawing from the room. As it was not deemed questing him to urge the Amerioan Governadvisable to permit the Mexican mission to rement to adopt a system of penny postage bemain vacant during the recess ot Congress
tween the United States and
Greqt Britain.
Rosecrans
was
unGen,
The memorial is signed by hundreds of the
confirmed, against the
expressed wishes, however, of several members members of Parliament.
ot the Committee on Foreign Relations,
The London Tunes prints the memorial this
QSN. GRANT’S VIEW ON GOVERNMENT LOANS TO
morning and comments favorably thereon. It
says if tim; had served, all the members of
RAILROADS.
Parliafneut would doubtless have signed the
A special to the Post from Washington says:
petition.
Gen. Grant in conversation yesterday with
t RUSSIA.
Oakes Ames, President of the Union Pacific
Berlin, Dec. 23.—The Prince of MonteneRailroad, expressed in firm and decided terms
gro has gone to St. Petersburg.
his opposition togranting any more money subFRANCE.
sidies to the Union Pacific Railroad until the
finances of the country are in much better conParis, Dec. 23 —Senor Olozaga was to-day
dition than at present. While he favored the
officially received by the Emperor at Ambasbuilding of one or two railroads through to the sador from Spain.'
Pacific coast, he would not give his approval
SPAIN.
to any schemes which proposed to take money
Paris, Dec. 23.—Carlist disturbances have
out of the government treasury in the shape of
occurred in Navarre, and fourteen persons have
bonds. He had favored the building ot the
beeu arrested for participation in them.
Kansas Pacific Railroad as a military necessiMadrid, Dec. 23.—The country is entirely
ty, and believed it would save government a
Government proposes to make malargs amount of money, but by giving his ap-. tranquil.
proval be had not intended to convey the idea terial changes in the Colonial magistracy.
that he was in tavor of building a road by aid
TURKEY AND GREECE.
oi money to be taken from the Treasury DeLondon, Dee. 23.—The reports of a proposed
These
roads
should
be built by
partment.
conference on the Eastern question is fully
private enterprise, although in some cases confirmed
land subsidies might be granted without detriThe Vienne Presse,'government organ, says
ment to the public interest. To be brief, Gen.
that the plan originated with
Grant expressed himself opposed to all new semi-officially
Russia, backed by Prussia, and the scheme is
enterprises which tended to deplete the public favored by Austria and Italy.
treasury or to increase the already enormous
The effort to settle the question without
public debt. The most rigid economy should bloodshed will
undoubtedly be successful.
De observed until the country was in a more
Berlin, Dec. 23.—The Provincial Correshealthy condition. He trusted his lriends
pondense, semi-official newspaper, says the
would take this view of these matters and aid
great powers have united in an effoi t'to dishim in making them successful during his adsuade the Sublime Porte from expellliog the
ministration.
Greeks from Turkey. The intended expulsion
includes those iu Serria and Roumania.
NEW YORK.
Paris, Dec. 23.—The Moniteur of to-day in
CITY AND VICINITY.
a leading editorial,
says the active movements
New York, Dec. 23.—The steamer Merriof the great powers give the hope that diploJames
from
Rio
Watson
brings
mac,
Janeiro,
macy, by the exercise of moderation, will allay
Webb and family and ex-Minister Wasbburne.
the Eastern troubles.
Mdlle. Tostee has had a fall down a flight of
The Public, newspaper, says that Russia apstairs trom her feet becoming entangled in her
proves the proposition of Prussia to invite
skirts, but escaped with her life though severeEngland, France and Austria to a conference
ly bruised and quite lame.
on the Turco-Greek difficulty.
The bonds of the two gentlemen charged
Athens, Dec. 23.—The government lias askwith extensive smuggling has been forfeited
ed one of the chambers a credit of 100,000,000
by Commissioner Betts, they not having apof drachms.
peared before him today.
The ports of Poros and Patras are to be forTHE NEW YORK PRESS ON MR. BOWLES’ ARREST.
tified.
The ministry are stiil engaged in the discusThe evening
have
editorial
articles
papers
sion of the means of defense of the country,
on the arrest of Mr. Bowles. The Post characbut no steps have been taken in that direction.
terizes it as a dirty trick.
The Commercial says that Fisk’s action is an
Constantinople, Dec. 23.—It is semi-offiattempt to intimidate the press, and speaks ot dally announced that the Turkish Admiral,
him as a would be dictator of the press.
Hobart Pasha, has informed the authorities in
The Express says that Joseph Jewe l and
the Island of Syra that his instructions from
Sodi Fisk furnished the necessary bail this
Constantinople are peaceful, and that he had
morning. Mr. Bowles is now at liberty.
only asked that the Erosis be taken to the PiThe Commercial says: This morning David
raeus by the French and Austrian steamers to
Dudley Field, Clarence Cook aud many others await a trial by the Greek naval officers.
appeared at the office of the Sheriff and signed
THE PARAGUAYAN WAR.
a bail bond for $50,000.
This bond was acceptParis, Dec. 23.—The Moniteur has latei
ed, aud Bowles was immediately released.—
advices, which say the position of
Subsequently three other bonds were present- Paraguayan
Lopez is critical in consequence of his differed signed by various parties; among them one
ences
with
the
United States, and that he will
signed by Hon. Schuyler Colfax, Vice Presiprobably seek a reconciliation with the Amerdent elect. If Bowles’ iroulde with Fiske has
ican government.
been somewhat annoying it has at least given
The Moniteur also states that Paraguay conhim the gratification ot knowing that his
tinues
to make energetic resistance to the
frieuds in New York are numbered by the
movements
of the allied atmy>
and
thousand, and that they are ready
willing
to do any thing to assist him.

LOUISIANA.
INTERESTING FROM NEW ORLEANS.

Washington, Dec. 23.—Lieut. Governor
Dunn of Louisiana, telegraphed to Louisiana
Senators in this city that he apprehends difficulty on reassembling of the State Legislature
The New Orleans thugs aud
next month.

plug-uglies threaten to “clean out"
Republican members of that body if they

retie 1

the
atmeet
and
transact
The
business.
tempt
Louisiana Senators will communicate with
Gen. Grant and Secretary Schofield regarding
this report to-morrow. The Supervisor of the
Louisiana district telegraphs the Bureau of Internal Revenue that he has suspended from
office Ernest Boultiug, Collector of 2d district
of Louisiana for neglect of duty, embezzlement
of public money and fraud. This Is the second
suspension of revenue officials tttat Mr. Crerey
has made within a fortnight in addition to a
seizure ol $70,000 worth of tobacco whose
owners were caught attempting to cheat the
government. Mr. Crerey has held his present
office one month only,and the manner in which
he has begun the fight against tbe corrupting
ot government officials in New Orleans and
neighborhood, is highly satisfactory to Secretary McCullock and Commissioner Rollins.—
He writes here that so far be has failed to find
an honest government official in Louisiana.
to

MASSACHUSETTS.
RAILROAD ACCIBENT.

BOSTON, Dec. 23.—The engine and one of the
passenger cars of the inward hound Medford
train on the Boston & Maine railroad, duo here

about 7 o’elock this evening, ran into an
open draw near the State Prison bridge in,
Charlestown. A schooner had just been towed through the draw, and tbe smoke t om
the tugboat hid the signal trom the engineer.
Fortunately, tbe train was going very slow at
the time, The engineer and fireman, swam
ashore. None of the passengers were injured.
at

DECISION IN THE CASE OF THE
WORKS.

SUFFOLK

LEAD

A/jury in the United States District Court
to-day rendered a verdict for the government
against a distillery in South Boston, carried on
by the Suffolk Lead Works, of which Samuel

W. Ward is Treasurer. The verdict forfeits to
the government the entire property of the
Works, valued at about $150,000, the bonds required by law not having been given to the

Collector.

IDAHO.
GOVERNOR’S MESSAGE.
Si. Louis, Dec. 23 —A Salt Lake dispatch
Bays the Idaho Legislature met at Boise City
on the 9th.
Gov. Ballard, in his message, recommends a revision of the mining laws, and
asks tbe Legislature to petition Congress for
an additional appropriation to survey the
public lands. The sales are steady, being
$30,000 in excess of the cost of the first survey.
He complains oi tbe mismanagement of postal
affairs in the terrllory; many ol the routes being
established through ignorance ol the geography of the country are impracticable, and others are running double service at unneccessary
expense. In the northern part of tbe territory
many large settlements are without mail facilities. There are at present remaining in the
territory five or eight thousand Indians, who
are friendly and who should he settled on the

reservation.
DELAWARE.
ANOTHER BRUTAL PRIZE FIGHT.

Wilmington, Dec. 23.—Abe Hicken of Phildelphia.and Pete McGuire of Peekskill, N. J.,
well known roughs, had a prize fight for
a side,in the vicinity of a clump of woods
on tbe line ol the railroad near Perryville, this
morning. After five rounds, Hicken broke
McGuire's jaw and gained the fight. A crowd
of sporting men and roughs from Philadelphia and New York with the principals were on
board a special train which passed through
this city early this morning and remained on
the ground until the affair was over.
two

$1000

steady. Molasses dull. Naval Stores oulet. Petroleum quiet; crude 18c: refined bonded 31 @ 3IJc.—
Freights t • Liverpool firmer for Grain; Cotton per
steamer] @ 3-lGd; Corn per steamy 8]d; Wheat 8]d.
Chicago, Dec. 23 —Exchange on New York steady
anduncbanged. Flour quiet; Spring extras 5 25®

605. Wheat firm and active at an advance of 1 @
lie; sales No. l|at 114$ @ 118; No. 3 at 111|. Corn
dull at a decline of ] @ Jc; new shelled 45] @ 46c;
kiln dried No. 2 54$® 65c; rejected 53/:; old nothing done. Oats dull and firm at 45] @ 45]c
Rye
dull but firm at an advance ot 3]c; sales No. lat
1 10; No. 2 at 1 06 @ l07. Barley dull at 1 50 for No.
2
Whiskey nominal at 93$ @ 94c. Provisions less
active. Mess Pork—sales at 29 00 buyers and 27 50
seller January and February; prime mess 23 00.—
Lard 16] @ l«]c cash and 17c tuture delivery. Cut
Meats—rough sides 12$c; Cumber and middles 12$c.
Dressed Hogs 11 00 @ 11 37|divlding on 200 lbs. Live
Hogg active and firm at 8 50 @ 10 25. Beef Cattle

qul'et and steady.

Cincinnati. Dec. 23.—Whiskey firm at 100.—
Dressed Hogs dull and lower at 11 25 @ 12 00; packMess Pork—sales city
ers holding oft; receipts 3200.
Bulk
mess at 23 00; country wa9 offered at 27 50.
Meats held at 11 @ 11] @ 15c for shoulders, clear rib
and clear sides. Lard unchanged and nominally
held at 18c; no demand and little offering.
Milwaukee. Dec. 23.—Flour dull and unchanged.
Wheat advancing; sales No. 1 at 117]; No. 2at 110$.
Oats firmer at 46c for No. 2. Corn in fair demand;
rejected 48c. Rye steady at 1 05 @ 1 07. Barley nominal.

Augusta, Dec. 23.—Cotton firm and in good demand; sales 750 bales; Middlings 23c; receipts 858

bales.
Savannah, Dec. 23.—Cotton dull; sales 500bales:
Middlings at 23]c; no receipts; exports to Liverpool
3295 bales and coastwise 1915 bales.
Mobile, Dec. 23.—Cotton quiet: sales 1000 bales:
Middlings 23]c; receipts 2481 bales; exports 1524
bales; receipts yesterday 3059 bales.
New Orleans. Dec. 23 —Cotton easier for low
grades; Middlingsscarce at 23$c; sales 4000 bales;
receipts 5488 bales; exports 3676 bales.
Foreign Markets*
London, Dec. 23—Afternoon.—Consols 52]

for

money.
American

securities—United States 5-20*s are unErie shares 26$.
Liverpool, Dec. 23—Atternoon.—Wheat—Red 9s
@10sl0d, Lard dull at 67s. Pork 87s 6d. Spirits
Turpentine easier but not lower. Other articles un-

Medium Cotton Flannels,..14 fa) 16
Pleached Cotton Flannels.. .lo® .27$
STRIPED SHIRTING.

Heavy Striped Shirting,. .V.\.3Q....18 @ 20,
Heavy Striped Shirting,.27.. t.....14$®' 15$
Medium Striped Shirtiug,.. .27....10 @ 12$

1342

134|

114$

99$

110
107

1C9J
110
133

119$

100
9f $
91

1878.

Augusta City Sixes, 1870.

95$
97 $
97}

Central Pacific Railroad 7s, gold,. 106$
Tort Manufacturing Company. 1310
Portland Daily Preaa Stock Llit«
For the week ending Dec. 23. 1868.
CORRECTED BY WM. H. WOOD & BON, BROKERS
Par Value. Offered. Asked
Descriptions.
H4.115
Government6’s, 1881....
Government 5-20,18C2,.110.Ill
Uovernmen 15-20,1864.107 .108
107
108
Government 5-20,1865,...
Ill
Government 5-20, July,1865.110
111
Government 5-20, July,1807,.110
Government 5-20, July,1868,.110$.... Ill
100
Government 7-30.99
Government 10-40,.105 .106

COTTONADES.

INDIAN AFFAIRS.

St. Louis, Dec. 23.—A Kansas City dispatch
says an army guide, just In from the Plains,
reports that the Kansas volunteers joined Gen.
Sheridan on the 19th inst. on his march to Fort
Cobb.
General Sheridan intended to eat bis Christmas dinner at Camp Supply, where Major Inman Is order with a large train ot supplies
It is reported that the Indians have driven
off all the stock belonging to Gen. Penrose’s
command. Many of his men were badly frozenTBE DOMINION OF CANADA.
THE HURON AND ONTARIO SHIP CANAL.

Toronto, Dec. 23.—At a public meeting held
last night to hear the report oi tbe committee
on
appointed to confer with the government
the question of the Huron and Ontario ship
canal, speeches were n»*de by a number of citizens condemning tbe action of tbe Ontario
Government lor refusing to receive petitions in
favor of tbe project. Resolutions were passed
to the effect that the determination of the government was

Province.

opposed

to the

interests of the

CONNECTICUT.
GRAND PROJECT TO CONNECT THE NAVIGABLE
WATERS OF THE

WEST.

JTew Haven, Dec. 23.—At the last meeting
of the Connecticut Scieutitic Academy in this
city. Gen. B. 8. Roberts, U. S. A brought forward the plan of a great national undertaking
about to be introduced to the public by tbe
Cbioago Board ol Trade. Itisaphn to connect the bead waters of Upper Mississippi, Illinois and Ohio rivers with the waters of Lake
Superior, Lake Michigan and L ike Erie.
TEXAS.
MURDER OF TWO CUSTOMS OFFICIALS BY ROBBF.RS.

Washington, Dec. 23.—Secretary McCulloch
this morning received a dispatch trom the Collector at Brownsville, Texas, dated yesterday,
stating that two Inspectors of Customs have
been murdered in that district by a gang ot
robbers, and another Inspector named Robert
H. Regan had been badly wounded. The
names oftht killed are George I’. Harmon and
William H. Phelps.
II.1.INOIM.
REV. DR. DUME.
Chicago, Dec. 23 —Rev. Dr. Dume. for a long
t'me, aDd up to a few months since, Vicar General qf the Roman Catholic Diocese, and oue
of the dismissed Priests in tbe controversy
DEATH OF

with Bishop Pagan, died this morning, aged
foriy-fir* years.

9

12$
11$
9$

DELAINES.

DeLaines, .18 @

20

WOOLEN GOODS.

Kentucky Jeans, ..20 @ 37$
Satinets,.45 @ 55
Union Meltons,.
75 @1 00

Black Union

Cassimeres,.80 @1

FREE

WOOL FLANNELS.
..

10

® 20

BATTING, WADDING, &0.
18 @ 25
Cottop Batting, ^ lb,.
Cotton Wadding, & lb,.20 @ 25
Wtaking,....40 @ 45

^ CHOICE

Beautiful Large Mirrors, Albums, Fancy
ry Christmas.

OF

FRENCH AND ENGLISH

McDUFFJEE’S,

Holiday

and Bridal Presents.

Hatter

ourselves that
have the largest and
WE
finest stock of Rich Goods ever oflerea in the
of
we

city

Portland, at prices Exc?e«liiig Low.—
Our Stock consists ol F.ne Scissors In cases, Ladles
Companions, Work Boxes, Dressing Cases, Fans,
Real Russia Leather Handkerchiei and Glove Boxes,
Opera Glasses, Toilet Stands and sets Vases, fine
Card Cases in Pear), Scotch Wood and Leather,
Writing Desks, Pocket Knives, real Jet Goods ot
all description; Parian Marble Statuary, fine Brushes, Ac., &c. Rubber Pen and Pencil Cases, Gold
Pens, Ac., and a great variety oi new and attractive
goods too numerous to mention.
dc4eodtt

Fisheries!

W. S.

JORDAN,

jewelry-afjne assortment
Gie
Rubber
Falmouih Bazaar.
^
Gee 23u3t
118

Every

....

Stated Maine Bonds,.99.100
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,.95.97
Portland City Aid of R. R.92.93
Rath City Bonds.
92.93
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,.92.93

Calais City Bonds.
92.93
Cumberland National Bank.40. 49. 50

Canal National Bank,.100.113.114
First National Bank,.100.113. Ill
Casco National Bank.100.113.114
81
Merchants’ National Bank,_ 75. 80
National Traders* Bank.100.112.113
Second NationalBank.100
94. 95
Portland Company.100.8u. 85
55
Portland Gas Company,, r. 50. 50
Ocean Insurance Company,—100.100.103
At. & St. Lawrence R. R.,. 53.CO
At. & St. Lawrence R.R. Bonds,100.64.651
A. & K. R. R. Bonds.84.85
Maine Central R. R. Stock,... .100. 25.26

Maine Central R. R. Bonds.86.88
Leeds <&Farm’gton R. R. St’k, 100.65.75
Portland &Iven K. R. Bonds..100.81.,83
Portland & Forest Av’n’e R. R, 100.50.60
Portland Glass Company,.100.45.55
Richardson’s Wharf Co.100.95.ICO

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
Corrected for the Press to Dec. 23.
Lard.
Apples.
Green. 3 003) 4 50 Barrel, 4?lb.. 17} @ 18
Dried 1? lb... 10 @ 12 Kegs, pib.... 18 @
18*
Lead.
Pearl p lb_.... .none
Sheets Pipe. 12 @ 13
Pot. 9 @10
Leather.
New York,
Beans.
Marrow p bu.
none
Light.. 29 @ 31
Pea. 3 75 @ 4 ?5
Mid. weight 31 @
32
Bine Pod. 3 75 @ 4 25
Heavy. 30 @ 32
Yellow Eye4.. 3 50 @ 3 75
Slaughter.. 44 <af 4s
Am. Calf.... 1 20 @ 1 40
Box Shooks.
Lime.
Pine,... 70 @ 75
Bread.
Roekl’d,cask 140 @ 1 50
Pilot Sup
12 00 @14 00
Lumber.
Pilot ex 100 tb 8 75 @ 11 CO Clear Pine,
Ship.6 50 @ 8 00 Nos. 1 & 2....6560 @60 00
COMMERCIAL.
CrackerspiOO 50 @ 55 No. 3.45 00 @50 00
No. 4.25 00 @30 00
Butter.
33 @ 42 Shipping... 21 00 @22*oo
Farnilyp lb.
New York Stock and Money Market.
25 @ 30 Spruce.14 00 @17 oo
Store.
New York, Dec. 23.—Money stringent with an
Hemlock—12 00 @15 on
Candles.
active demand and general calling in ot loans. The
12 00
Mouldplb... 15] @ 16 Clapboards,
pressure is equal to the worst times ot last Spring.
42
40
SpruceEx.,2100 @27 00
Sperm.
@
The banks are unable to expand, owing to the near
Pine Ex...40 00 @60 00
Cement.
approach of the quarterly statement, and business P brl.
@ 2 DO Shingles,
at the legal rate or 7 per cent, currency, was quite
Cedar Ext. .4 00 @ 4 50
Cheese
small, and 7 per cent. Gold or 9] percent, per anCedarNo.t..2 75 @ 3 00
Vermont p lb
15 @
20
num was the general minimum rate, and as high as
New York....
571
20 Shaved Cedar
lGJaj
8 per cent. Gold with 4 per cent, per day commission
Pine
6 75
Country.14 @ 18
or 56 43-100 per annum was paid, as was 7 per cent.
Coal—(Retail
Laths,
I.
currency with 4 per cent, per day commiss'on. or 984
Spruce..2 25 @ 2 50
Cumberland. 0 00 @ 10 00
per cent, per annum. After 3 o’clock loans were
Pine. 3 00 @ 3 75
Lorb’v&Dia. 11 50 @12 00
made at 7 per cent. Gold and 7 per cent, currency,
00
60
@12
Lehigh.11
Molasses.
with commissions of 1-32 to 4 per cent. Friday will
K&WAsh.. 1150 @12 00 Porto Rico.... 70 @ 78
be a closed holiday. aDd there will probably be only
&SL Co,
r.ii
CienfUAffna
a limited business Saturday, which will cause many
Java p
(dT 4o TrmiUaa. 50 (a) t5
borrowers to provide tomorrow for four days in one,
Rio. 23 @ 25 CubaClaved.. 45 @ 41
and there is every pio.-pect of another active day in
Cooperage.
Clayed tart 40 @ 42
the Money market, 'lne extreme stringency is the
Hhd. Sli’kss Hds,
Muscovado
48 @ 54
effect of locking up the greenbacks. The shipments
Mol.City. ..2 90 @3 00 SugarH.Svrup 38 @
of currency South and West continue. Dry goods
..2
50
75
@2
Nails.
City.
Sug.
fadurcs here and the suspensions of banking firms in
Sug.C’lry.. 150 @ 176 Cask. 537}® 6 50
Louisville and St Louis are reported. The leading
C’trvRiftMol.
Naval Stores.
speculative shares of New York Central, "Pacific
Hhd. Sh’ks. 150 @ 1 75 Tar ^ bl'l... .5 00 @5 59
Mail and Rock Island were held in some large blocks
Hhd.
Pitch
(C. Tar)3 25 @
li’d’gs,
the Central dividend. A rumor says
previous toand
Soft Pine... 30 @ 3? VYil. Pitch
5 50
Vanderbilt
family held $15,000,000 ot Central, a
Hard Pine.. 33 @
35
00 @ 10 00
Rosin.4
prominent dry good% prince 16,000 shares and the
11 oops.; 14 fll.tO 00 @42 00 Turpentine
gal 52 @ 56
Erie party from 30,00j to 50,000 shares. A buoyant
R.OakStaves45 00 @50 00
Oakum.
market enabled large holders to sell freely, and
American_10 @ 12}
Copper.
stocks have passed into weaker hands and have been
Oil.
mo.e widely diffused
This increased the number of Cop.Sheathing 35 @
Y.M.Sheathing 26 @
Kerosene,.... 39
needy borrowers and afte ts the Money market conBionze Metal 26
Port. Ref,' Petroleum, 34
siderably. Tho January dividends and returns of Y. M. Bolts... 27@®
Sperm.2 35 @ 2 50
money from the West and South will tend to relieve
Whale.1 35 @ 1 40
Cordage.
the market early m the new year. Sterling Exchange
:
00 @58 00
Americun|?lb 17J® IS Bank.27
dull at 109} @ 1094 for 60 days and 110| @ 11* for
:
Manila. 2U@ 22* Shore.24
00 @26 00
short sight. Gold dull; opened at 135, and closed at
Manila
23
00
Boltrope
Porgle.23
@23 00
Governments
lower
but
closed steady.
134] @ 134*. & Co. furnish the
Linseed. 1 00 @
Drugs and Dyes.
following 4.SGqucHenry Clewes
Alcohol
2
25
240
Boiled
do.I
05
t*
gal
@
114
do5.20*s
@
1862,
@ 1144;
t.ixions:—Coupon 6’slSxl,
Arrow
30 I®
70 Lard.1 f5 @ 1 60
li0@1104; do 1864 106* @1064; do 1865, 1074 @ Bi-CarbBoot...
Soda
6*
7
Olive.2
00
o
@
do
do
d
@ 2 80
new, 109] @ 109*;
1667,109J @ 110;
107|;
<
Borax. 38 @ 40 Castor.2
80 @2 90
1868,110 @1104; 10-46’*, 1054 @ 1054.
.1
12
1
15
Neatsfoot
Camphor
1
60
@
new
@1 75
State
bonds
Border
quiet; Missouri’s, 90;
Cream Tartar 30 @ 50 Refined Porgie 80 @ 85
Tennessee’s 68@f84; new North Carolina’s, 61 @
50
175
Indigo.1
Paints.
@
0 {; Virginia’s, 56} @ 57*.
Logwood ex... 1? @ 14 j Portl’d Lead.13 50 @
The Stock market has yielded to the money presMadder. 19 @ 20 Pure Grddo.13 50 @
sure and is weak, and holders have been forced to
Naptha *4 gal. 30 @ 40 Pure Dry do. 13 00 a.
sell. New York Central is auieter, and moves more
Am. Zinc,.
13 00 @
Opium 4?lb. 17 00
in sympathy with the remainder oi the list. Large
Rhubarb.2 TO @ 2 85 Rochelle Tel.. 3®
4
amounts of it were offered to-dav, and it fell to 148},
Sal
Soda.
4
Eng.Ven.Red.
the
4 'si
34®
and though the stock rallied to 1504,
closing rate
Saltpetre. 18@ 20 Rea Lead. 13 @ 14
was about the lowest ot the day. R port s lys an ini
7 Litharge.
13 @
h
junction was served on the Treasurer Monday morn- Sulphur. 6* @
Plaster.
ing, restraining the issues of dividend certificates, Vitriol. 12 @ 14
ton..
o
Duck.
oo @ 3 00
Soft, p
but that he declined to regard it. The report, howSol,.
@ 66 Hard. 0 00 @ 2 75
ever, is considered doubtful. One per cent was paid
No 10,.
@ 32 White. 3 23
to call Central at 160 in 30 days, and the same rate to
Ravens.
Produce.
@ 26
put the stock at 140 in the same ;Ime. The general
Becf,sidepib 11 @ 15
Dyewoods.
market was lower but closed steady. The following
Barwood. 3 ®
Veal. U @
12
are 5.30 figures:—Pacific Mail, 1184@119; Western
Brazilwood.. 124.® 13 Mutton. 8 @
10
Union Telegraph, 33} @ 33]; New York Central, 1484
1
@ 148}: Eiie, 38* @ 39; Hudson, ISO @ 130*; Bend- Camwood.... 7*@ 84 Chickens. 15 @ 20
Fustic,. 3®
3}'Turkeys. 18 @ 23
ing, 97* @ 97]; Michigan Central, ex-div. 113; MichEggs, Vdoz.. 40 @ 42
igan Southern, 864 @ 86}; Illinois Central, 141 @ 148; Logwood,
‘gCampeachy. 24® 2* Potatoes, P bu. 83 @ 1 00
Chicago & Rock island, 111} @ lllf.
1
St. Doruingo
Onions
2 @
The balance at the Sub-Treasury to-day amounted
# brl.7 50 @ 8 00
Peach Wood
to $90,8*2,'.H.
none
3) ® 6 1SweetPotatoes
Red Wood. 4 <1 ’41
Provisions.
Mess Beef,
Fish.
Bi’itfhtoii, Cambridge and Medford Cattle
Cod, p qtl,
Chicago,...1950 @21 50
Markets.
Kx Mess..24 50 @25 50
Large Shore 6 75 @ 7 00
(Special Dispatch by International Line.}
LargeBank 650 ® 6 75 Pork,
Small.4 00 @ 4 50
Boston, Wednesday, Dec. 23.
KxtraCleai.73 50 @
Pollock.3 25 W 4 00
At market this week:—2260 Cattle, 0660 Sheep, 300
Clear.32 00 @32 50
Mess.28 00 @29 00
Store Pigs, 1300 fat Hogs; last week, 3613 Cattle, 15,Haddock.1 75 @2 25
Hake.2 00 @ 2 25
Prime.... 24 00 @25 00
253 Sheep, 100 Store Pigs, 4800 fat Hogs.
Prices.—Beeves—Extra quality $13 ?5 % 13 75;
Bams. 17 @ 18
Herrhig.
Shore, p bl.6 50 ® 7 61) 1Round hogs..
first quality $12 2&@ $13 00; second quality $11 75 @
8 @ 12}
Scaled,j9bx. 35 aj 45
$12 2j; third quality $9 50® $1100; poorest grade
Kice.
No. 1. 25 @
1
100 ibs.
of Cows, Oxen, Bulls, &c, $6 00 @ 9 00
30 Rice,
19 lb.... ll@
lj
Saleratua.
(the total weight of hides, tallow and dreesed beet. Mackerel ** bl,
Bov No. 1. 24 09 @26 00 ISaleratuslp lb 7 @
A few premium Cattle 14 50 @ 15 00.
li
Prices of Hides, Tallow and Skins—Brighton Hides
Bay No. 2, 17 00 @19 00 _
Salt.
10 @10*c; Brighton Tallow 9 @9Jc; country Hides
Large 3-II 00 @13 00 Turk’s Is.
8bnre Nc.l 20 00 @22 00
10 @ 10}c; country Tallow 7* @ 8*c \y lb.: Sheep nnd
hhd. (S bus.)3 75 @4 50
I
No. 2.... 17 00 @19 OD St.
Lamb Skins 1 00 @ 1 25 ip skin; Calf Skins 20 @ 23c
Martin,ckd,3 50® 4 00
3 75 @ 4 80
Large_ 10 00 @12 00 Syracuse
V lb.
1
Medium.. 8 00 @10 00 Cadiz
Working Oxen—Extra $225 @275; handy steers
duty p’d 3 50 @ 4 00
1
Clam bait_ 4 00 ® 5 00 Cadiz in bond 2 25 <i 2 50
$140 to 200 D1 pair.
1
Milch Cows—Extra $85 @$110; ordinary $55 to
Gr’nd
Butter. 27 &
Flour.
White Winter
he d; Store Cows $45 to $55 & head.
$80
Liverpool duty
choice xx 12 00 @13 00
Paid. 3 50@100
Sheep—By the head, $1 50, $2 00 @ 2 50; in lots,
extras and selections $3 25 @4 50 Ip head, dr from 2*
xx
11 50 @12 50 Liv.In bond
2 37 (@>2 624
x
to 6*c p lb.
9 50 @10 50
Soap.
Extra Sfc’m Refined
Poultry—good to extra 14} to 17c; medium 13] @ Red Winter
101
14c p lb.
xx.11 00® 12 00 Family. cu*
9 00a 9 30 No. 1.
»!
Store Cattle—Yearlings $18 to $30; two year old*
x.
$28 to $45; three year olds $45 to $65 p head, or
Spring xx.. 9 O0@ 10 00 Oline.ij
much according to tluir value tor beef.
x..
7 50@ 9 00 Chem Olive.
101
Store Pigs—prices, wholesale, 8 @ Pc ^p lb.; retail
13
Superfine. 6 00 @ 7 00 Crane’s.
Soda
St. Louis & Southern
8 @ 8}c D
1 Fat Hogs 9] @ 9*c ^ lb.
13
Droves Horn Maine-Cartie, A-V P Dyer, 18; J W
Superior xx 14 50@ 15 00
Spices.
Canada none
Witbes, 24; Farmer & Merrill, 64; R D BIvnu. 16; J
Cassia, pure.. 80 @ 85
Cloves. 44 (di 45
Michigan & Western
Adams, 20; J Piper, 20; Collins & Bussell, 57; JS
11 00®12 00 Ginger. 24 @>
Richardson, 20; W 11 Potter, 8; C H Yining, 42.
Sup’r xx
28
Sales of M;dne Cattle—J Adams sold l_pair 4 year
California.. 12 00® 13 00 Mace.
@ 1 50
olds, girth 6 feet 7 inches, for $175; W P Dyer sold 1
Fruit.
Nutmegs.1 35 @ 1 40
Almonds—Jordan p lh. Pepper. 33 @ 42
pair, girth 7 feet 2 incheR, lor $215; 1 pair, girth 7
Soft Shell
feet, for $215; 1 pair Stags tor $210; A Piper soldi
Stareh.
@35
Shelled.
pair, girth 6 te- t 8 inches, for $170 ; C H Vining sold
11
@ 60 Pearl. 10 @
l pair, girth 6 feet 9 inches, for $175; 1 pair, girth 6
PeaNuts.3 00 C@ 3 75
feet 9 inches,for $175; J W Withes sold 1 pair, girth 6
Citron, new... 37 @ 38 Forest
:
feet 10 inches, for $195; 1 pair, girth 6 teefc 8 inches,
Currants. new'
16 Standard Crushed.
15}
■or $175; 2 Cows at $45 D head; 8 Cattle, weight 1477
Dates, New.... 15® 16 1 Granulated_
@15}
Merrill sold 1
@ 16}
lbs, at 8c <£> lb, live wqjght; Farrar
Figs,. 17® 21 Extra and fine
17 (g
20 Coffee A.
I® 14}
pair, girth 6 leet 10 inches, for $215; 1 pair, girth 6
Prunes,..
Raisins.
teet 8 inches, for $174; 2 Cows for $105
B.
@
Extra
Remarks—The supplv of Cattle from Maine were
70
3
80
C.
Bunch,pbx3
(®
@ 14}
mostly Working Oxen and Store*-. There being bun
78 85 @1 00
Layer.3 87 @ 4 00 Syrups
a very tew Beeves among them, it being Christmas
Muscatel, 4 8 > @ 4 90 Portland Sugar House :
and
detlm
fellow A A_ 11
5 00 @
Lemons,
week, business has not been very active
mand for workers was moderate. The supply of CatOranges.^ b none @
Slagle Sugar Refinery :
tle trom all sections was larger than the demand reDrain.
(C). none
quired, and the trade for Beol Cattle has not been so Corn. Mixed.. 1 20® 1 28 Extra do. none
lively as drovers would wish. The Western Cattle Western l'el. 130 ® 132 C...
none
was not so good ns that of lost we?k, and with the
tone
Rye.1 70 @ 1 88 C Extra.
exception ot a few extia Beeves the quality was
40 @ 1 75 Vluscovado.Gro. llj@ 13
Barley.1
mostly ordinary.
The Northern Cattle consisted
Oats .80 ® 85 Hav. Brown..
lt}@ 14
mostly of 2 and*3 year old Cows and Steers, with but Shorts ton. 37 5tl@ 40 00 Hav.White...
15 @ 15}
a few Oxen.
Last week there were more nice premiFine Feed... 42 50 45 00 Centrifugal,
12 ffi 13
um Cattle in market than has been in before in any
Qunpowder.
Refining.
10}@
11}
one week for the last year, and some here claimed to
Blasting.4 50 @ 5 00
Teas.
be the best over brought to market. A large num50 @ 6 75 souchong_ 76 @
90
Sporting.6
ber of them average over 2000 lbs each, live weight.
Shipping.5 50 @ 5 75 Oolong. 80 @ 65
Hay.
Oolong, choice 90 @. 1 00
The Wool Market.
Pressed#tonl2 00 @17 00 •Japan. 100 ffl 110
00
00
Tin.
Loose.14
@18
[Special Dispatch by lntetnaiional Line.)
Straw. 12 00 @14 00 Banca,cash.. 40 @ 42
Boston, Dec- 23.—[Reported for the Press.)-Tho
cash.. 38 @ 39
Skins.
and
Straits,
Hides
following is a list of prices quoted this afternoon:— Buenos Ayres 30 @ 31 English. none.
Domestic—Oh'o atm Pennsylvania pick-lock 63®
16 @
18 Char. I. C.. 12 00 @12 50
Western
65c; do choice XX 61 @ 58c; fine X 50 (g 52c^ mediSlaughter.... 94® 10 Char. l.X... 15 25 @15 75
um 48® 50c; coarse 48 ® 60c; Michigan, New York
Cali Skins....
20
Antimony.... 20 @ 21
18®
and VeVmont extra and XX 47 (®5c; fine do 47 @
Lamb Skins.. 65 @ 75 I
Tobacco.
4i*'c; medium 46® 48c; coarse 46® 48c 1Mb.; other
Iron.
I Fives & Tens,
Western, fine and X 4i@48c; medium 44 ® 4Cc; Common. 4*@
75
43 I Best Brands 65 @
common 43@4Gc; pulled extra 45® 55c: superfine
Refined....... «@
5}!! Medium.... 15 @ 66
43 @ 55c; No. i at 30® 43c; California 22®fiCc V
Swedish. 74®
74
Common
55
50
@
tb. Foeign Wo »ls—Canada combing 70 @ 75c; SmyrNorway. 7J@ 8 Hall lbs. best
na washed 20 @4<*c and unwashed 15 @ 22c; Buenos
Cast Steel.... 25 @ 27
brands. 75 @ 80
German Steel. 18®
Ayres 20 @ 40c; Cane Good Hope 37 (g 43c; 15Chilian
Nat’lLeaf, lbs.100 @ 1 25
@ 18c Eng.Blis.Steel 22 @
22 @ 30c;Douski 35 ® 43c; Airica unwashed
Navy lbs. 75 @ 65
■&ib.
Varnish.
Spring Steel,. 10J@ 14
Remarks—The market for fleece Wool is firm with
Daniar.2 75 @ 3 00
Sheetlron,
a steady demand from manufacturers, and business
75 @ 6 00
Coach.2
Englis!. 64® 71
is fully up to expectation. Witli the new year a mors
R. G. »}@ 10}
Wool.
active and better market is looked for. The fine
Russia. 23 @ 25 Pulled. 42 @ 43
crades are now in most demand. Combing and deFleece. 44@
45
Belgian.... 22 @
laine fleece command lull previous prices. Low supers are si ill plenty and dull.
Portland Dry Goods Market*
Corrected by Messrs Woodmas, True & Cp.
Domestic Markets.
cotton ooops.
Yc®* Dec. 23 —'Jotton a shade lower;sales
Price.
Inches.
2100bales; Middling uplands 23cc. Flouresales6700
bbls.; State and Western dull and a shade lower; suHeavy Sheeting,.37........15 @ 16
Pine sheeting,.36. 11*® 13
perfine state' 5 % to 6 26; extra G 80 @ 9 00; round
Fine Sheeting. 40.12J® 11
hoop Ohio 6 95 @9 eo; extra Western 6 70 @ 8 00;
choice Y\ bile Wheat 8 45 @ 10 on; Southern dull;
Medium Sheeting,.37..■.12 ® 13
■37. 10 @ 11
California nominal. W boat a shade firmer and very
Light Sheeting,.■
15,000 bush.; No. 2 Sprint* 1 58 to 1 60 Shirting,.. to 30.8} (a; 10
quiet; salesCorn
BLEACHED SHEETING.
delivered.
opened a shade firmer and closed
quiet at about yesterday’s prices; sales 48,< GO bush
Good Bleached Sheeting,.-30.18® 20
old Mixed Western 1 09® 1 11 in store and afloat
Good Bleached Sheeting.9-8.19® 22*
-36.. .13*® 16}
O *.ts heavy and lower; sales 48,000
new 93 ® 97c
Medium Sheeting,..
bush ; Western 74jc in store and 77c afloat. Beet
9® 11
Shirting,.,..27to32.,.
1 ales 900
Pork
and
DP.ILLINO.
firmer;
quiet.
Steady
bbls.; new
13
Lard firmer; sales 650 tierces at
in}®
mess 27 50 (g 28 00.
Drilling,....'..30.
Heavy
10i<gl7}c. Butter steady. Whiskey lower; Wes- Medltun,... ....30... ..14*® 17
...
ters at 100 tree- Bice firm. Sugar ^ulet. Coffee
'....
10*

,bn""^

...

All kinds

F n .1 Jft E

........

..

Cityifofined

14?

...

...

■■ ■

■ ■

■.

OeTfstJeans,.

.Bj$

December 22.

New and Elegant

Birds,

McDUFFEE’S.

Bread

PERSONAL.

Traveling Baskets,

KNIVES

!

invented for Boots, Shoes.
Harnesses, and all kinds 01 Leather.
Warranted Proof Against Snow Water.
E¥"For sale at all Boot and Shoe Stores.
Manuiectured by
deleodlm*
MuORE & KNIGHT, Augusta, Me.

jllsi'et

ROBINSON,

the Falmouth Hotel,

sale

Uas (or

very large assortment
ot

a

Prayer

JpARIANS

April last, it has
neen received with so much favor that its
assurances
for the first six months amounted to over
$1,000,000
In

rapidly increasing day by day.

reference by Permission
Gov. Joshua L. Chamberlain.
Hon. James G. Blaine, Augusta.
Hon. John J. Perry, Oxtora.
B.xird of Local reference »» Portland;
Had. Israel Washburn. Jr., William
Deering, Esq.
Hon. Samuel b. Spring, Charles H, Breed, Esq.,
Hon. Augustus E. Stevens, J. S. ltieker, Esq.

INCOME

Houses and Lands
or

to

Let!

Ou Very Favorable Termi*
E two

story and attic house, sixteen rooms,
large s'able, Ac., with much or little land, suitable ior private or public use.
Also one and a halt si orv house, ten rooms, with
barns and more or less land.
These houses are very pleasantly located on Oak
Hill, m Scarhoro, Maine, in fall view ot the ocean,
« hue
Mountains, and neighboring cities and towns.
From three to five minutes’ walk to the Oak Hill
railroad station, filteen minutes bv rail and thirty bv
county road to Poi tland.
Also several hundred acres
land, a part eligible lor
bonding purposes, from five to seven miles from
Portland.
Part or all this properly may be purchased at a
great bargain. Most oi the purchase money mar
remain on mortgage a long time.
Please apply to
HENRY THORNTON,
decgW&Stt
Oak Hill, Maine.

ON

MOTHERS! MOTHERS!!
MOTHERS!!!
PAIL TO PBOCURH

DON'T

For Children Teething;.

and call for

SOOTHING SYRUP,*
of Curtis A Psreiks,*
Having
on the outrnde wrapper.
All others are baas
imitations.

“MRS. WINSLOW’S
the fac-timiU

Tilton

&

McFarland,
4 O

Of their Safes gave AMPLE PROTECTION In the
late fire. Parties desiring a

FIRST RATE SAFE,
MODERATE PRICE, will please call on

EMERY & WATERHOUSE,
Middle Street, Portland.

Bazaar,

118-Middle St.

Library

X^

this Association will be closed
until Saturday, P. M. Dec. 12, when it will be
opened at their New Rooms,

THE

of

Corner Congress and

Temple

Sts.

become members ot the Assosubscribers to the Library are requested
ciation,
to leave their.uames with the Librarian.
Persons

wishing
or

Library

to

open every afternoon from 2 to 6

Store I

37 Free, corner of Centre Street,
where they invite them to come ana make their klection of goods for

Christmas

Falmouth,Plants. T. Harrison,
George, Cone,
And other

o’clock,

and Saturday evenings from 7 to 9 j o’clock.
dc9d3w
Per Order Library Committee.

lot of those 26 cent pocket
Books, just received at tbg
Falmouth Bazaar,
dc23
Middle St.

Another

’3t_118

-IFTATCH CHAINS—A NEW ANDSELECTED
it
asortmentutthe Fnlmoathfiazoar,
dezsttf;
n« Middle st.

Presents.

They have
sides

a large varletv of
goods from abroad, bewhat they manufacture themselves.

Faeiry

Cake* of all bind, load?
order.

and

WEDDING

<o

CAKE I

the very best quality at short nolice. Parties suepiled In the latest Boston and New York styles.
*
December 22. dtf

o*

FALMOUTH BAZAAR,
dc23-d3t- 118 Middle St,

^

St

** tne

dc83d3t

Choice Brands

* few choice
^®lmoutb Bazaar*
118 Middle St.

Oldest, Largest,

Louis Flours!

Best,

•»»•>

graphs and Rowau Photograph*, I’atlan Va'es Cn»«
psdotes. Hanging Vases, lower Pot* in coorsaud
>ld, (Albums, Glass >Varo. portmonaies, Watches,
Silver Plated Spoon?. For!--* Goblets and Mugs,
oi

Cu.lerv, with

Deerlntf

Carrie

Special

ON

»J:tmif*&on,

PLAY.

EpHUbD Coles, and produced

Horses, Carriages, He

, at Auction
11 oVIook A. M., nn to
J maik^t lot, Market street, i shall sell Ilois
Carriage?, Harnesses, &c.
F. O. BAILEY, Auctioneer.
Apl 20.

7, overture 1-4 before 8 curtain
alter.

rising

SATURDAY,

1NVEKY

Previous (o which Edmund Coles w.li appear in
his private speciality rf Benjamin Bowlras,
the Illustrious stranger, supp,.rten bv the Comedy
strength ol the Montreal Company.
Scale ot prices—Pat queue SO cents Reserved seats
?5 cents Gaiter .35 cents. Box office open Wednesday, Dec. 23d, from 50 A. M. to 3 P. M. Doors open
at

Mnlo.

TUESDAY AND WEDNFSDAY, Deoemter
20th ami 30th, each day at 10 o\i..:fc, u the SiGeorge Restaurant, Masonic Temple, corner of
Bovlston and Treinont Street?, Boston, all tbe turullure of every description, fixtures, Btocfc, materials,
etc., of the es’abli&hment, comprising laige and elegant French Plate Mirrors, c st $3,GOO; g^s fixtures,
cost $3,300; carpets; all the marb o top counters lu
Richly plated Svda Founni>p:r saloon; har, etc.
tain with flxtuies, silver plate. French porcelain, linen, elegant vases large bronze figured, plated and
ironze touutalns* Howard clock, cost $300, a utiri.n
and other tables, walnut arm chair*, bar fixtures,
kitchen stca n ai paratns, range, copper fans, nastry
and oontectioncry tables, silaoauder sate tor uffiice or
(Unlug room, desk, wines Uqn> Ta, cigars, etc,, tbe
the whole having cost about $50,000. cata.r'gUkS
ready and the whole on exhibition two days pievtous.
deeSf2eodtd
LEONARD & CO., Auct’rs.

Who has been secured expressly lor the hole of
rlEUSN P.OLnKSToN.
The season will be inaugurated bv the production
of the most thriillngly
Interesting play of the present time, Charles Keade’s and
Bouroicault's great
Romance of

FOUL

dc22 ltd

St. Geoi f/c llestaurant.

Hall.

EDMUND COLES,
Miss

F*shiooat>lt> Jewel-

LKOXARD 3c 4 0., BOSTON.

limited number oi nighis 01

a

assortment

Must be sold before Christ mas.

Thursday Evening, December. 24,
lor

an

Eardrops, Kings, Pii!9, Rtnda, Cuff Buttons.
Bracelets, Chains, with a variety of other Hoods.

ry,

To be olnainel <1 the Committee
ol Arrangements and at the door.
Dancing to commence at S o’clock. Cloth r.g
cheeked tree.
December 22. did

al

iinmediatedc21-dlw

Gvaud Ball!
Christmas

Forest City

Eve !

Band,

Brass
WILL GIVE

A

A Grand

Ball

LANCASTER

NATIONAL.

HALL,

Thursday Eve’ng,

Life .Insurance

Bee, 24th,

Dancing

to commence at

8 o'clock.

€©.,

OF THE

]i^r*Mu9ic by full Brass and suing Bands.
Tickets 75 cts, admitting gentleman and ladies.

United States

of America,

WASHINGTON, D. 0.

dc23dbi

thaiter.J by Special Ael <f

Social

Dance,

Portland

Spiritual

CASH CAPITAL

Association,

Will give their first Assembly,

OFFICE

BKANCH

PHIL S DELPHI A.
transWbero the general business of ihe Company
acted. and to which all general correspondence
should he addressed.

THE 0AS00 STREET SABBATH S0H00L

OFFICERS'
CLARENCE H. CLARK, President.
JAY COOKE, Chairman Finance and Exec nr, re
Committees.
HENRY D. COOKE. Vice-President.
EMERSON W. PEC.T, Secrciaty and Actuary.

ex-

FRIOAV EVENING. DEC KM BE K !l5i
commencing at 7 o'clock. The entertainment will
consist ol Sinking by the Children,

This Oompany. National In Its .haracter. offer* by
large capital, low rat-s of cicmium arid
tables, the most desirable means of luswriug
Hie yet presented to the public.

reason of Its
new

Tftc "*J/Oittmten£
of Truth*99
by twelve young ladles, representing the Christian
will
be
the
Graces,
crowning piece, aud cannot fail to
be admired by all.

Tickets turnuLed at the door.
Children 15 cents.

$1,000,000.

FIRST NATIONAI, BANK BCTITBING,

Anniversary.

celebrate their Anniversary with appropriate
ercises, at the Church, on

•

PAID IN FULL.

Thursday, Christmas Eve. Dec 24.

S. S.

July 25,1808.

Apybovtu

CONGRESS IIALL.

The

Mutual Companies, and avoid all tho compdcaticna
and uncertain lies ol notes, civMend*, and ?hembur-der* tan dings which the 1 ttei are so apt to
the

Adults 25 and
aec24d2t

Poliej-Holder.

Several

new and attractive tables are now
present*
which need only to bo understood to pro re luctptable to the public, such as the INCOME-TROD GCe< l

ENTERTAINMENT!

1NG POLICY and UPTURN PREMIUM POLKY.
In tlie former, the policy-holder not onlv secures a
insurance, payable at death, but vi 1 rew sire. if
living, alter a period ol a few years, an annual inThe Mountfort St., Church.
come equal to ten per cent. *10
per cent.) of the par <J
his poucy. In the latter, the Company agrees to reChurch has been built two years tlio twenty fifth ot this month. The ladies and gentle- ! turn to the assured the total amount of money he has
men will celebrate their first
in, in addition to the amount of kis policy.
Anniversary by giving paid
The attention of persons coutemp'atirig insuring
an Old Fashion
their lives or increasing the amouiit <d insurance uev
Christmas Supper,
Mready have, is called tn the special advantages offered by the National Lite Insurance Company.
at the Church, on
Circulars, Pamphlets and full pavilcuurs gir«Q on
to the Crunch Office of the Company,
FRIDAY
application
EVENING.
* oc
to the
The ladie, are engaged making preparation, to enNEW ENGLAND GENERAL AGENCY,
tertain a great number of tbolr iriends, who have
been wl:h ihem tor two year?, hoping to pay off the
tJfDEB THE DIBECTIO* OF
debt on ihelr ebureb, and hope ibey will come and
eat a Christmas Supper on Friday Evening.
tbe B^114
Director..
W. K.
Ticket, of admission fifty cents at the door.
J. P. TUCKER, Mawsoib,
7Tf“Supper will be served from six o'clock to nine
3 Metcbants* Exchange, State St, Boston.
o’clock.
Came one Come all, lor all Ikliig, are new
life

THIS

CHiS Iot

ready.

Dec 21-dtd

VISIT

Also a good assortment of Michigan, Illinois and
Iowa White and Red Wheat Flours in store and loi
sale by

Edward L. 0.
Corgej

of

Adams,

Eictange ami Middle Street*
Portland, Die,,

McKENNEY & DAVIS’
Christmas at Pine St. FOR CUMBERLAND AND
YORK COUNTIES
O’Brion, Pierce & Co. Fine Art
November 28,1538. dCm
There will b,
Gallery.
Portland, Sep 11.
dti
Free Exhibition of
ON E oFTHE FUNNIEST
Christmas Trees, Dialogue*. Singot Funny things. Cull aud
It at the
GBImXkiSTICAPE.
QHRISTMAi PRESENTS, IN GREAT VARI- Pine Oil
Paliaoiifb Daannr,
ing. Recitations,
1

see

Paintings,

Bazaar,

falmouth

dc23d3c__*18 Middle St.

Picture Frames

Largest

OERRISH & RE ARSON,

All styles

Watches,

French Clocks, Jewelry,
Silver and Plated Ware,

iIeathe r

companions

<tec23 d3t

City,

and finished in
Dec it— lw

Bankrupt

and

and cause
towards reliet and cure in the first stages ol the disMarta’s Pulmomc Balsam possesses this
important power, and while it promptly and.effectual I v arrests all existing irritation and rapidly relieves
cough, it reuders the lungs lurtber reliet by promoting a free discharge ot the accumulated mucus in the
air passages, imparting a healthy action and vigor
to the chest at the same time.
3y*Tbose suffering with cough and the first stages
of lung disease, will theretoie find In this valuable
preparation a speedy and decided relief. Even those
whose
condition is beyond recovery, will derive from its use great benefit as well* as comfort.
For the class ot diseases it is designed to relieve, the
general commendation it has received has proved its
great efficacy beyond question. For the past ten
yeais thousa nds have been speedily and effectually
cured by its timely use while suffering from severe
colds, protracted coughs, and from other forms ol
lung disease I It is prepared from vegetable balsams
the medicinal properties ol roots and herbs,
with no minerals nor poisonous acids, simple and
sate in tbo material used, it can be taken at any
I»Iee»M

:t20

Congress

Less

i

iREr.0iK

S

118

ATTENTION

LARGEST

C,

bF

found in iLr

11.

(

iff.

BARLEY,

dc22dti

|
!

Murio

Mi

II

a

Grand Dance

by

at

HALL,

Oh%udler's Full

G. E. Brown,

GOOPALL’S

\

j1

THE

lognlly

Annual

Meeting
Ca'co National Bank ol
THE
at their
Houre

No.

VOW’S,

13 Free Street,

Where you can have your choice of aay goods on the
Counter lor 25 cents.and receive a check lor an article which you can buy for $1.00.
This novel mode of sale ot Holiday Good?, is at*
fracting crowds ot eager customers, who go away
Fell pleased with the great bargains ihey have received.

Remember the Place, 13 Free St.
Dec 22-11 w*
V-

Bronchial Troches !

-T--'

To Tbo Electors of The City ol Portlands
VruTICE is hereby given that m pursuance ol
wariauts irom the Mayor and Aldermen of the
City of Portland, the inhabitants oi said City, qualified according to law, will meet in their respective
Ward Rooms, on Monday the twenty-eighth *»uy 01
Dc^emb^r instant, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
then and there to give in their votes for ONE REPRESENTATIVE in the Legislature of this state, to
till the vacancy occasioned by the dt-oeate ot Newel

Having a dictet influence to the
Parts, giving Immediate relief
For Breuchitis, Amiiinia, Catania. Ct>n»
Mu nipti vc and 1 hi on? Disease-.
Troches are used with always good success.

Speakers

Foster.
The polls on such dav of election, to remain urcii
until four o’clock in the afternoon, when they’ shall
be closed.
The Aldermen of said city will be In open sets.on at
the Ward Room In City Building, entrance on Myrtle
street,trom nine o’clock In the forenoon to one
o’cloeli in the afternoon, on each ol the three secular
such day ot election, andiron
days next preceding o’clock
on the afternoon on the
three o’clock to flee
secular
days, tor the purpose of relast o! said three
evidence of the qualification ot voters whose
on the Lists of qualified
names have not been entered
Voters, ln and for the several Wards, and tor oorrectLists.
ing aaid
A

<

Obtain only “Brown’s Brc»nchial Troches,”
and do not take any of the worthies imitations that
may be offered.
dclSis4m
Sy*3oUl everywhere.

ceiving

j

j m HEA.TH.CUy Clerk.
dels td

Portland, Dec. 18, 1868.

Stockholder* In “The
Portland” will beheld

ul the

Tuesday, the 12ih day
o’clock A M, for the eiecilou
ou

at 10

cf Directors aud lor the transaction ot such other
busmen a9 mav local’v coma before ibem.
E. P. GLUR13H, Cashier.
Dec

12,1868._did_
Traders

National

The

Bank of

Portland.
tbisTDuk ore hereby botibe held at
5t., on TUESBanking
DAY, ibo 12th day of January nest, at 3 t’clcck P.
M, to choose five Directors for tho ensul >g year, and
to act ou any etber business that, may legally ctme
before tletu.
ltnWARD GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. **■

Stockholders
tied that ibelr Annual Meetibgw.il
THE
Room No31Exch nge
their

Promenade Concert!
by in*

Forest

City Band,
od at

LAXCAiTER

Saturday
Evening,
Brass Band Concert

186--__dtd

HALL,

National Bank,

Dec. 26th, ’68.

Meeting of the Stockholders in the
Cumberland National Banker Portland, will be
held at their Banking Room u TUESDAY. the 12th
dav of Jannnrr, 1808, at 3 ..’clock P M, lor tho election of Directors am the transaction of auy other
business that may then come i e ore them.
SAM’L SMALL. O.rbicr.
dclld.d
Portland, Pcc 12, 1803.

THE

will commence at 8 o’clock/
Dancing will commence at 9 o'clock, and cio** at
ii o’clock precis# y.
Tickets ad bitting Gentleman and Ladr»
dc22 31
Ladte3' Single Tickets 25 cts.
--—

-f

n—

Annual

■

*******

NICE CHRISTMAS
THE THING FOR
Montreal Ocean Steamship Co JUST
Box
ibat Fancy P.rlumerylo
PRESENT
the
be had only
f'*r Newfoundland,
A

A

FALMOUTH BAZAAR,
118 Middle Sf.

Steamship Nortji American,

-p—a5j& Rniinweli. Commander, orolherSt
cu the

an

I6ih
Poitland,
-<TiJgj8^TPcr sailing from
is inteuded t> call at St.
-rfe!Ss35i9»Jauuarj,
! Cl land and receive passengers.
-o-Itate of passage trom Portland to St. Johns.
steerage $20.00
Cabin $40.00
Payable In gold or itsequivaiont. For passage apH. & A. ALLAN, No. 3 India St,
ply to

For Sale.

Ji. “Sr'hS?.0 GILBERT,
UTI'derli
.pTv'lSw
,1“Cr,6,UCIOLD''

For Sale!

«■ FRESH BUTTER. 20 CENTS PER POUND.
In
The Urentes' Invention ot the Ast. But.cr made
trom three to five minutes, by Tile use of our tsr.L»
'••»>»
so
at
oi
cost
»
LtDLv. Butter Pour per,
pound, simple in operation, harm’, ss in
®
««'1“’
pounds nt butter van bo made Irom
milk, -ufflcicct Ptw.ler to make
sent tree on receipt ot price »L
this wonderevery T >wu and County, to inrroduce

30j*o«>d*®
£".ku i.n.l.r!

__

Notice—-Open Evenimrs

Dec 2.—lw

61

"

GEORGE STEELE,
Rogers Street, Qlouoen»r, Mnss

Scboone- ANNA M. NASH, ot
12,
Bootlibav, Me., 125 tons, carpenter's
f\
measurement, In good condition, well
//l.v/LV found in sails, rigging, anchors aud
in”r chains. Is i.n extra built vessel, and
carries iretl in proportion to her tonnage; lour years
old, and is a good sailer. Sold to close a concern.
For further particulars apply to
NICKERSON/ PERRY & THACHFR.
October 30. 1868. dtr
tho request ol many of our friends, we shall
keep our store open evenings until after the
Holidays, and shall pay particular attention to tha
BAILEY & NOYESretail trade.

Schooner LODI. 50 tons, new measure
ment, 15 years old.
schooner AUsTERUTZ, 67 tone,new

•

±<j,

The

AX

ol

at

Steamer

The

--

ot

Bauklng
January, 18c5,

ot

Twenty-live Cent and One Dollar
OK EAT RXISJEL AT

isdtd

Canto National Bank.

Quadrille Baud.

BAWD

W ill come

Sale!

B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.

Dec 12, 1868.

THIRD GRAND

BRASS

Savings Hank,

riifJK Annual Meeting of the Stockholders oi'*‘Tb«
X Canal National D.iuk ot Portland” tor the elec
tion ol Seven Directors, and lor the transaction of
tome hoiove
any other business that may
tbem, will bo held »t their Baakin? House on
Tuesday, the twelfth day o! January, 1869, at eleven
o’clock A. M.

P. W. Stoneliam
D. E. Adams.

Fickett,

St.

HAS

(3/^ Tickets $1.00 admitting Gentleman and Lady
llancing to commence at 8 o’clock.
dec22dtd

Wo. 4 Exchange Si.

CHRISTMAS STATIONERY AND
Perfume Sachem
FALMOUTH BAZAAR,
118 MR^Ue St.

j
;

BBIIIVJI'S

1U Middle St.

give

Huznii,.
11$ Middle

removed to the lower Boom corner of Middle and Plum sts, under the St Julian Hotel.
NaTH’L F. DEE RING, Treasurer.
Dec 12,1868.
d3w___

Oo Friday Evening, Decem’r 25th.

E.

•

GCOTCHWOOD GOODS, 3tf GREAT VARIETY.
FALMOUTH BAZAAR,

Uluiuc

MAKAQEBS:

T«

IE

will find Troches useful m clearing the voice when
taken before Singing or Speaking, and relieving the
throat after an unusual exertion of tho vocal organs*
The Troches are recommended ana prescribed bj
Physicians, and have had testimonials from eminent
men throughout the
Being an article of
country.
true merit, and having proved their efficacy by a te>t
Qt many years, each year finds them in new localities in various parts ot the world, and the Tioches
are universally
pronounced better than other articles.

Falmouth
Uc23d3e

Ihuue. Canal National Bank

CONGRESS
STOCK

LOWEST PRICES,

19 OFTEN THE B«.SUiT.

Singers

11

dcIWui^

Cigar
I

SOCIETY

c-

CEO. A. WRIGHT, Scc’y.
15, 1868.

BETTER PRESENT FOB A GENTLEone
nice Russia Leather

AT THE

pci
lhront Alfcclloo, or
Incurable Lnug Di.cnse

and Public

F.
w

TUB

mnuent

|

Glasses*

Opera

T

B.

Dec.

MAN than
ot those
WHAT
Cases to be had at the

GRAN D

dr*23d3t__

directors lor the ensuing year, and
any other business which may

neven
ot

legally acted upon.

Portland,

Dancing to commence at 8 o’c'ock.
Clothing
checked Iree.
drc23dtd

Christmas

choosing

the transaction
then be

II. L. 31111s.

thing for a Christsee some very tine ones
Fulmonth Bazaar.
118 Middle St.

mas

AHoWFD TO CONTINUE,

un

o!'

M A SA G E It s :
Kdw. Hodgkins, Pie-.;
S. 8. Hannaford. V. Pre-.
A. H. .lacotis, See’y;
H. S. Tripp, Trea?.
W. H. lteed;
K. I>. Page,

GLASSES,just the
OPERAPresent.
Call and

Sore

IMMEDIATE

HALL!

—

l). Hr CHANDLER, Prompter.
Tickets $1,00; Gallery Tickets 30 cents.

6KAND

or

Trriiaiinn of tbe I.sings,

G ost.

Something New.

Cold,
Throat,

a

same at

than

at the

D
Middle St.

I /.ND SHOCT.D BE CHECKED.

Street,

All in want of Boot**, Shoe?, or Rubbers will do
well to call a* above, as the goods are all perfect and
made ol the best materia) an
in a workmanlike
manner.
TRI E «fc CLARK.
The store we now occupy will be to rent as
soon as thf stock is disposed of.
dc22dlu *

and lanew^ patterns

"Funi!shed

-OK

.tlaaic hr Chandler’. Quadrille Baud.

ns®"!? c,ases-gkntlf;men
complete. Some
(Ic23d3t__
A
Cou.gb,

Annual Meeting.
Stockholder of the Ore«iu Insurance Com*
X pany are herein- notified tojoeet at the office of
sal<l company ou MONDAY, the fourth oay ot Jauuary A D 1869, at three o’clock P M tor the purpose
rivHK

—

Now in store

W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.,
Portend,
Dec 22-d&w6m
Gcneial Agents ',or Maine.

,"*d3Rr,attta

AT

LANCAHTER

Friday Evening, Decttnber 25ih,

Will closeout the

■■

time.

of

Merchant,

SERVICES FOR TUE

_scpz2J.HI
Insurance Co,

Ocean

G RA N D

Stock.

EI9

Purchase, and Shipping of
Men handiic,

Sale,

Ocoan Association, Ex-4

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,
JSro.

lungs, speedily and effectually, the
ot cough, is an important step gamed

in

OFFERS

Middle St.

CRAH,

Oommibrfion

Ticket? for adults20 cts—to be had at the veslty.
5^-. Children under 15 years ol age belonjing to
the Sabbath School, will receive Free Tickets by apdc?4rd
plying to their Teachers.

—

Middle St.

by all Druggists and Dealers
throught the United States.

It O.

25,

Ball ?
&~CLARK, Christmas

TRUE

_118

To commence at T o’clock.

_

BAZAAR,
118

Friday Evening, December

Fancy

Is a speedy and certain
remedy for Coughs, Colds.
Hoarseness. Sore Throat.
Bronchitis, Catarrh, in|fiuenza, M heaping Cough,
Asthma, and the various
Affections of the Lungs
and Chest.
0't£Tm The nt'entiou ol
those afflicted with colds, coughs, and with any disease of the lungs, is directed to this valuable remedy. The season ot the year has already come when
on account ol the sudden
changes in the weathercolds and coughs are easily taken, and if neglected
may lead to disease ot the lungs. What is needed
under such circumstances is a reliable remedy—
sneedy in affording reliet and effectual in arresting
further progress of the disease.
ty*To arrest th* «utin« irritation ol the ntr *>*«-

UC23d 3t

the

Having purchased the bankrupt stock
FALMOUTH

«

in

Photographs taken

ot

SO Riddle Street.

Pocket Books,

and the

Stock

de23 J3t

And other attraction, at Pine Mirer , ekuirli,

gilt jewelRY-call and exAMINE, at the
Falmouth Bntnar.
dc23d3t
118 Middle St.

Vases, Opera 4ilas.es, Cold, Silver aud
Steel Spectacles, Drawing Instruments Ac.,
And invllo their customers and the public to call

irssi a

Styles.

the ce-t manner.

Have replenished their stock of

and examine.
Dec 5-dlm

all

Beautiful I.uige Mirror., Album.. Fancy
Article, for Merry 'Cbri.imss.

Seasonable Goods !

with

i7.

FANNOF,

Confectionery

goods, elegant for Christmas

nice cut-glass botcases,
Odor
Tl-ES—fomc very choice patterns, just received
at the
Falmouth

m.

&

WOULD

port tor Liverpool, on SATURDAY.
Dec 26, immediately alter the; rrlvnl of the train of
the previous dav trom Montreal.
To be followed by the Hiberniad, Capt, Smith, on
Jan. 2d.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin (according to accommodation)
$70 to $80.
Steerage,
826.
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
S3r For Freight or passage apply to
H, & A. ALLAN, No. 3 India St.
Poitlana, Dec 4, 1868.
dtf

Or at 110 Nu.lbury Street, Boston,
IBfSerond-hand Safes taken in exchange for sale
Parties desiring Sanborn’s Steam improvemeut attached to Tilton & M .■ Finland’s Safes, can order ol
Emery, Waterhouso & Co.
Jan 15—snlsiw in each mo&adv remainder of time

di 23 d3t

Music, C'htiudiers Quadrille Band.

Engagement

Cauey Goods,
Thnr,iiny aft.-noons at
loaev.-imJa1
l famed CUt
.U|(
French I ltbo-

_....

Reoitations, Dialogues and Gift Trees!

respcctiuily inform iheir mends and the
public that they hav^ opened u

Passengers Booked to Londonderry and
Liverpool. Keturu Tirk.a nranted >■ >

ernes

Desire to call the attention to the fiact that more thas

At a

DUBOY

THE CANADIAN
UNWED STATES

ease.

Thirt valuablepreparation haa been used with
NEVER FAILING SUCCESS IN THOUSANDS OF CASES.
It not only relieves the child from pain, but
Invigorates the etomach and bowels, correct*
acidity, and gives tone and energy to the whol*
system. It will also instantly relieve
Griping in the Bowels and Wind Volie.
We believe it the BEST and SUREST REMEDY IN THE WORLD, in all cases of DYSENTERY and DIARRHQB5A IN
CHILDREN,
whether arising from teething or any other cause'.
Full directions for using will accompany each
bottle.
sure

BAZAAR,

FATTEN a Cl*,, Auctioneer*
OFFICE 1» EXCHANGE ST.

g

will

Christmas has Come l

seat

Ira. Winslow’s Soothing Syrni

Be

USES IT! WIIAT ? WHY
Bos“”-rtl*t
P«Humc,

Montreal Ocean Steamship Oo

:

be secured in every county by earnest, active
canvassing agents* Apply to the above agency.
Dec l, 186$. eod&wom

Exchange

ve.

New Store and New Goods f

can

For Sale,

84 Exchange Sti
delO t dljal

_

FALMOUTH

Tt.

( I'o'V^u"
3 P•

tr Mu.ic by Chandler’* Baud.
Ticket?, Gent, and Lady 75 ct^ Lady 26, dc!2dtd

dc23-d3t118 Middle St.

Kimball,

Office 88 Exchange Street, opposite Forh
land Saving. Bank, Portland,

GOOD

l

Toys

FALMOUTH BAZAAR.
II* Middle St.

Presen (s.
Gilt

General Agent tor Maine.

A

Toi« hldtt“he*th0

BRONZES,ELEGENT STYLES.

Steamship Nestorian, Capt. Dutton,

Anbury claims to ofter unusual advantages
the pub ic in taking policies.
THE

ft*

T>AREPA ROSA

wiil leave this

$150,000.

George

BIBLES,

THE

LEMUEL BANGS, President,
GEO. ELLIOTT Vice Pres and Sec.
EMORY M’CLINTOCK, Actuary

are

and

Reduced Rates.

IS ewToiks

and

Nov 19-dtis t lawttll

great variety oi bindings suitable lor presents.—
Give him a call.dec21alw
AND

Goods

CHAS. DAY, JR., <£ CO.,

Books

AND

POCKET

Small Profits!

offered in this city, at prices lower tban ever
conststing of Writing Des*s, Work Boxes, Ladies
and Gents Companions. Smokers Jetts, Jewel Boxes.
Glove and Handkerchief Boxes,
Back-Gammon
Boards, Chessmen, Portfolios, Yeses. Wafch Stands,
Opera Glasses, Traetrope, Parlor Croquet, and Implements Ibr Parlor Croquet. Traveling Bags Card Receivers, and Rocking Horses.
Our stock of Toys are too numerous to mention:
we have everything in the Toy
line, bought at the
lowest New York prices.
We also havea large assortment of SLEDS, and
LADIES’ and GENTS’ SKATES.
Wholesale and Retail.

Prayer Books.
A.

aud

ever

FALMOUTH BAZAAR.
US Middle St.

AND

BROADWAY,

r-

T H K

aud Avoid the Rush!

Sales

Fancy

a

_CARRYING

Comp’y

DIRECTOR:

Corp. u. C. Fleiclier,

WE

C. C. TOLM4N, Agent.

Presents, He., at Auction.
WEDNESDAY, Die 231, », 21 p. v anj
24 tb. at lu a" M and 3 P.
Dec.
HURsDAY,

ASSISTANT- DIRECTORS:

City.

shall Oder great inducements in Watches,
Flue Gold Jewelry, silver aid Plated
w are, till dan. 1st, as we
contemplate making a
change in our business.
We are opening the largest stock of

children, gogdall’s ChristFor
mas CARDS and Stationery,
large variety at
tbe

A8BURY

Commencing business only

Quick

Ware!

Also, general assortment ol Kitchen Furnishing
Goo is can b; found at IV market Nquare.
a

mBSUMI

CAPITAL,

Buy Early

FORKS!

AND

in

ever

OFFICE 991

in the

Holiday Goods!

the

THE

FLOOR

FALMOUTH BAZAAR,
118 Middle St.

Plate* aud Knivc*.,

*he

tides too numerous to mention. J he stock Is flru*h
and must be sold, as the storo fs
let, to bo occupied
Jan. 1st. La les Invited to the sale
dec22‘*3t
F. O. BAILEY, Auctioi*tr,

»

CAPI. GEORGE W. PARKER

l.v

____

CAGES I

Ladies’ Work &

Dee 23 d2w

The following persons will hear something to their
advantage, by applying in person or by letter with
GEO. K. DAVIS & CO., Portland.
Benjamin Palmer, father of Albion Palmer, late
Co. ‘•F.’’ 7th Me. Vol.
George A Thompson, late 1st Maine Battalion,
Winfield S. Hunter, late Co. E. 33d Mass. VoU.
Wm. White, late Co. E. 15th Me. Vels.
John Kramer, late Co. A. 17th U. S.
Infantry.
Abigail M. Libby, mother ot Chas. L. Libbv, late
Gth Me. Vols.
Geo. C. Cow, late Cupt. 40th
N, Y. Vols.
Lafayette M. Crosby, late 20th Me. Voi».
Dec 18-eoii2w

Life Ins liranee

Store

&c.

aud I Invlr. tha
upportUni'» *9 9b-

*>ot,

dtilijanl

NINGEHS!

Rogers’ Flated

Dec 4-eodlf

The best article

December 22.

FEW

SPLENDID

CHILDREN’S

Alpine Water-Proof Composition

FINE

WATCHES

Than at any

Birds!

BIRD

CUTLERY,

Lieut, rha-s. «i
Cape Geo W. Parker,
Lieut. James T. Brown,
B. T.
W.
Edw,
Loveitt, Aojr F. K. JIani*,
Sergt. Wm, C. Young.

Dramatised by

CHEAPER

A Beautiful Present for Christmas and New Year.
A great variety ot

Sold at Hard-Times Prices!

TRY

LADIES*

s,

c,tyi Blanket*

tUe

tvaiMtl1*1 b®,

Buttons, .•Studs, Chains*. sets Gold Pens and Ca*>«s~
Pencils, large assortment of Pocket and Table Cutlcrv, Cane*, Tops. Shell Pictures Lhtr ivi.igs,Paintjugs. Clocks. Steico"ccJl>es and Views. Wallets, Wilting Desks, Fancy ttoves, Uuibre'ia.t, Blankets, Hose,
Shirt' and Drawers, Napkins L»oil»cs, and other at-

under Ins immediate direction. No
story ot the present era has been mote generally read and commented on and praised. Brilliant cast ol characters.

CHOICE'PRESENT TO A LADY—ONE
FOlt
ot those real Russia Bags; largest slock in tbe
German Canaries and Gold Finches. city
at

Patterns.

Fine Plated Ware cf ail Patterns,
FINE TABLE

Ware I

A

Ob EVERY DESCRIPTION,

ON-

vorite

TO SUIT THE TIMES.

d2w

A

W are,

--

gagement has been effected with thf New York Fa-

Greatly Reduced Prices!

GOLD

JORDAN,

ON

To-gelhcr with ilie enilre Company from the
Theatre Royal, Montreal, In addition in which an en-

which he is enabled to offer at

Hale's No. 23 Free Street.

No. 101 Cciufnercial Hi,

Silver

Plated

5B

largest

Clilistttias

DANCE!

Theatre,

-A.ND

SALE.

w. S.

....

..

Knows

One

BEST PICTURES

Nets and Seines made lo order,

no28d!wt eodSm

Street,

KI.OdK,

and

WITHOUT BEING TOLD,

Ganging,
5,000 lbs. Cotton Herring, Mackerel and Porgy
Netting.

-AT

Silver

Cloths,

01

CITY HALL!

_

....

Net Twine, best quality and all Nos.

8WETT,

Watches, Jewelry,

;

Middle St,

AM. NET da TWINE CO.
Boston, November 25,1*68.

20 Bales
5 Bales

X

P

Store 228 (Jon-

given J.n lit.
Jmdt0re 'V* -ros-ewion to beAuctioneer.
“etWW__ ‘j ® B

Tirkets $1 00.

extension of patents, and appeals. Patents
taken out in all European countries. Illustrated ; Would inform the public that be has Just recdvedan
entirely new and well selected stock of
pamphlets, 110 pages, sent tree. Ad.lres* MUNN &
CO., No 37 Paik Row, N. Y.
oc21isd3m

WILL

—

V O

seil. at

{'ainS.Lwc^Jfef^u'11’

Private filbert Hawes.
Private I). a. .McIntosh,
Private J. M. Bonner. U
Corp. O.H. Wheeler,

ences,

sell our goods to the trade in Portland and
other Maine towns, at same rate sold at manufactory, Boston.

FOK

A

Serg’tW. O Young,
Corp. J. W. Swell.

manner.

No. TO Middle

Specifications, Drawings, caveats; assignments prepared ; rejected claims prosecuted. Also, interfer-

that they can procure the

The

....

EDWAflD 0.

For opinion, no charge. Send sketch and description. For application send model not over one loot
in size, and & 16 first Government and
Stamp tees.—

.,e fu[
i-lI,ry n

mo, k o»
* mir«* stn
putdie to

1>, H. Chandler, Prompter.

How to Get Patents.

Sale at Auction

,he 9tock w,1»ch cont-lsu

9

Thursday Evening, December 24.
COMMITTEE OF AR21.U;ge*cKta

City.

Doc 23-cliw

AT

AND

Articles for Mer-

Stock in the

KS.

Goods. Giatss Ware. F.afy
O.M£°Y?\*V£*
Christn,a9 Fre^ms; the

Promenade Conceit

Styles.

styles Photographs taken and finished in the best

FANCY GOODS
NOW OPENING

Largest

r

d

OF

PICTURE FRAMES-All

LOT

E

G It A N I)

Paintings,

CRASH.

U

WILL G1V£

^

EXHIBITION

Fine Oil

00

Closing-Out

Portland Mechanic Blues

Fine Art Gallery!

Blue Mixed Twilled Flannels,.3G @ 45
Blue and Scarlet,.
..35 @ 43

Crash,.

P,

a

CAMBRICS AND PRINTS.

Colored Cambrics,...8$ @
Best Prints.12 @
Medium Prints,.. .10$@
Cheap Prints...8$@

2 -XXTCTIOM-, jla
Ishall

McKENNEY & DAVIS’

DENIMS.

Heavy Denims,.25 @ SO
Medium Deuims.20 @ 25
Light Weight Denims.10 @ 15

..

THE PLAINS!.

VISIT

Heavy double and twist. 35 @ 42$

SUITABLE FOR

Sites at the Brokers* Board, Dec 23.
American Gold...
United States Coupons. Jan.
U S Coupon Sixes. 1881...
IT S Currency Sixes,...
United StatesS-iios, tOC2 ..
*•
1863.
duly. 1865.
1667..
B >sion ana Maine Railroad.
at
(Sale9 Auction.1
Bates Manufacturing Company.
Rhode Island State Sixes 1882...
Maine State Sixes. 1889,...
Bath City Sixes, 1891.
Portland City Sixes, 1877....

i*T
T

TICKING.

changed.

lilit*

ENTERTAINMENTS.

OLDEST! LARGEST!! BEST!!!

Heavy Ticking,...32$@ 33
Medium Ticking,.20 @27$
Light Weight Tickings,...12 @15

changed; Illinois Central shares95];

Ron&om Stock

MISCELLANEOUS.

COTTON FLANNELS.

Heavy Cotton Flannels,......18 @ 20

i

lul oconomiier.
St N. Y
* •
GOoiiEN BUTTER CD., !?* hMW »'•>
*■
dec 2z-dzw
*•
..._

_

<3LKty«'

L%c43d3t

~ls Middle Street.

__MISCELLANEOUS.

Poetry.
Hcd Ridir.scocn
When will the quaint old story lose its charm?
The story of the little artless maid,
Who, all too inhoceut to dream ot harm
Met danger unafraid.

CHRISTMAS! NEW YEAR I

LORING, SHORT & HARMON,

on ministries of love andchetr,
t>ir«t-like, on before,
Her eager thought*
To where the lonely grand-dame wait-» to hea.
Her light touch at the door.

Intent

Under the Falmouth

j

shield,
surprise;

no

Ills scares excite
Alike are shadowy wood and open Ar
Beheld with guileless eyes"

Announce that

id,

As on she goej, unmindful of the gloom,
Such heavenly graces all her wavs endue,
•Twouid seem that dower-* beneath her steps

they

are

II O i-I <* AY

might

Hotel,

ready for

the

beauty strange and

new.

With

!S E ASON

_

Perfect tight 1
The l{i<»iiiK
There is nothing so valuable as Perfect Sight,
ol

AND PERFECT SIGHT

only

can

by using

obtained

be

Spectacles

Perfect

Gallery,

!

Bindings.

OPTICIANS,

flcDI FFFE, «ole
for Portland.

fine

Cony

re hr

would
public

Skates. IN

Ladies arid Gentle"• men
requiring no tackle, thereby obviating the
necessity of strapping the toot, wh'cG prevents the
circulation ot the blood, causing coin feet. With
these skates, the blood has Iree circulation at the
feet as you would without the Skates.
For sale by
vV. D. ROBINSON,
nogfteodlm
49 Exchange st.

THE

Machines

b? power.

run

GOLD

very Fine Asortment

a

Wanted!
wanted, with a capital of 8600 to $1000
Address, with references, It yon mean business,
Pa tner.” Portland Post Office.
uecl7dtf

PARTNER

wanted!
PLACE to work, by a young man who is a good
and rapid penman, au accurate accountant and
book-keeper; can lUruish best of City reierences,
ant! will work lor small salary.
Address Worker/*—This Office.
dcl2dtt

A

two

Chambers
ALSO
street. Apply
No. 49 1-2

on second and third floors In same
to
W. H. AN DISK SON,
House.
Exchange St., av. r Cole’s

Eating

Dec 10-dtf'

Gentleman and Wife can be accommodated with
rooms and board.
Also a few single
oc31dlw*ttf
gentlemen at 17 Federal st.

Wanted.

MODERATE REST, lurnisbed or unfurnished. Confer personally or by letter with
G. C. FRENCH, 91 Union Wharf,
Or C. P, Mattocks. 88 Middle st.
nov28-dtf

A

Wanted!
FURNISHED TENEMENT of about eight
ipoms lor six months. Relorence given.
Address H. H., Press Office.
no17dtt

A

Wanted!

YOUNG GENTLEMAN with the highest credentials wishes to obtain a situation as Hook
Keeper, or General Clerk, in some mercantile house
in this city. Address Box 1668, Portland P. O.
Octol>er 27. dtt

A

Wanted!

COAT MAKERS. Apply to
CUSTOM
FRED. tROCTOR,
ttJdtf
109

Middle Street.

o<

LINE

BOARD

of

AND ROOMS.

Boarders Wanted,

PENS, PENCILS, AMERICAN AND
ENGLISH

CUTLERY,

JOHNSON’S BOARDING HOUSE, Hampshlie St, sedond door from Middle.

jl*

53P’Board,

with

Portfolios, Wallets,
Monnaies, Scotch Goods
in great variety.
Dominoes, Cribbage Boards and
Boxes, Water Colors, Photo. Albums, Ac., Ac.
Vienna Porte

We have been

W. I>. ROBINetON.

BRETlr

A

and

Portland.

Spring St,

A'so one unfurnished room
tor gentleman and wite.

and

Messrs. LOWEIL

of LETTERS for Plain and Colored Stamping, are /prepared to show a fine lot of Samples in this line.
We have on hand a full stock of their nicest French and
English Papers, with the LATEST STYLES of ENVELOPES to match.
Wedding and Visiting Cards, engraved

AND SIXTY EIGHT.

follows

:

omiirfiircexH
out, those already
laid out but not numbered, and nny street already
laid out, two thirds ot the legal voters occupants of
the same petitioning therefor, shall be numbered in
h

ttiv

ana ict>;

omiumgw
that may hevhereatter laid
Seotxov

the following

for

the jsew Year.

section 2. There shall be a number ior every
lotot not exceeding twenty-five feet ot land tronting on a street, and a number tor every additional
twenty feet or traction, thereof, excepting that on
those streets that are compactly built up, a number
shall be assigned lor each and
every door, and to
adjoining vacant lots proportionally; and corner
lots shill be numbered on both stree's.
Section 3. The Board ot Mayor and Aldermen
may require the City Civil Engineer, or they mav
employ some competent person to make a plain
skeleton plan ot each street,
uesignating the numbers and dimensions ol all the
tots, with the names
ot the owners
ihereon, on a sca e ol not less than
one inch tor
every fifty feet, which plan shall be
hfpt in the office of the City Civil Engineer for roierence.
December J7, 1808.

-.

'The

of the

experience

WHICH

IS

^

"—

past twenty-live

THE
IN

year* has

BEST

WHIuH

INSURE

COMPANY

small

famiy,
and
TO Cor. Church
from Pearl st.
a

YOUR

a

Hall to Let!

OF

NEW

YORK,

#30,000,000

U

The Female Ciegiilniiitfc Wafer*
* Prevent. Emulate and Remove
'llree tn re veil days, are plcas,nBan<:1
”, 1,r,im
harmless to thesystem. Price $1.00

I

A

In lorm of

Lozenges,

,akcn without

by mail on80n’?n,i
receipt of price

and 6

be carried
Sent
suspicion.

cent

can

stamp.

WM‘ NASON A- CO., Bosto»sC,^?ub/1??Sold by Druggists
genoially. augSeodty

2800FB,,IE
340
Fxlru
Barrel.
tOO Barrel.
tiO Bu.brl.
40 Bu.brl.

? H Isi Da,n?v
soon to be made in
large dividend

Dissolution ol Copartnership.
existing betweem
SJ??.r.*neJ9hi.P. heretofore
■»

$ rtS?*?™
firm,
Portland,

,,lis day dissolved bv
Party will settle tlie attain;
at Nos. 247 and 249 Fore Street
Pec

PRICK

>-a

vZCSmm.

No article was ever placed before
e
nblie composed ol such perfect ingredients ior promoting the
growth of the Hair, or ior rendering it
beautifully
dark and glossy, causing it to curl or remain in
any'
desired position. It prevents the hair havinga
harsh,
look.
wiry
It prevents all
irritated, itching scalp
skin. It affords a beautifully rich lustre.
Its effects
will outlast any other preparation.
State

Assayer’s Okmok,
State st., Boston.

20

K.

K

O T II I IV o
and

Repaired

WILLIAM BROWN, formerly at p, Federal
Btstreet,
la
located at his
storeNotH Fed
now

new

doors below Lime slreet, win att. nd
business ol Cleansing ami Repaliine
*
of nil kinds with his usual
Clothingns",al
promptness,
Clothing for sale at tair price*.

J™!'1’

VJUjrf'Uuddiand

TO

&Co.,

TWICE THE AMOUNT
any other way.
QT-^'J he best ol Boston and New York references
given as to the reliability 01 our hous*, and that
our business is conducted in the fairest and
most legitimate manner possible, ami that we vivo greatei
value for the monev than caft be obtained in any
other way.
All Ooods damaged or broken in traus*
portation r<-placed without charge.
|jy Checks describing arti les sold sent to agents
in ulubs. at rates mentioned t»elow. We
guarantee
every art cle to cost h ss than it bought at any Boston or New York Wholesale House.

in

Our

ASA HANSON,
of Oak Street.

LET!

HOUSE
Hanover St., containing six rooms,
$15 per month.
ALFORD DYER,
dcl7 dtf
27 Market Square, upstairs.

A

TO

on

To Let.
STALLS to let in a stable at the foot of Wilmot

Enquire

street.

Dec

ot

C. H.

GRINDELL,
19

ll-c»2w*_

jviaj

st.

o

story wooden house on the easterly
Free and Centre streets in Portland.
Possession given .January 1. 1869.
to
j. & E. M. RAND.
Apply
dc 4
121 Middle st.

dtt_

To l et,
pheasant front chamber with gas
heat, to two gentlemen or gentle-

ALARGEani
and lurnace

and wiie. Breakfast and tea if desired. Please
enquire at this office.
dec2dtt
man

To Let.

FIRST TLASS 4 Story Store witl finished
THE
Market st.
basement, light and airy, 100 feet
31 feet
Middle
a

on

by

stieet, opposite the New
Post Office. Rent reasonable. For pirt or whole
of said store apply immedluely to owner on the
on

H.

R.

ST1CKNEY, Head ot Long
Wharf.nov28-dtf
or

premises,

2 tore to Let.
No. 2 Galt Block, Commercial st. Possession given dan’v 1,1869. Inquin* ot
.JOHN C. PROCTER,
No. 93 Exchange Street.
oc24tf_

STORE

TO
or

LET.

Pearl and Cumberland sts,
fitted up in good style for Apothecary,I>rv Goods
on corner

ot

Millinery business,

with

cemented*cellars

and

conveniences.
Also, Houses on Pearl st., and Cumberland Terrace. fitted with all modern conveniences, abund-

water

of pure hard and soft water.
cupancy. Apnly to

Now

ready

for

oc-

Exceed those ol every other establishment of the
kind; proof ot this can be found in comparing oui
premiums with those ol o bets FOU CLUBS OF
THE SA»E SIZE, in addition to which we claim
to give better goods of the same character.
We will send to Agents free cf charge,
For a Club of 30 nnd Three Dollar*.One ot the tollowing articles: 1 doz. good linen Shirt
Fron s. 1 set solid Gold Studs. All Wool Cassimere
for Pants. Fine white Counterpane, large size
1
elegant Balmoral t-kirt. 2u yarns brown or bleached Sheeting, good quality, yard wide. 1 elegant 100Picture Morocco bound Photo-Album, t double lens

Stereoscope

-__

«OBBI«

Electric

’8

Soap

Beat Article in the
Market I
Kor salf’
Manufacturers prices by
Jon*

»K\NIH

a-

J LADIES

WTermsrePare,i t0,,e11
Express

™

Sleighs,

and

& F. FESSENDEN,

,J. D.

July 27dtf

59

To

Exchange st.

Let.

3 story brick Store, No. 50 Union Si. Also 2
and 3 stories Hopkins’ Block 149 1-2 Middle St.
ST. JOHN SMITH.
Apply to

ONE

Ladies’

Sueearappa, Dec3.

1

Stock at Cost!
A Willis Paine; No. 13 Market

Send

have

a

Ladies9

ami No 432 Coigress st.
..4r 'unoU ofanv description
and at short notice.
Oct 21

dved at low rates
H. BCKKE.

eoqgm_

Pangs.

bricks.

are

bad at he

118

Middled!,

the Ma 'Ue Savings Bank, on the

Banking Boom

Manufacturers insurance
or

BOSTON,

Comp’y,

JIAB8.

Liverpool, England

and Leather Ins. Oo.,
Or

All

with

Bo.ion, Haw.
an

aggregate Capital

ol

#7,000,000.
The subscriber will take Fire risks in the above
Companies at such rates as may bo deemed equita-

NATH’L

J\DEEMING,

No. 100 Middle Street.
Corner of Plum Street.
dcl4dGw

BARRETT,
&. Brokers,

HAVE RJ2M0TOD TO THE

118

Middle St.

quality

brown

or

Kegialeretf

Letter.

IOO Hummer HI

jlontoii.

Have toaldeace.
▲1 who have committed an excess or
any kind*
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,
8KFK FOR

Working
iu

Clans.

and

LAJJ1ES
IJV JPOOlt

Complexion.

more

young men with the above disease, some ot
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they had
the consumption, and by their friendB are
supposed te
have it. All such cases yield to the
proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

Middle-Aged Hem*
There are many men of the age of thirty who aie
troubled with too frequent, evacuations from theblad
der, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found,and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkisb Luo, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance. There are many men who die of this difficulty,
ignorant of the cause, which is the
STAGE

OF

U®

Electic Medical
TO THE

HOTELS.

Witt

House,

Pine and Parte Streets,

f
A

told.

when my further attend an- o
Since her recovery 1 have seen

not lebut once.

was

her

She seems perfectly well. Her joy over lestored
health is naturally enough most enthusiastic. She
before had a roediciue L-lve her such comiort—
and such appetite—and such sleep—and such courage—and such strength. She wuuldn’t try to keep
house again without it. &c., &o. It is my opinion
that the Nervine is the nest tonic and corrective of
the female organ zation that has ever come under mv
observation. I shall not fail to continue ts use in
all similar cases, and the protession know
they are
never

enough.

Price, One Dollar.

South ana North
West,
By all the principal Routes, via. Ho.ton and
Worcester to Albany and ibe New York

Central Railway to Buflnlo or Nlnunp,,
Fall*; thence by the Great Western or l.akr
Shore Railroads, or via New York City and
the Krle. Atlantic and Great Writer* and
Peuuaylvania Central Railway*.
For sale at the Lowest Rate* at the Only Colon Ticket Office, No. to 1-9 Rrcbanar SI.,
Portland.

Large Parlors, Reading Rooms,
Ba‘h Boom and Billiard Ball,

S3?“Also, S AMP LE ROOMS on the Business St. ol
Augusta for the accommodation ol Commercial Travelers, uitnout extra charge,
«L Y TI HMH, Propriet.r.
iil3?“Cree Carriages to and from Boats and Cars (or

Guesii__Novl2d-tt

United states Hotel,
PORTLAND,

Nov 13-.3mo

CO.,

first class Brick Houses
Dee ring Place,
THE twoHigu
Street, Just completed by the subou

scriber,

This House bas been thoroughly renovated

anti uewl furnished throughout, and fitted
with all the modern improvements, and will
-ibe opened lor the accommodation ot the
on
public
Monday, Sept 14. People visiting Portland
will find in it every convenience, pleasant
rooms,
clean beds, a good table, and reasonable rates.
It
Is convenient 10 the business cm ter of the
and
city,
is within one minute’s walk oi the G. T.
New
Depot,
York, Boston. Halifax and Liverpool steamers. The
Horse Cars to all parts ot the citv pass its doors,
sept Hatt
—

The above Hotel, with superior accommoiiiations for families, invalids, Are., and kept
in the best maimer, is now (October 1st)
(opened lor the winter. The climate ot Nas—Isau Is unsurpassed by anv in the world, the
tueruiometcr ranging about se.enty during the winter. Steamers leave New York everv tonr
weeks;
passage but lour davs. For further particulars apply to the proprietors.
TUNNELL & LOItTAZ.
Nassau, N. P., Oct. 1, 1868._
oc7d3m
_

__

Hotel Notice.
Present proprietor of the Eagle Hotel, Mechanic Falls, Me., will vacate same on
Dec., IB.
The house will then

THE
sold or

party,

gw

leased tor
used

to be

Dec 7-dtjanl

a

_

December 18.

ANTIDOTE,

to remove all desire torTobacco.
It is entirely vegetable and harmless. It purIJIes and enriches the ttroa, Invigorates the system,
possesses great nourishing ami. strengthening putver,
is an excellent appetixet. enah'cs the stomach to digest the heartiest mod, makes steep refreshing, anti
establishes robust health. Smokers and Chetcers for
Sixtg Tears Cured. Price, Fifty Cents, post free.
A treatise on the injurious eftect of
Tobacco, with
lists ol references, testimonials, &c., sent free.
Agents wanted.
Address Dr. j'. R. ABBOTT, Jersey Cilv. N. J.
Sept. 18,12w
ocl't 16w

WARRANTED

hand and sawed to dimensions.

on

HARO PIKE PLANK.
HARO PIKE FLOORI.VO AND STEP.
ROAR DM. For Sale by

STETSON & POPE,

farm kuown as the Che: ery
Said Farm contains about
eighty acres ot land well divided in
wood, pasture and tillage. House contains eight
rooms, with out-buildings
For particulars enquire of DAVID
CHENERY,
near the Farm, or S, CHENERY, No 11
Exchauge
St, Portland, Me.
no9dlw<£eod3w*tf
-__

Notiee.

hereby given that my son, Whitley E.
NOTICE
Han-cotn is at liberty to act lor himseli, and
mat 1 shall pay none oi his bills, or claim anv o( his
from

this date.

Portland, Dec 16, 1888

SOLOMON HAN8COM.
dcl7d2w»

TOIIsET SOAPS Fletcher Eolabliuhrd
Manufacturing Co1
179'.

2, IMS.

dly

$100 AyaveMONTH
cunogitv sekcr.s.
Agents.
nothiug
lor

Boot, Shoe & Corset Laces,
Lamp Wicks, Yarns, Braids, *c.

but

reliable, steady, prolitable employment, tor those
who mean business Adiirers, with .Jot stamp.(j. L.
Van Allen A* Co.. 48 New Street, New York.
Dec

SAMUEL G.

....

ito*iou.

_#

AGENTS WiSTED&nS.ASS

Agriculture and tho Mechanic Arts, Kdi'cd by
Geo. K. Wauisq, E-q.. the distinguished Author
and Agricu tural Engineer of Ihe New Y rk < eulral
Park. Nothing like it ever publi-lied. 20t)eigiavings. Sells at sight to farmers, mechanics and w orkActive men and women are
ing men of all classes.
coining money. Send for circulars. L. B. TREAT
& tA>., Publishers, 654 Broadway, N. ¥.
dcl9dlw

TEIPPE, Agent,

\'o. Oft Kilby Street,
Nov 21-d6w

19-i I tw

to

ED-,* WENT**-$75 to $200 pet
month, everywhere, male and female, to
introduce

the GENUINE IMPR VEj
COMMO>7 SENSE FAMILY SEWING
MACHINE. This Machine will stitch, hem
led, tuck, quilt, cord, hind, braid, and embroider iu a most superior manner.
Price
only $18. Fully warranted for live years.
We will pay $1000 lor any machine that
will sew a stronger, more beautilnl, or
more elastic seam than outs. It makes the
“Elastic Lock Stitch.” Eveiy second stitch
and still the cloth cannot be [.tilled
can be cut,
apart without tearing it. We pay Agents from $75
and expenses, or a commission
month
to $201) per
from wbiclt twice that amount can ho made. Ad-

WANT

dress SECOMB & CO., PITTSBURG. Pa., or BOSTON. MASS.
CAUTION.—Do not he Imposed upon bv other
parties palming ofi worthless cast-iron ina.liiue-. under tho same name or otherwise. Ours is thenn'r
genuine and really praclical cheup machine mamioctU'dtw
tactured.
sopl8w3ra

Gilman’s Pulmonary Troches.
Especially recommended

lor

audBKilETiKU Ho.tB8ENE8S.

Singers and Speakers.
est.

At

once

clearing the throat
Much valued by

thq,best

Sold crerywhere by Druggists.

Corner of Middle and Plum 8ts.f

per box.

Under the St. Julia? Hotel.
December 14. d&w.3w

W7w51
Dec

May be had

in

and

cheap-

Only 25 cents

any quantity of

GEO. 0. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.
19-d4w

Giveu giuu.w to ii.v,

tuoikcu,

dti.cii't*, male

or

le*

in a new, light and Honorable
business, paying
thlriy col nr* a tlav sure. No gift enterprise, no
humnng. Address R. Mo..roe Kennedy & Co., Pittshurg, Pa.
<jc23-d4w

male,

Brokers,

Office No. 1, Moreton Block, Portland, Me.
PARTICULAR ATTENTION PAID TO THE SALE OP
REAL ESTATE BY PRIVATE OB PUBLIC SALE

V

FEhT 1

to Loan !
class city property in sums to suit custom
ers.
DEO. K. DAVIS & CO.,
Apply to
'ler ilMlw
Dealers in Iieal Estate.
SdV^Argus copy.

quality.

thick,

fi and ft

FOB

UgVen^ ^0*

^

Gray

Dec 1-dlm

Mew Flour Store.
Messrs. LATHAM, BUTLEE &
A E TAKEN

00.,

STORE IVo» 7H C
fail
HAMlrert,
(Thomas Block) and will keep constanthand
o m rip t*c

large assortment of
Choice Sou'Hern & Western Flour
which they Me prepared to sell
pt Horn lour (4)
to eight (H) dollar* below firmer
pri *es.
loo following biands
may be found In our stock:
ly

on

a

Urilliact Si. l.ouin, dolhic,
Prairie Belle
do
( a.lle,

Colon.bu.Si.

do

«|uecn of ibe «Vc.t,

St.

i|uiur, Engle,
Knvrtou’a

Mutual Life Ins.

Immediate possession

no'M«C. PAYSON.’

or

James

T

Vlinn.-.ola
Berl.eby’. Bni,
Olcnwood, Ac., Ac.
Pur.'hasers will lin-1 It to their advantage to give
us a call bi lore purchasing.
LATHAM, BUTLER A CO.
Novembers, 1*68. dtf

i?I.

in 1930.

Palmer,

General Agent for Maine and New
Hampshire.
Office 74 Middle St., Portland,

Cor. Exchange *t.,op. P. O.
bolli local and travelling, to
good commissions will be given.
ootmi

53r“Agents wanted,

whom

Fire Insurance!
Hide and Leather Ina. Oo.,
OF BOSTON, MASS. !

C

apital $300,000.

Insure against nil Lose

or

Damage by

JOHN W. CARTWRIGHT, Jr.,President.
OLIVER h. COLE, Secretary.

V7~DEE RING,)

Ageutat Portland,
Come of Middle and Plum Street9.
October 9,1868.

octl0<13m

WORLD

For Male.

v

2 tenement house well
built, with all
Mutual Life Ins.
ANEW
modern conveniences. AUo barn and stable,
North and

Walnut sts.

corner

Enquire

T\ LONDON,
at 53 Coinmtrcal
St.

fir
Or

ufMP

ou

*

MADAM

100

june13dti

TUE l aLMOTTU Ho el, where sbe intends to
ly on tiic Newest and most

Styles in Dress &

Cloak Making,

!~

Passage Tickets lor sale at the
lowest rates, on early application

Lower than those of

1

than time chm-ijed
In the World.

ower

Thirty Days’

Grace

Allowed In the r>i' roent ol Renewal Preml.

urns.

are Annual

Policy,

^

Are non-iorteitable.

No

Restrictions
As to travel.

RKHM

II
TRIPE takes the
STEAM
lead 01 anything of the kind
ofiered in this

No Extra

Charge

For Army and Navy Officers.

determination to inaks TRIPE
a luxury, i have occu to a
great expense to improve
my appaaratus and mode of preparing TRIPE lor

No

I have been iu tho business twenty-ei/bt years and
I do heliejre no one can produce an article of TRIPE
that can equal my STEAM REFINED.
It shall t»e my coustant endeavor to make TRIPE
a luxury, the verdict I leave to be
rendtitd by the

A, HOWARD

a

Extra

the market.

STEAM

REFINED!

Portland, Oci 27,1863.

Schooner lor Sale.
The Sell. Marion, six years old, all
white oak, copper fisitmed,
si, 1.
coppered
with pure copper.
Length 615-12 leet;
18 feet beam; depihof bold5
9-12; iu
^'Irri
splendid order; nearly newsultof sails;
well found in chains, anchors and
Wuula
rigging.
make n first
Yacht or Fisherman. Now lviirg
For further tnforo ation apply to
J. S. WINSLOW,
nov!6dtfNo. 1 Central Wharf.
Central Wharf.

GREAT

SALE

CROCKERY WARE!
the stringency in
have bought 10 cash
OWING
to

we

the money market,

Fifty Crates of Crockery

I fare!

LESS THAN IT COSTS TO

IMPORT,
will sell tor less than the regular
before purchasing elsewhere,

decldlf_

Opposite the CuttomBou$e.

COAL,
COAL 2
Agents for Johns Coal.
undersigned having been appointed Agents
for the sale ol the above Coal, would sav to the
®
7
citizens of Portland
Before you lay iu your Wiuler’e Coul.be
sure and Try the Johns Coul.
This celebrated Coal has for years stood the
highest tor domestic use of
any White Ash Coal mined.
In preparation and
quality it has always been kept
up to the standard. It the Johns Coal snlta once, It
will alwajs suit; because there Is no mlxtnr*
This
we claim as a particular
advantage over other coals.
Consumers By buying the Johns Coal will avoid the
continued trouble and annoyance of
getting every
other year bad slaty coal. Every one has had this
trouble. Johns Coal we will warrant to suit in
every
case.
We give a few reasons why the Johns « oo i
ns the BKST.
First—It is the Purest White Ash Coal mined.
Second—it Is the most Economical and gives the

THE

Third—It will not clinker, and lor durability and
strength it is unsurpassed.
Fourth—It always comes the 9ame.
We sell the Johm Coal at the same
price as any
other good White Ash Coal. We have tor
free-bornlog Coal,

Miracle of the Age
DIAMOND AND LORBERY,

ZIMMERMAN'S

jy-For Furnaces and Parlor Stoves

rho

Cheap, Simple, Economical!

Also

DINNER COOKED for twenty persons ovei
ONE holeot the Stove. Can be
put on any
Stove or Range ready for instant use.
Water changed to a delicious Roup by distillation
Leaves the entire house free irom otteusive odors in
cooking. Its results astonish all who try it.
IT send for a Circular.
““*«> »« »•«« Town and Caul)
Rights in the Mtnte, by

A

60

FliU.

JAMES

&

sepc»-d6m

298

November25.

SOLE

__sop29-lyr
Mot ice.

New

Gloucester, Dec. 10,1868.

Office of tha American Watch (Jo.
Waltham, Man., Nov 1868.
WE HAVE APPOINTED

LOWELL & SETTER,
d4

Exoliansre St.,
DEALEK9

Watches.
Spectacles

Dt

Chronometers,

A Nautical

GOLD and SILVER

l-d3w*

JORDAN A. BLAKE,

Sent

J13IE SEAT

Wharf, Portland,

Sleighs !

C. P. KLHBALL CO.,
Coiuer Preble aud Cumberland Streets.
November jfl, 1M8. dfjan!

the Trade and the Fisherman.

e .1 n ij

the Trade at the Manufacturers* Price; to the
r/n m on the same terms aud at the same t r‘ee
tucy can buy of the Manufacturer or any ol his

To
r tsh

Rose

agents.

Seines and ATets Made to Order l

Haven

Hoolcg

r

Mr larger quantities on application.
ttoodricb,
Harison and Wlcason Potatoes lor seed,at tail prices
at

Portland Agricultural Warc-Hease and

_

Sleigrk aiul Furnace.

steed

KENDALL
nov

LlNtt) SLEIOH, but little
A Uhed,
QCK?D»,,^I,CSH
and a 8n,all gtted McUKEGOR
FURNlast winter, fbr sate !>w. Enquire of
GREENOUGH & JONES,
s“oe D1ealer,'T Market Square, PortJand,
December lo. U2wis

now prepared to fill orders tor
Potato from the original grower at the
One lb »0 cents; 3 at $2.00, by
us.
One Peck $8.00. Pri. es given

following Prices:
mail, post paid by

The Best in Use ■' All orders will receive our prompt
attention.
dcldrf

Store.

A

WHITNEX.

20-d&w2m
_

Notice.

new

ov

Potatoes!

subscribers are

THE
the Rose

Also Agents for the

ACE,

CARRIAGES.

exnmlnV**0*

Seines, tfets & Twines.

New

2

and equally desirable for at' who want a Sleigh which
is perfectly gum eel and com! ntablc for
one, two,
P*r*ons*
Price* very low. Cull and

Arc prepared to (111 all orders for

ns

WATCHES,

Watch Movements as will enable them to supply any detuned either at wholesale or retail which
may be made upon them, and at rates as favorable
as are ottered at ear salts iu New York or Boston.
For American Watch Co.
U. JF. BOBBINS, TreM’r,
deadly
and

NOTICE.

Botl* for

Instruments,

Our Selling Agents for the Cltv and vicinity ot Portland, and intend to keep in their posesfton at alt
times such a stock 01

•I uiiip

JOHNSblltH.
ilcl

aif

■Sonictiling Yew

Mania Smith, liavng left
my bed and
board, l h rebv torbiit a 1 persons trn*liU2 her
shall not j«ty any bills ot ber
contracting alter

MY

WILLIAMS,

-N O'J ICE

Congress st

ALSO,
Lemnnl & Anderson, 42racer.. Cor. ConSKM& Atlantic Mt.,
AGENTS lor the sale of tbeir flue TEAS
and C'OFFSBa in Fort'and.
Tlieunparalled success 01 this Company Is owing
to the fact Lhat they Import their Teas
ulrect from
the lea Producing Districts of China and
Japan, ami
sell then) at ictail at C I'VO Prices, thus
srving to tbt
consumer the immense piofits
paid heretofore.
Price I,let ■
Oolono, eO, 90, mo, best * I 20 per lb.
Young hyson, 00, loo. tin, best SI 25 per lb.
Japan, 10b, HO best * 25 per lb.
Mixed,Oolong and Japan,SO, *0,100beat $1 20 per lb
Old Hy.-on, 00, 100, 110. best St 25 pet lb.
1)11 EiUAL, 90, 100. no, best Si 25 per lb.
Gunpowder, loo, 1 *25, best «l an pa* n,.
English Breakfast tun. no, nest »i 20 per lb
Empire go’s ei.* brated Long Arm iyiop l *>5
Eng. Breakftst Cotter,highly recomntened2fic. iier'lli
Put e Oiit Goveru £ cm Java Coliee, 40e per lb
B^Tlie above parties are out Dale Agonls i’u Portl»»4
wtte

A

Kindling: lor Coal.
BAKK, for kindling Coal. Saves catting;
the cheapest, neatest and best thin* out. AddTv
10
WM. H. WALKER,
commercial St., ( pposite Brown’s Sugar House.

York,

Taylor, Grocers,

WOOD /

Wharf, Commercial Street.

HAVE APPOINTED

(Jhenery

SOFT

Pine and Spruce Lumber.

Tea and Coffee Co,,
New

AND

Also good assortment ot

BY

THE

Ol

HARD

ASSORTMENT

LOW EL LL & SEN TEE,
sep2d6tnos
__I'4 Eithaaat Ml.

Empire

Co.,

L^OK the convenience of our customers, we have
L
made arrangements to have orders taken at
■lurris* Hal store, corner ot Middle and Exchange Street, which will he promptly attended to.

Tailors Shears!

FOR SALE

Jb
Commercial St.

COAL.

HEIN1 SCH’S

A

Sugar-Loaf Lebigb.

hand Hard and Soft Wood.

June 27-dtl

Kennebunk, Me

and

on

shall kee

Randall, McAllister

JOHNCOUSENS,

Scissors

we

Harleigh,

Steam 0 poking Apparatus.
Hazelton and

)an 3-dtf

FRENCH, Ag’t.

Office lOO Exchange St.,

bent heat.

WE MEAN JUST WHAT WE SAY.
WOODMAN & WHITNEY,
M
51 Exchange Street, between Fore and Middle
Sts.,
Portland, Me._
decMdtt

Cooking

Charge

For Rail Road Conductors.

dtf

A

Please give us a call
and eatlsty yourselves

Lite

Paid in 30 days after due notice and
satllactnry
proof of death.

C. IK BELKEAP’S

which we
wholesale prices.

any vpurely
7

All Bolides

STEAM REFINED TRIPE!

all of

by

After two years, and Increase with the
age ol
the

EXTRA

FOR

majority ot the Lite Inths United States.

Company
Losses

Dividends

Agents,

consumer.
N. B. Call for Belknap's
No other Is fit tor the Table.

a

in

Non-Participating Premiums,

W. D. LITTLE cf CO.,
Mar 13-dtt

Companies

surance

tho

J»lINION TICKKT OPFICf
Iff l-I ICxchaiigcJSlrcel, Portland.

Features.

Mutual Premiums

ear-

and hopes, by keeping the Latest and m
ist Fashionable Patterns always on
hand, and strict attention to
business, to be able to suit her Customers, and re.
ctive the patronage or the Ladies
ot Portland.
Apprentice wanted,
oct 28-d3m

C A L I F O K J\ I A

Broadway, New York.

Special

ARMANI),

LA?1

Co.,

of

the premises,

01wishes to inform the ladles
O1..™n'and tljat she bis Just opened her New
e.stablishment, at 109 tH i«ldle wired, orrosiTt

The

Fir.

reas.nable rrtr. of Premium.

NATIV L

First Class Houses tor Sale.

HE two brick houses with French
roots, Just
erected on Congress Street, near State. They
are first class in
every particular, being plumbed
thoroughly for hot and cold water. The bathing
and dining rooms are finished in Chestnut and black
walnut. They have good
yards, with a rear passage
way accessible lrom Pine or Congress St reels.
An
Pvto
W. 11. STEPHENSON,
iCtoOdfl
2d National Bank.

Co.,

HOBTON.

at

JOHN C. PROCTER,

No. 8 Commercial

J. H. UAMLEX.
Commercial Si,, Portland, llainc.

JOHN K. DOW.

newTngland

SALE !

to

Appl?

000,000 good Pino Lath*.
For *alo at Wholesale, by
\SJ<>

Street,

case

decl6-d3w

0„.

length, parallel width,

free frfm shake.
400.000 feet Door Shapes, In good order, best

Excluiugc

#8,000

a,‘d 4 *neh thick,

100.000 Pine Deal Ends, 2 inches
leet long, 1st, 2d*, ami 3d*.

■jffT?
wh ch in

*u“kin« renewal

N first

Canada Dry Pine Lumber.
*v?n

Commission

Merchants and Auctioneers.

as r

Onn
f\CU *
v/UtUU

CO.7

GEO. It. DAVIS <£
Real Estate

Whart and Dock, First, comer of E Street. Office
No. 10 state Street. Boston.
may27d8m
Is

Springfield,

Incorporated

Farm.

some

Temperance Hotel.
A. 0. DENISON & CO., Owners.
as a

Hard and White Pine Timber,

wages

COLGATE & CO'S

dtf

the

DR. BURTON’S

TOBACCO

GEORGE M. HARDING.

Farm for Male.
In part or whole, in Falmouth, on
the line of the Grand Trunk Road,

Hotel, unless
responsible

a

«•

■<

teen years.

Royal Victoria Hotel,
N. P, BAHAMAS.

h

"

1

class

House,

h

u

T\o.

ottered tor sale.

are n< w

Said houses are built in the most
thorough and
approved style, each containing ten rooms. Piped
gas throughout.
Principal apartments FRES{or
COED.
Marble Mantles; slated roots; good well:
pipes laid for Sebago water, See., See.
Price for each House $6,000. Terms, $3,500 cash,
and $2,500 to remain on mortgage ol five, ten and fif-

at

Cor. Middle and India
Sis.,
Near f»rnud Trunk Depot,
E. H. GILLESPIE, Proprietor.

*1

*e
YodIisi.
North American

near

OF

be c osed as
term ol years to

Niagara

ot their policies
will be to their advantage,
every
as he has ample insurance
capital,
offering the Lest
security In the country, with which to Insure ail hi*
former customers.

Desirable Houses for Sale.

THE

NASSAU,

THE

u
Cincinnati.
To call upou blur at hts
olfice,

KEAIj ESTATE.

Proprietors.

Lawrence

subscriber would respectfully request ail pti
ties Insured by bun in the following c mpauie.
viz:
Pheuix Insurance t o., of New York.

t.utrrpriar

Dec 14* dtf

~

St.

d2w
THE

Nprinafleld

W. D. LITTLE & Go., Agent*.

8t.

Insurance. Public !

ever

TOGETHER WITH

Exchange
TO

West,

market; and with

.Modern Hotel contains 110
Kooins.

&

No. 28

Portland, Dec 12, 1808.

AT TH»

a>

Physician.]

gether. In another lor night there was no more
cough, the vaginal discharge was sensibly diminishing, sleep was normal and refreshing, and the general health decidedly improved. What rema ns is

Tickets
aZtf&Tkt* —i

A First Class Hotel

jilTbia

INSURANCE CO.

Through

has been -ecentlv retttled and relurand contains all the modern
improvements, and is now

■■

CO,

LORINU & THURSTON, Agents,

throughout,

aliftgiisfa HoTisel

INSURANCE

RAILWAY

To Travelers

House
JVHIK
nished

In every respect. It is pleasantly situated In front of
tuo Park, and is also easy ot access irom the
Depots!
and the principal Streets ot the ciry.
53?“ No pains will be spared to make it a desirable
house lortne tourist as well as the man ol
business.
Terms reasonable.
WATERHOUSE & MELLEN, PropTs.
Geoiuie Williams, Clerk.
Lewiston, Dec 7,186*. d3m

PIIE NI X

from Maine

YONKERS

Fashionable

I.Kff INTO V. MAINS.

M

constitutional invigorant Dodd’s Neivroe only was
prescribed. I had some time beiore become acquainted with its properties, and knew ot nothing
more sate or satisfactory in its probable eflects. And
the result complet.-ly fustifled my expectation. In
less than a fortnight the bowel* had become ir« e and
regular in their movements, the night-sweats disappeared, and appetite began to grow'. The fainting
spoils became less frequent, and soon ceased alto-

by alt Druggists.

LADIES.

MAIXE.

Some months ago 1 was called to attend a ladv of
Williamsburg. N. Y.. who had long been suffering
trom troublesome uterine disease. Its
presence was
marked by constant vaginal di charge, sometimes
of watery consistency and sometimes o*
cyeamy and
muco-purulent. She had betn un- er treitment tor
some time, but constantly grew w orse.
V'aginal examination disclosed cxiensive induration and ulceration of the cervix uteri. 'J he uteviuc inflammation,
which was evidently assuming a chronic f.-rm, was
also aggiavated by 'oDg-sianding
constipation, palpitation ol the heart, night—weats, cough, poor appetite, and almost oaily tainting*. She fainted to
entire insensibility during one of
my first visit-*. I
commenced, ol course, by such active local neatment as the ulceration demanded, and ihen
applied
myself to a recuperation of the general health. It
was inconvenient to seo lier
and except
trequently,
to mark the healing ot the ulcers, in the
early stages,
1 visited her only every other week. For tonic amt

numerous
For sale

Infirmary,

DK. HUGHES particularly invitee all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his
rooms, No. 14
Preble Street, which they wil find arranged for their
eBpecial accommodation.
Dr. li.’a Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalin efficacy and superior virtue in
ed
regulating ali
Female Irregularities. Their action is
sjiceillc aud
certain oi producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
▼Ain. It is purely vegetable,
containing nothing in
tje least injurious to the
health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the
country, wilh full direction#,
by addressing
DR. HUGHES
lanl.1865d.Sw.
No. 14 Preble Street, Portland,

Important Cert'prate.
a

WEAKNESS.

AU3U3TA. MAINE.

Oue ol the best medicines,
probably the best ever
prescribed, for the numerous aud oistressim* ailments known as FEMALE
COMPLAINTS, is
Dodd’s Nervine and Invigorator. Headae’-e, Paiu in
the Back and Limbs, Palpitation ot the
Heart,
Faintness, Loss ot Appetite, Bearing-down Pain,
Pros*ration ot Strength. Retained, Excessive. Irregular or Painful Menses
all vieM to its mag c
For Hysteria, Epilepsy,
power.
Melanehuly, Ac.,
it is all but infallible. It is also roost va’nable lo
ladies who are experiencing the chance incident to
advanced years. Then it is that constititll .nal mal
adies make their appearance, ii
any be luring about
aii(i £*'c cai>^; to remaining d
iys.
Dodd s Nervine aud luvigoiator
grtaily assists ature at this imnortant-penod, maintaining lhe
vigci
and tranquility of early
life, and carrying them with
ease and saiety through.

{[Communicated by

SEMINAL

I can warrant a perfect euro in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a
plain manner, a description of their diseases, and the
appropriate remedies
will be forwarded immediately.
.All correspondence strictly confidential and will
be returned, if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HlfG H£»,
„No. 14 Preble Street,
Next door to the Preble House,
Portland, Me. I
J3F** Send a Stamp for Circular.

Corner of

OMETHINGNEW~aud USEFUL—A New Eraiu
Music.
POPULAR MESTC at POPULAR
PRICES. “Hitchcock’s halt dime series of Music
lor the million
No. 1 now leady.—Music and
words of the comic song, “Captain Jink# of the
Horse Martins
Otters to follow rapidly. Price 5
cents each. Your Newxle der has it or ’will
it
for you. Mailed on receipt of price. Address t>EN L
W. HITCHCOCK, Publisher, S9 Spring
* street,* N. Y.
Dec 2fl-d4w

SEASON.

IN

complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth.-vrested scientifically and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one or

SECOND

TRUNK

CO.

Ticket* at l otrr»t Rate*
Vi* Boston, New York Central, Buflalo and Detroit
For information apply at 282 Coneresa st. Grand
Trunk Ticket Office.
Invwid&wiy P. II. BI.ANCHARO, Ait«.nt.

■•wHkr? TkiisindiCaa Tciiifrtc Vkia
by Vnhwppy £xpc;iea;c!
Young m6n troubled with emissions In sleep,—a

furnish constant

moments. Business new, light and profit tble. Fifty ecnis to 83 per evening is easily earned, and tlio
boys and girls tarn nearly as much as men. Great
inducements are offered. All who see this no.ice
please 'send me their address ami test the business
tor themselves. Ji'not well satisfied, 1 will send $1
to pay tor the trouble of writ ug me. Full parilccliters sent free. Sample sent by mail lor ten cents.
dc23-d4w Address E. C. ALLEN, Augusta, Me.

Ail ANTIDOTE

TLo Pams and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is suro to fbl*
low- do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

prep\red
employment to all classes at their homes for their spare
1AM
now

GRAND

fiursues

ot

Corner Cf Middle and Plum Sts.,
Under the St. Julian Hotel.

Bankers
I

Money l»y

To the

nov

Agency of the following Fire Insurance Coin.-^HK
I unities is removed to the New

SWAN &,

AND CHOICE

FALMOUTH BAZAAR,

and

REMOVAL.

v,ant0

I web very best

We

Dec 12, 1868.

ds»*

to be

Furnishing Goods
Dress Trimmings,

beauti-

Plings, &c.

Ol-ANU-TH.ENEW

PERFUME,

can

silver-plated

I

Every intelligent aod thinking person must know
hat remedies handed out foT general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the bands of a regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies fit him for all the duties he must
fulfil; yet the oountry is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-all9, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in selecting
h*s physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; for
it Is a point generally conceded by the best syphilopradhers, that the study and management of these come
dlaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general practitioner. having neither opportunity nor time to makhlmself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
one system of treatment, in most cases makng an indiscriminate use oi that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

.

LESS

while.

M

insurance

T

s

by any other ltoate.
Points 'West.i’to the

WHfiKff

POSTSCRIPT.
The Internal Revenue Department declares the
strict legality of this method ot sale, and that it In
no wise resembles the gift enterprise concerns,
dec 2id4w

Sqr.

to say to the public that he Is about
WISHES
leaving town, and will sell his extensive stock
Ot

Hyde

Old Portland and Saco Dye House,
Orders received at r28 Congress St., No 9 Fore bf,

Co.

I

Royal Insurance Co.,

Money

cloak._

THE

Kxtr.in.lv Low Prim, until Jan. 4 IS6S
Dec 17-dtt

at our establlshJ. & F. ADAMS.

mlntt

For Sale or to Let.
tlrsNclass, three-story brick house,with freestone trimmings, number 35 High street.
For particulars inquire at No 30
Exchange street,
Spanish Consulate’s, between 10 A. M. and 3 P. M.
April 21-dtf

Al

theii Dresses Dyed In
inl manner jor One Dollar at the

,llc *n0!‘t rc«on»hle

All articles manufactured
by us
be jn«t as represented.
All kind, of t.’arriaze work done

H

Your

Views.

bleached Sheeting. 7 1-2 yds. fine Cassimere for suit.
1 tlcgant Poplin Dress Pattern. 1 elegant
English
Barege Dress Pattern. 1 beautiful English Barege
Shawl. 1 set ivory balanced hannle Knives and
Forks. 1 Ladies’ or gents’ Si.ver Hunting case
Watch. 1 Bartlett.Haud Portable Sewing Machine.
Splendid Family Bible, steel engraving w.th record
and photograph pages. 25 yards good llemp Carpeting, good eolots. 1 pair good Marseilles Quilts.
1 good six barrel Revolver. 1 elegant fur Bln ft and
rape. 1 single batrel Shot Gun. 1 si ver plated engraved 6 bottle Revolving Castor, cu■ glass bodies.
I very tine Violin and Bow, in ease, t set Ivory
balanced Knives and Folks.
Presents for larger Clubs Increase in the same
ratio.

longer,
quired.

Congress Street.

Save

Foreign

The patient continued the use of the
Nervine, (and no oih*r medicine) for sum.* weeks

•T. L. EAEMEB,
augOdtf47 Danloith Street.

hemoYA L

octSdtf

__

and 12

engraved 5 bottle Cas or. 1 elegant Silk Ian, with
Ivory or Sandalwood Ftsme, feathered edge aid
spangled. I Steel Carving Unite and Folk, very
best quality, ivory balanced handle. 1 handsome
beaded and lined Parasol. 20 yards good Print 1
very line Damask Table Cover. 1 pr. best quality
Ladies’ Serge Congress Boots. 1 doz. fine Linen
Towels, i doz Rogers’best Silver Dessert forks.
1 Ladies’ large Morocco Traveling Bag.
1 ancy
dress pattern. 1-2 doz. elegant.silverplated engraved Napkin Rings. One doz. Ladies’line Merino or
Cotton Stockings. Gents’ heavy etia-ed solid Gold
R’ng. 1 pr. Ladies’ high cut Balmoral Boots. 1
elcgint D lalne Dress Pattern. 1 Violin and B.w,
in box complete. 1 set Jewelry, pin, ear drops and
sleeve buttons.
Far a Club of SO and Five Dollar*--1
black or colored Aipacca Dress Pattern. 1 set Lace
Curtains. 1 pr. all Wool Blankets. Engraved silver
p'ated 6 bottle Revolving castor. 1 beautitul writing d- sk. 1 so'id Gold Scan Pin. 3 1-2 yards very
tine Cassimere, lor Pants and Vest. 1 set ivory balance handled Knives with silver plated Forks.
1
elegant Satin Parasol, heavily beaded and lined with
silk. 1 pr. gents’calf Boots. 30 sards good Print.
30 yds. good brown or bleached Sheeting, yard
wide,
or 40 yds. | yd. wide, g. od
quality. 1 Ladles’ elegant Morocco Traveling Bag 1 square Woo Shawl.
1 plain Norw.eh Poplin Dre«s Prttern.
1J yds.
double width cloth lor Ladies’cloak. Elegant evgraved silver plated Tea-Pot. 3 yds. double width
water-proof cloth for cloaking.
For a Club of ltIO and Ten Dollars- 1
rich Merino or Thibet Dress 'Pattern. 1 pr. line
Damask Table cloths and Napkins to match. 1 pr.
gents’ French calf Boots. 1 heavy silver plated engraved Ice Pitcher. Very fine all Wool ciolh tor

soon

REMOVALS.

jpojr

Agents,

—

Bramhall street. Rent moderate.
Every convenience. Enq lire at
Dec 12-d2w’
Comer of Vaughan and Bracket s:s.
LET,

Of

”*S?i:i

to

E

Street,

Next ibe Preble House,
he can be consulted privately and with
the utmost confidence by the alfi'rted at
hours daily, and from 8 A. M. to fi P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of jrivato diseases, whether arising frem
Impure connection or the terrible vice of self-Rhine.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch ot
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cure in all Cases, whether of long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing the
dregs of disease from the system, and making a perfect ami per-aanent cure.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
tact ot his long-standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of bis skill and success.

HEALTH /

over

Street,

Commissions

cor.

on

'"kki,

Express Sleighs
t

call upon ROBERT I HULL, with J. F. Land
of Exchange and Federal Streets, or

To Let.

BABB,

Block.

-___77 Commercial St,

Cleansed

wda

it

conur

BABB’S,

Mo* IS Free

Arcade,

Respect inliy,
(Signed)
S. DANA HAYHS,
Stale Assayer tor Massachusetts,

O I

drrM,!-*

Third Stories
Harris’ HatStore
SECONDofand
Middle and Exchange sts.

FURNITURE!

|

Messrs. Hurskfl, Wood & Co„
Gentlemen—1 have analyzed Hursell’s Purity tor
the Hair and am familiar with the formula with
which it Is made.
This preparation contains ingredients which
give
to it the desirable charactersof a
superior hair dressing. Is iree from Sulphur, Lead, Silver, Acids, Alkaiies, and may be used with entire sale'y.

Street.

WALTER COREY & CO.,

cema
I

another

CO., Agents,

Exchange

K.

Clapp’s

U
Dec 12-isd3w

•

Heated by ftteam anil Well Lighted.
Has tour Ante-Rooius, finished with modern improvements and conveniences.
Unquestionably the best
and most convenient ball in the city ior tne purposes
lllinid'.'l.
r«*'*cs
W

ance

&

49 1-2

as

Repellent Cloth in Black, Gold Mixed and Brown.
Gent's and Ladies Lineu Hdki's. by the Dozen.

AM.

w

J
early,

all will participate.

CYRUS

CV.MU

Temple reet, second fi>or, entrance
from both streets by a broad and easy flight of stairs,
is now’ to let for the above purposes.
corner

STORES

and not be

Cashmere Long: anti Square Shawls,
Black and Colored llress Silks
Poplins and Alpaccas,
Marseilles Quilts,
Seamless [Skirts.
Best 10-4,11-4 anti 12-4 all Wool Blanksts,

Druggists*

V5

which

€.

-FOR SALK
BY

New York

PRESENTS

Keys, aSTecklacess, <fce. AT

PURITY FOR THE H AIR!

Company

of

Christmas and New Year’s

Charms,

HUB SELL’S

as

on

May 21-dtt

Fine Watches, Chaste Eings,

McEUFFEE* 8.
,_de4eod ft

pavts’

Dec 18 d6w

DNS, Pistols Powder, Shot, and all kinds ot
VJ Cartridges lur Rifles and Pistols, wholesale and
retail.
tV. I). ROBINSON,
octlo-eod8tn
49 Kxehange M.

AT

over

$739,00

*»“AU forms of Endow ment Policies issued on the most favorable terms:—all Po'icies fton-Vor■eiliiiB In the true sense of the term.
,V,ny t‘f1r*on contemplating insurance, who may wish to avoid the annoyance oft he Solicitors m w In the
Held, will do a tavor tosignifv the same to ns through the Post Office, or otherwise, and they will receive
prompt attention at such t me and place as may best suit their convenience, if in theeltv

SAL.K,

All new au«l of exquisite designs,

and

new

corner

/ 4

Bracelets

Div'ds

■

Office,

.1,IMS._dec7d8w*

Lockets,

Life

W. D. LITTLE

E1']!.er

FOR

Div’ds,

$8510,00

beneflt -T-1*
turnings, from wh&fever source. Be sure
.R>r,Civ£!Vw? iAP"lley'1‘"l!1oS
the loe
Company and app y at the POKTLA NO AfilfilVC If
r

Flour.
Family Flour.
White Brans.
Bray Bran..

Arat. of Policy and

$3510,

Mutual

(■Treat

8 Bnirel. Hump Fork.
Oargo Schooner .i. C. Craig, from Baltimore. lust atrivea and tor sale by
CHASE BROTHEkS,
Head, Nos. 1 and fi, Long Whan.
Also in store 4500 bushels Prime Oats, Ac.
December 12. eodtf

ol the

Div’ds

»

dec.
VKI-

&c.

beautiful hall known
CONGRESS
THE
HALL, situated
Congress Street, third door
from
of
Si

icy-holder*.
Be careful therefore to insure with such only, as are sure to furnish
Security, Stability* and Perpetuity, with Inrfcc return* tor the money paid,—such as the

ton. Mass.

Corn, Flour, Beans, &c.,

Prem’spaid.
Policy for $5000 $2771,00

15' 0
422,00
731,
2231.00
289,00
rhus showing this to be a Having'* Bank ot the best kind and an lnVeMmeui worth
having. A
multit ude ot similar cases can be furnished at our office it desired.
Such results as these cannot be shown by any other Life Co., on this Continent.
There are many new schemes tor Life Insurance, now being presented to public consideration, which
the next ten or fifteen years will prove to lw* entirely
uu*atiMfactory, If not unsound and worthless.
Some ot which are intended more tor the purpose of enriching Stockholder* than for the benefit ol Pol-

perbox*^

are

ASSEMBLIES,

THE three

With it? now
(thirty millions)it***in till cash, presents advantages superior to other
Co. sand especially over any of the new «foint Stock or Mixed Co.*s
( s they are called), as the following
examples ot Policies issued ar our Agency will show, viz:—Policy No, 7767, mr $&n 0, the annual premium
on which being
#‘410,—the annual t’nsb dividend for 1868 is $£14 £8 or an addition*! 1427.07 to the
Ar«
to prevent and cure all cases of PriPolicy, bei g two hundred per cent.
vate. Diseases,
Weaknesses, and
in both
No. 10793. tor $3000, annual piemium #70,00 the ca*li dividend
Male ami Female in ftom two toEmissions,
being $66.07—or an addition to
4*
live da vs.
Prioo || the
Policy of $148 95, the past year, cr nearly two for one.
q1 oO and $3 00 per box.

warranted

Lectures, Concerts, Balls, Parties,

To Let.

Mutual Life Insurance {Company

Approved by the Mayor.
>T. IWT. HEATH, City Clerk.

WAFERS

Dollar /or Each Article.
With privilege ol exchange from :t largo variety of
useful articles, not one ot which could be bought for

corner ot

J&d2W

above

nice tenement of five rooms
Newbery sts., second house
dc23-d3t*

TENEMENT ot seventeen rooms; suitable tor
a first class boarding house.
Terms reasonable.
For particulars apply to
DK. CHAS O. HUNT,
dc14dtf
On the premise® No 75 Free St.

3

LIFE

very description of
Dry and Fancy <»oo«Ih, Silver Plated Ware,
Catleiy* Waiciio*, Albums, Jewel* y,
kc»,of better quality than any other
concern in the country for
the uniform price ol

Nos. UN A-

To Let.

TO

AND THAT THE GREAT

prepared to sell

SEND FOR OUR NEW CIRCULAR.

Two Convenient Houses,

shown conclusively

we are

PARKER Ac Co.

decl'dti
332 Congress,
Advertiser Copy.

TIME PROVES ALL THIGNS!

So that

To Let.

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

side.

O

new sets

LORING, SHORT & HARMON

manner.

On the streets that run lengthwise ot the city territory, beginning at their nortn-eastetly termination
with numbers 1 and 2, and progressing southwesterly with the odd numbers on the northwesterly side
ot the street, and the even numbers on the opposite
side. And on the transverse streets beginning with
numbers 1 and 2. on the south-easterly or harbor
side,with the odd numbers on the north-easterly side
of the street, and the even numbers on the opposite

BLACK

suitab’e
dc8tf

A

appointed Agents ffor
having one of their

Manutacturers,
Amounting to Nearly $500,000.

to let.

ONE THOUSAND EIGHT HUN-

Be it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common
Council of tne City of Portland, in IHty Council
as

lower floor

on

FOR-

AN ORDINANCE.
RELATING TO NUMBERING STREETS.

assembled,

week.

or

be accommodated
room at No.

can

a

Congress
DRED

day

the

with board and
ONE
pleasant lurnbhed
50
between High and Park St

Back Gammon and Chess Boards!

St.

by

Gentlemen

two

or

wood and leather.

HAVE the Needle Gun Game, a fine amusement
f-r boys and girls. Alsiva large size tor ladies
and Gentlemen, aTl oi which 1 will sell at, cn?t to
coee them out.
Also Writing Desks and Backgammon Boards, Ladies Work Stands and Baskets,
Children’s Rocking Horses, and Rocking Horses for
I .Hants; Ladies’Traveling Bogs and
Baskets; Work
Boxes all kirds; Picture Books and Books lor Boys
and Girls, a fine assortment, together with 'J ovs. all
sort*, all of which I will sell at small profits for cash.

room,

dc!8diwJ. M. JOHNSON.

Board.

Tablets, Library Inkstands, Cigar Holders and Inkstands
combined, Card Card Cases. Writing Desks in

I

IN THE YEAR

dc 22-dlw

* T

M*H VSC.VTS

of

ON

A pleasant

and Kel-

STATIONERY

IVe have

CHRISTMAS

City

BIBLES !

Books, IAndendale, Gypsey,
Lake,
logg Stories. Also, those very nice English Annuals with Colored Illustrations, and the fine series of TOY BOOKS, published by Routledge, Religious Tract Society, Wamef
Cassell,.among ivhich are AUNT
LOUISA’S, and Aunt Mavor.

tor

Ex<*liaiif>e

a

Silver

Mr.»Chas. O. Chamberlain, an accomplished
experienced Apothecary,
sar* Store open iroin (i A *M to 10 P M.
Oct 19, 18C*-eod3ni

40
JcIScodtl.vl

and

We have the REST ASSORTMENT in the City, comprising
Ten Sets of Oliver Optic, the Trudy and Dotty Dimple

and

Skates

particulars. Box
dc22dlw*

and alter dan. 1st 1869, 25 experienced operators on Wheeler & Wilson’s Sewing Machines.
Apply in person or by letter to SIMMONS BROS. &
Co., ‘Shirt manufactory, Spring si
Watertown.
Mass.
•

IN

JUVENILES !

by

New article of

Highest reierences

can

Address with lull
Portland Post Office.

furnished.

Boarders Wanted.

CIOAUS and TOBACCO.
**e» f'uiueiy, Toilet and all Fancy Article*
^usually kept in n retail Drag Store.
N. B. Physicians’prescriptions careiully
prepared

A

ac-

----—

hrugN and ITIedieiiies,

Skates,

small

Wanted!

assortment

FAMILY

Street,

the late C'apt George L, Flckett,
lnviie the old c-us-tomr-rs, his friends and the
to a select assortment or

a
a

weeks from date, by three young men, two
large pleasant 100ms on second floor, with bodrd,
either in first class boarding house or private
family.
Must be withiu five mlnu.es* walk ot New City Hall.
Can fhrnish best of city references. Answers to this
must state location, &c. Address for two weeks,
CHAS. 9. WENCLIFEE,
dec!2d2w*
Portland, Me.

Ageuia
deadly

Occupied by

with

Store No. 09 Exchange st, To Let.

JOHN
MONTGOMERY,
purchased the stock and
TAKEN STOKE
Having
No. 143

sets

Cyclopedias,

Celebrated

have alter years of experience, experiment and the
erection of costly machinery, been enabled to produce that Grand Desideratum,
PerfetH
SpeefaoleN.
It.

man

That iu order to supply the demand e casined
by
onr constantly increasing
patronage, we have recently made importations tor the Fall Trade, direct
from European

SPRINGFIELD

CTO ALL PARTS OP THE

MEDICAL ROOMS1 "W

No. 14 Preble

_insurance.

THROUGH 11CKJETS

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

VOLUTION
TRADE.

railroads.

J. li. HUGHES,

PRIVATE

One

Partnership W anted!

Poets and Painters, Sen-

of Dickens,
Irving, Prescott, Shakespeare,
Hood, Thackeray, Waverly,
Chambers »£• Appleton’s
Alsu

PERFECTED SPECTACLES,
&

Books !

try and Prose, in Leather and Cloth

HARTFORD, COXA'., Manufacturer a

J. W

to

LLOYD'S MAP BUREAU,
23 Cortlandt St., N. Y.

capital. Will
BYceptyoung
clerkship with responsible house where
the amount
be invested.

2199,

all the

by Appleton, Houtledge, Cassell, Ticknor, &e.,

Messrs. LAZARUS Sc MORRIS,

of the

have

we

Illustrated

The Schiller

as

The difficulty of procuring which is well known,

(CCUm AND

LINK

nyson’s Vivian, Guinevere, and Enid illustrated
by Pore, Dicken’s Christmas Carol, and Longfellow’s Hyperion with 24 Photographic Illustrations, and all leading Books of Poe-

C. «fc.,

k

HOOK

Beautifully
such

——'

the

of Novelties.

Sample Maps!

and

COMPLETE
IX

Wanted.

Published

1,1,

dec.

Circulars,vl urrus

for

22-dlw

a

New and Fresh Assortment

Larue,

a

In

COMEOET!

ASP

RE

Colored—in 4000 Counties.
These Great Maps, now just comolcted, show every place of importance, all Railroads to dare, and
the latest alterations In the various European States.
Ihese Maps are needed In every School and family
in the land—they occupy the space of one Map and
by means of the Koverser, either side can be thrown
front, and any part brought level to the eye. County Rights and large discount given to good Agenia.

DS.

Osse'Dollar Sale has canned nucii

•hf

A

Ot America and Europe, America and
tbe United Stales < f America.

_MEDICAL.

THE SUCCESS

MAPS

a

Immortal type of innocence and truth 1
Long as affections gather round tho good,
The dwellers in the lairv land of youth.
Will love Bed Rldiughood.—Little Corpora/.

EASE

JJay:; Of

a

Two $10 Maps lor $4.

Apply

bloom,
Of

Agents Wanted-$iO

|Patent Revolving Double

Who has not followed her, a thus she u<P*
Along her w ay with careless, nappy 1<?ef
With merry songs upon her rosy »P*>
Or laughter gay and sweet?

no terror nor

MISCELLANEOUS.

j

LLOYD’S

Fa'r as we iancy angels, and as good.
Who ha? not seen her in youth’s tairy land;
Wrapped in her scarlet cloak, and dainty hood,
A basket In her hand?

Against her cunning Ibe she asks

WANTED

THOMES is
RANDOLPH
MR.
firm from November 2d, 1868.
dec21dlw
HAS
C.

_

a

member of

our

~

(

DAVIS,

HELL 6 CO,

